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National Electricity - Report, 5 October 1993 to
30 June 1994.
National Parks Advisory Council- Report, 1993-94.

The ACTING PRESIDENT (Hon. D. M. Evans)
took the chair at 10.02 a.m. and read the prayer.

PAPERS

Port of Geelong Authority - Report, 1993-94.
Prison Industries Commission - Report, 1993-94.
Public Record Office - Report, 1993-94.

Laid on table by Clerk:
Public Transport Corporation - Report, 1993-94.
Coal Corporation - Report, 1993-94.
Roads Corporation - Report, 1993-94.
Construction Industry Long Service Leave Board Report, 1993-94.

Rural Finance Act 1988 - Treasurer's directive of
3 October 1994 to the Rural Finance Corporation.

Country Fire Authority - Report, 1993-94.
Rural Water Corporation - Report, 1993-94.
Dairy Industry Authority - Report, 1993-94.
Electricity Services Victoria - Report,S October 1993
to 30 June 1994.

Stamps Act 1958 - Minister's report of 29 September
1994 of approved exemptions and partial exemptions
and refunds made on corporate reconstructions for
1993-94.

Energy Brix Australia Corporation - Report, 5 October
1993 to 30 June 1994.

State Electricity Commission - Report, 1993-94.

Gas and Fuel Corporation - Report, 1993-94.

State Library Council- Report, 1993-94:

Generation Victoria - Report,S October 1993 to
30 June 1994.

Tourism Victoria -Report, 1993-94.
Transport Accident Commission - Report, 1993-94.

Historic Buildings Council- Report, 1993-94.
Victorian Plantations Corporation - Report, 1993-94.
Latrobe Regional Commission - Report, 1993-94.
Victorian Relief Committee - Report, 1993-94.
Legal Aid Commission - Report, 1993-94.
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Libraries Board - Report, 1993-94.

Second reading
Meat Authority - Report, 1993-94 and Corporate Plan,
1994 to 1999 pursuant to section 64(1) of the Meat
Industry Act 1993 (two papers).
Melbourne Market Authority - Report, 1993-94 (two
papers).
Melbourne Water Corporation - Report, 1993-94.
Melbourne Water Corporation Employees'
Superannuation Fund - Report, 1993-94.
Metropolitan Fire Brigades Board - Report, 1993-94.
Museums Advisory Board - Report, 1993-94.

Debate resumed from 12 October; motion of Ron.
HADDON STOREY (Minister for Tertiary
Education and Training).
Ron. B. T. PULLEN (Melbourne) - The house
now has before it the Australian Grand Prix Bill. H
the government could ever be accused of having
made incredibly stupid moves in any situation, it
would be on the way it has handled the grand prix
issue. At some stage there must have been an
opportunity to obtain bipartisan support for the
grand prix to be held on a site in Victoria. Although
many Victorians are not opposed to the concept of
having a grand prix, the government has made
alienating the community on this issue into an art
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form. The opposition is not opposed to the concept
of having a grand prix in Victoria but it cannot
support the grand prix being held at Albert Park.
This situation is typical of the way this government
has operated: it disregards and is disdainful of local
communities. This is not an isolated incident. It is
typical of the way the government is now treating
communities. We have the example of the Mansfield
community, which has been alienated by the
government because of the way it has handled the
proposed development of Mount Stirling and
ignored the concerns of local people.
The government has totally ignored the legitimate

concerns of small communities. Country
communities such as Swan Hill and Kerang have
been alienated by the way the government has dealt
with their train services and the way it has
overridden the water restructuring process in those
communities.
Hon. R. A. Best interjected.
Hon. B. T. PULLEN - Those communities are up
in arms basically because of the way the government
has treated them. Even this week the Minister for
Local Government has indicated support for the
closing of the Fitzroy swimming pool by the
appointed commissioners for the City of Yarra.
Hon. Louise Asher - What has that to do with
this?
Hon. B. T. PULLEN - The link, Mrs Asher - Hon. Louise Asher - I am not Mrs - be modem!
Hon. B. T. PULLEN - The link is quite clear. On
almost any issue the government has displayed its
propensity to attack rather than to respond to local
communities. For that reason it demonstrates that in
thecase-The ACTING PRESIDENT (Hon. D. M.
Evans) - Order! There is too much audible
conversation on both sides of the chamber. If
honourable members want to have a conversation,
they should do it outside. Mr Pullen has the floor,
without interruption.
Hon. B. T. PULLEN - In the case of the grand
prix, if the government had set out to alienate the
people of Albert Park it could not have gone about it
in a more deliberate way. The government has in no
sense entered into any serious dialogue with those
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people. It has tried to denigrate their resistance by
abusing them. It has not accepted that there is a
reasonable and broad community view that the park
is unsuitable for the grand prix.
The government has not entered into any dialogue.
It has basically pre-empted any debate in that area.
It has left its own members in a parlous situation
because of the inevitable position they must take in
the communities they represent. It is unreasonable
for any government, no matter what its standing in
the polls or its overall pOSition is, or any of its
members, whatever they perceive their power
position to be, not to listen to rational arguments
from constituents about going through a process
that respects their right to have a view on any issue.
The government has systematically denied that to
the people of Albert Park, as it has denied it to many
other communities. That is the nub of the position
the government has put itself into on the grand prix
issue. It has compounded the situation because the
more the issue is examined, the more people ask the
question, 'Why is the government not prepared to
have a decent process in relation to the grand prix?'
to display some of the thinking behind it and the
reasons it is not possible to have open discussion.
We see that special interests are involved and that
there is a lack of honesty and an unwillingness by
the government to lay the information out on the
table to show people the benefits of the grand prix.
The government has been incredibly secretive about
the grand prix both in terms of the financial
situation and the issues, of who is involved, what
negotiations have occurred and who is to benefit
from the event. The government has tended to take
the view that anybody who criticises its actions in
the case must be the enemy, and if so, should not be
treated seriously.
The latest example of that is this draconian
legislation which, although claimed to be modelled
on the South Australian legislation, clearly is
overprotective of the corporation which is being
established because it runs right across and over the
normal rights of people. We have seen considerable
but ineffective attempts by the Scrutiny of Acts and
Regulations Committee to moderate the legislation
on the basis of evidence put before it by
representatives of the Victorian Council for Civil
Uberties and others who feel aggrieved about the
additional steps being taken with the legislation to
remove the right to process. I will go into that in
some detail later.
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The opposition will move a reasoned amendment in
terms of the handling of this legislation. I move, as
an amendment:
That all the words after 'that' be omitted with the view
of inserting in place thereof 'this house refuses to read
this bill a second time until the government (a)

releases all documents relevant to the grand prix;
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essentially the government is challenging people to
argue against it and provide evidence at the same
time as doing its utmost not to allow any evidence
or information to be made available. It bludgeons
people for information to support its cases at the
very time that it withholds all the resources and
information necessary for people to provide those
cases. The letter crystallises how the government is
acting in almost all instances.

(b) undertakes an independent cost-benefit analysis of

the grand prix and details the extent of taxpayer
liability for the event;
(c) conducts a full and open inquiry into the health,
planning and environmental effects of the grand
prix at Albert Park, which gives residents, sporting
clubs, businesses and any other person affected by
the grand prix an opportunity to make
submissions;
(d) properly examines alternative sites for the grand
prix, including the Dockland site; and
(e)

undertakes not to appoint to the Australian Grand
Prix Corporation any person with a conflict of
interest or who stands to make pecuniary gain as a
result of the grand prix.'.

The ACIlNG PRESIDENT (Hon. D. M.
Evans) - Order! From now on the debate will be on
both the bill and the reasoned amendment.
Hon. B. T. PULLEN - The reasoned amendment
is framed to draw out what the opposition believes

to be the main issues at stake here. The first I have
already alluded to: that is, that there be proper
consultation with the local communities and people
who feel affected and believe there needs to be a
more open and honest process in respect of the
grand prix. The government could achieve that to a
large extent if it were not so secretive; if it were
prepared to release documents and not fight the
release of any information about the grand prix at
every stage.
There may be cases in which the government could
argue and the opposition could hear argument of the
reasons for the retention of some documents, but the
government has put up a total brick wall. It is not
interested in providing any information that would
enable a person to reach a reasonable conclusion
about the grand prix. That is its weapon against the
public in many instances in this state today.
A letter·published in the Age recently raised the
issue in what I thought was a thoughtful way,
saying that the government wishes to have it both
ways. I will paraphrase the letter. It said that

The second point of the reasoned amendment is
about the undertaking of an independent
cost-benefit analysis of the grand prix and the
detailing of the extent of taxpayer liability for the
event. The people of Victoria have not been told
what the grand prix will cost them. That has been
declared confidential information by Ron Walker.
We are not to have the information about what we
are paying for; even though it is public money we
are not entitled to know how it is being used. We are
told only the amounts that are related to the capital
works on the site, and expected to believe that they
are basically benefits. It has been indicated that
$25 million will go to the infrastructure associated
with the grand prix, $20 million for permanent
works for Albert Park and $52 million for the aquatic
centre.
The permanent works, if they are improvements to
Albert Park, could have been provided whether the
grand prix was to go there or not, as could have the
aquatic centre, if that is a desirable facility to be
prOVided. There is no indication that any income
stream will come back as a benefit from having the
grand prix at Albert Park to support those projects
and make a difference to the ability of the
government to finance them.
Essentially the government is trying to buy people
off with those sums of money to militate against
opposition to the changes occurring to the park by
the grand prix being placed there.
We are told that the grand prix will provide overall
benefits to Victoria, but we have not been given any
information about how the benefits will accrue and
how many of them might be traced back to the
public purse. Certainly if there is to be a major event
a nwnber of people who run businesses or provide
services in association with a facility of that kind
will make some profits and obtain some benefits
from it. That is not denied; it could be beneficial
overall to the state.
The opposition does not deny the benefits to Victoria
of major events of this kind. However, it is one thing
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to accept that there are benefits and another thing to
see whether the benefits balance against the public
expenditures that will be required to produce them.
In this case we are not told what the total burden on
the public purse will be and we do not know the
amounts of money that might flow back to the state
and whether any will come back to the government
to be utilised on behalf of Victorians.
The government has mentioned that it has seen or
has in its possession consultancy studies by Price
Waterhouse and others. I hope some work was
done. But there are strong indications that this
whole concept was presented to cabinet as a fait
accompli by the Premier and the Treasurer without
any of that work being done. We are entitled to be
extremely suspicious because the government has
gone into this financially blind. It is unable to
provide the people of Victoria with any convincing
analysis that shows a net benefit to the state from the
amount of money that is to be expended on the
grand prix. The reasoned amendment says it is
absolutely crucial that the government undertake an
independent cost-benefit analysis of the grand prix
and detail the extent of taxpayer liability.
The third point is that the government should
conduct a full and open inquiry into the health,
planning and envirorunental effects of the grand
prix. One very substantial point of community
criticism is that there has been no proper analysis of
the envirorunental and health effects of the proposal.
It has been initially perceived in terms of the impact
on the trees and vegetation, but envirorunental
impacts go much further than that. Melbourne Parks
and Waterways is simply not equipped to handle
the health impacts and many of the envirorunental
impacts associated with holding this grand prix.
Moreover, the processes that have been put in train
by the government in the name of bringing forward
environmental management assessment do not
permit the consideration of alternatives. They cannot
in any way be equated with an envirorunent effects
statement, which would allow people to put up
alternatives. In order to have the proper analysis
that an environment effects statement allows, you
always have to have as a baseline a do-nothing case,
a case where you make no changes at all. Then you
can look at the alternatives and compare the costs
and benefits and the environmental impacts with
that baseline. You can consider the alternatives that
people bring up, which is this case may be totally
different to Albert Park. That would mean looking at
alternative sites, checking them out against Albert
Park and comparing the environmental impacts. It
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cannot be done under the scenario the government
has chosen, which is not to allow a sound
environment effects process. That would invariably
involve some kind of consultative arrangement,
under which a consultative committee or similar
mechanism would promote the sensitiSing of the
actual issues so that the people involved had the
opportunity not only of putting in submissions but
also of having some say and input into the types of
issues that are studied.
If the government had been confident that the
proposal for Albert Park would stand up it could
have instituted such a process. It is incredible that at
some stage there was not bipartisan support for the
environment effects process. It is incredible that a
project of this magnitude in Victoria's history, in an
area of such importance and in such proximity to
residents and the centre of our city, would ever be
allowed to go ahead without an envirorunent effects
statement being obtained. Many other areas of lesser
importance have been subjected to environment
effects statements. Yet when we come to the big one,
an issue that is Significant enough for major
demonstrations by people from a broad
cross-section of the community, many of whom, as I
have said before in this house, have not been
involved in action of that sort. Those people have
come out in the most honest and reasonable of ways
to express their points of views. That the
government has not seen fit to provide an orderly
process that allows them to put their pOints is
absolutely incredible.

I make it clear that that has placed government
members representing local areas in a very invidious
pOSition - I do not want to attack them or address
them personally. The government failed to provide a
forum in which they could get up and defend the
government's position with reasonable credibility. It
did not provide the framework to allow them to say
to their constituents from the beginning that it
would be a difficult issue, that there would be pluses
and the minuses and that they would at least ensure
that they had reasonable chance of having their say:
'We cannot guarantee the final answer but we can at
least argue for your right to a decent process~. They
are not the first members to be put in that pOSition
by governments; but if a proper process had been
established, all the issues could have been
addressed. That has absolutely not been done.
Last Sunday people again expressed their concerns
in a most unusual and inventive way. By
surrounding the lake, bringing torches and utilising
information broadcast by radio 3RRR, the
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demonstrators were able to coordinate their
demonstration and show people both in Melbourne,
and, it is hoped, overseas, the extent of their concern
about the government's actions and the potential
destruction of Albert Park. The demonstrators
seemed to me to come from a varied cross-section of
the community. There were families, many of whom
had made a big effort to get there. They rugged up
their children and took them along. It was a very
calm, ordered and responsible event, which people
attended to say they were simply not getting a fair
go over the staging of the grand prix at Albert Park.
The tone of the speeches and the way the issue was
addressed showed that people have broadened the
issue, which they now see in terms of rights, which
is a bit different from the tenor of previous
occasions. Many of the views expressed were based
on the notion that it was an affront to their rights,
compared with the previous tactic of simply
focusing on the important issues caused by the
grand prix, including the environmental impact on
the park itself. People have now been politicised to
the extent that they are fighting for some very basic
changes, which, as I said before, will spill over to
other issues.
It will spill over to the Mount Stirling issue and the

inability of the people there, who tried to establish a
proper process, to be heard. We heard in this house
how their interests had been trampled on. It was
only by getting information under FOI that we were
able to discover the kinds of tactics that were being
used by the people involved, included slotting in the
environment effects statement at the most
advantageous tactical time to defeat that small local
community. Those are the sorts of weapons that are
being used by this government, which I think is
really sad. The government won the election and is
therefore entitled to govern, no-one denies that. But
by showing itself unable to handle dissent and by
showing that it is unwilling to allow people to
debate these issues - Hon. J. V. C. Guest interjected.
Hon. B. T. PULLEN - No, the coalition is really
weakening the processes in that area of government,
which is so important because it reaches out into the
community. Its inability to handle dissent and work
through processes that give its opponents a chance
to have a say and be seen to have a say, and to allow
justice to be done and be seen to be done, is
becoming increasingly evident. Those processes are
almost totally absent from the affairs and operations
of government. That is reducing the quality of
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political life and community activity in Victoria and
reducing confidence in government processes.
Any government that is not capable of handling
dissent or being open about prOViding information
is a government that will eventually pay a heavy
price. At the moment it is damming up enormous
feelings of ill-will in people who are not its natural
enemies in ideological or policy terms. When I go
into the country I find that many people who would
not ordinarily be Labor voters are extremely
concerned and disturbed about the way they have
been treated by the government. lhis, as I said, is a
classic example of the government's failing to take
on board the legitimate concerns of the people.
We believe there needs to be a full and open inquiry.
Beyond the point about the rights of the people there
are also other substantial issues. The last time a
debate was held about a grand prix at Albert Park
was in 1959. I do not remember it well but I note that
the issues of the noise, the fumes and the impact on
hospitals in the area were raised. It was a much
smaller event with cars that were much less
powerful than those of today. Everything that was
said then could now be said many times over about
this proposed event. At that stage people were not
so aware of the impact of emissions and noise on
health, yet they were knowledgeable and concerned
enough about those issues to raise them, which is
one of the main reasons why the grand prix was
abandoned in Albert Park.
The Bolte government heeded the arguments about
the inappropriateness of holding the grand prix in
Albert Park because of the park's historic
importance. Environmental issues - although I do
not believe they used the word'environment'
then - such as emissions and noise were clearly
identified. If honourable members read the
newspapers at the time they will see that people
were particularly concerned for the elderly and for
patients in neighbouring hospitals.
We now know that emissions from vehicles are not
just a nuisance but are very damaging to health. In
recent months a major IS-year longitudinal study on
the correlation between air pollution and health in
six major American cities study was released. The
cities were similar in size to Melbourne and the air
pollution ranged from below that of Melbourne to
above that of Melbourne. The study was conducted
under the strictest conditions. Factors such as
smoking, income and social situations were factored
out so that only the effects of air pollution and
factors closely related to air pollution, such as
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exhaust emissions and particles coming from
vehicles, were assessed.
The study found an enormously robust statistical
correlation between not only ill health, but death,
and the degree of air pollution. It found that if air
pollution increased on certain days by 1 per cent or
2 per cent, the number of deaths recorded increased
accordingly. 1hat was shown in a 1S-year
longitudinal study.
A leading medical expert who commented on the
study in the United States - and a person who was
out here recently made similar comments believed it to be similar to the kind of basic,
ground-breaking study that brought home the
connection between cancer and smoking. We will
hear more about that 1S-year study in the United
States because it drives home beyond doubt the
point that if we pollute our cities by allOWing car
exhaust fumes to be inhaled we are killing our
people.
A great deal of work has also been done in the
United Kingdom. The work I refer to was recorded
in the New Scientist last week. For those who are
interested, it was under the headline 'Cars kill'. The
study replicated some of the work done in the
United States of America but was not a IS-year
study, because that sort of study is expensive and
difficult to mount It also found a correlation
between the difficulties people experience with
asthma attacks and respiratory conditions,
particularly children and the elderly, and increases
in air pollution at particular times.
Hon. G. H. Cox interjected.
Hon. B. T. PULLEN - I do not believe that is a
sensible comment. If you want to talk about that in
relation to our transport policy, it is an issue that
would be appropriate for a parliamentary committee
and others to look at, but that is not so simple. What
I am suggesting is that the fumes that will be
generated around Albert Park Lake over the peak
period of training for the race - they were talking
about a seven-day event - and the many other
events that lead up to the grand prix, as well as the
additional vehicles and support machinery, will
have an effect. You do not get a correct answer by
simply measuring the fumes from cars over the few
hours of the grand prix race, it is the whole increase
in activity that will affect the health of people
generally, particularly patients in the Alfred hospital.
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If we undertook a study with the same accuracy it
would be possible to identify that people are likely
to die or at least have serious attacks of asthma
because of the presence of fumes. That is not
conjecture, it is related to evidence in the public
domain with which the government should make
itself familiar and which it should factor into its
considerations.
These are not matters that Melbourne Parks and
Waterways can handle. It is good at looking at
landscaping and other similar aspects, but it is not
equipped to make this kind of environmental
assessment. It is not equipped to give confidence to
the people if it says, 'It is all right. We have
measured it. It is not a factor'. The government is not
being open. It is not allowing proper consideration
of environmental issues. By keeping this matter
close to its chest and choosing its own consultants,
the government is not allowing debate. It is then
open to the view that it wants certain answers and
will contrive to get them. Accountability on these
issues can be achieved only by open and honest
input from people who are concerned about them.
The government has not allowed that, and that is
why we say that there needs to be a full inquiry.
Noise is another important issue. Many people
suggest that noise pollution is not as serious as
breathing in ground-level ozone, NOX derivatives,
hydrocarbons and benzine in car exhausts. But noise
can affect people significantly. People's sensitivity to
noise can vary considerably: some can endure a lot
of noise and not be very affected by it, going on with
their work and business; but others are distressed by
it, particularly the level of noise that they may be
subjected to when a grand prix is being run. The
effect of the noise has not been assessed. It is
difficult to do properly because of the variability of
people's reactions.
Hon. J. V. C. Guest - Let's freeze Melbourne
exactly as it is now so everybody can stay exactly as
they are!
H?n. B. T. PULLEN - I suppose that is what
Mr Guest has been saying to his constituents, but I
do not know whether that is something they want to
hear. They expect a bit more of a response than his
being glib about it.
Hon. Pat Power interjected.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Hon. D. M.
Evans) - Order! I do not want interjections across
the house, Mr Power.
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Hon. B. T. PULLEN - You don't have to be
against change to ask for change to be managed
properly. To simply argue that someone is against
change because he or she expects a reasonable
process to be applied in change is far too glib.
Apart from the environmental impact, another effect
is, of course, the social impact. Members of clubs
and people involved in other activities who are used
to doing things in Albert Park will be affected by the
changes. The government is trying to buy some of
them off, but again the preparation for the grand
prix will have considerable impacts that will not be
easily handled. Already people who were going to
have functions at Albert Park have been cursorily
tossed out. Last minute advice has been given to
people who were going to use function rooms!
Hon. Louise Asher - March 1996!
Hon. B. T. PULL EN - I know of a major function
for which people had actually sent out invitations
that was cancelled without notice. Last weekend the
people running the function simply received word
that the function rooms would not be available. The
University of Melbourne Mountaineering Club had
planned a function for 400 people. The expense of
finding a new venue in Camberwell and the cost of
the additional mailing out were met by the people
who ran the function room at Albert Park, because
they had to cancel the function. So already changes
are being made because of the grand prix.
Other changes have been foreshadowed. People who
have used club rooms and expected to be able to
continue to do so have been given notice that they
will not be able to continue to use the facilities. As
the various works progress, more people will be
affected socially. That is not to mention those people
who enjoy the park for passive recreational pursuits.
They will find continual changes occurring, with
fences appearing and other work being carried out.
They will be denied access not just to the immediate
route for the seven days of the grand prix but to
large areas that will be degraded in the lead-up to
the grand prix. Over a period Significant social
impacts will be felt by people who want to enjoy the
park. They will be progressively denied the
experiences they had planned for themselves and
their children.
The Australian Grand Prix Bill will remove any
opportunities people might have had to question
what is going on. The normal rights of citizens to
question whether what is being done is appropriate
will not be available, as has been pointed out by
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people who have made presentations to the Scrutiny
of Acts and Regulations Committee.
It is not just a question of whether you are against or
for the grand prix. Even if, for argument's sake, you
took the pOSition that to give effect to the
government's decision to hold the event the
corporation is entitled to do certain works, the
corporation should not be entitled to do the works
carelessly or thoughtlessly or in a way that does take
into account the effects on the local area. The way
the corporation carries out its work is an important
detail. The work must be well managed; it must not
be done carelessly or without consideration.
One of the usual and important checks on work
done in public places is the ability of people to blow
the whistle, so to speak. People who live near or
move around the works are almost invariably those
who first notice that something is wrong. In my
electorate the first people to point out that native
vegetation has been sprayed or is dying or that the
council has not done something it should do are
those who walk their dogs or exercise in the park or
just go for a walk to enjoy the area. That is, the
whistle is usually blown by a member of the public
who is out there. If they are dissatisfied because I do
not perform my role or the officials of the council do
not do their work, members of the public usually
have some form of redress. Because they have
certain rights they can raise the problem. But in this
case their rights are being taken away. There is no
performance protection built into the legislation,
quite apart from the removal of overall rights
concerning any injuries or nuisance people might
suffer from the grand prix.
Although the Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations
Committee has done a reasonable job - it has been
depicted as having some members who were brave
and did not follow the party line and so on - in one
sense it has been pretty ineffectual. I refer to an
editorial in the Age of Thursday, 6 October. Under
the heading 'Still a bad law' the following comments
appear:
Last month we described the Kennett government's
controversial grand prix legislation as a dangerous law:
at best, a nervous overreaction; at worst, an arrogant
abuse of power. Now, at least three government
members-

who did not include Ms Asher agree that the legislation infringes people's rights and
freedoms.ln response," the government has promised
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some limited amendments, but plans to persist with
some objectionable provisions.

Further down the editorial says:
Disturbingly, the grand prix legislation is not an
isolated instance. Over the past two years the
government has used its numbers in both houses of
Parliament to amend the state's constitution 34 times to
restrict the jurisdiction of the Supreme Court and
prevent citizens from seeking redress for wrongs or
reviews of government decisions.

Hon. Louise Asher - The previous government
never did that?
Hon. B. T. PULLEN - I am talking about the
situation now. The extent to which this government
is overriding people's rights is unparalleled. It is
very clear to many people that they are not getting a
fair go in terms of processes. No amOWlt of
ministers' shaking their heads will affect that,
because it is what people are seeing in many cases.
In a way people are reacting extremely strongly,
given the penalties hanging over their heads. The
government is very threatening to people who work
in the public service or earn their livelihood through
government contracts. It has brought about an
atmosphere of fear of dissent; yet there is very
strong dissent on these and other issues. People are
prepared to step out, even at some threat to
themselves. As I said before, the latent dammed-up
feeling against the government over its handling of
issues and its not listening to and riding roughshod
over local communities is considerable.

Before moving on from this subject I want to give
some attention to what has probably been the most
obvious concern of people regarding environmental
impacts: the impact of the grand prix on trees and
vegetation. I dealt with the other matters first, but
this is of enormous importance as well. The
government has said that it will plant 5000 trees, but
it has not addressed the potential of the park at all.
Those trees could have been planted in any case. The
long-term potential of the park is considerably
diminished, if not totally prejudiced, by having the
grand prix at Albert Park.
Not many people are aware - although more
people are becoming aware, and part of the reason
they are not aware is that the government has not
published in any honest way exactly what is
required - that beyond the track and beyond the
nmning of the grand prix an enormous amount of
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land is needed for facilities to support and stage the
event. Aerial photographs of the track in Adelaide
show backup areas for vehicles, supporting work
teams, officials and all the other backup required,
and an enormous parking area on its own.
It can be seen that all the paraphernalia needed to
run the grand prix will have to be put in place long
before the seven days taking in practice, the event
and the wind-down. This will have an enormous
impact on what can be done in any permanent sense
to improve the area of Albert Park. We are not
talking just about the impact over seven days but
also about the lost opportunities. The arrangements
for the facilities and the putting aside of the areas
will have an enormous impact on the ultimate
potential of the park.
There has always been a degree of tension
concerning the development of the park between
active uses and the ability to provide for more
passive uses and to revegetate and re-create some of
the native vegetation. The potential to do that is
considerably diminished, if not totally prejudiced,
by the imposition of a grand prix event. The staging
of the grand prix there imposes a long-term penalty
on the park.
This goes to the point of an alternative. A great deal
of the impact of staging this event in the park will be

felt over seven days and much of the purpose relates
to a very short time, but the park is compromised for
most of the year. The benefits are for the few, but the
long-term impact is on the many in terms of
person-hours of enjoyment of the area.
That is against the trend in the running of grand prix
because more grand prix are being run on dedicated
and planned tracks that take on board the needs of
the race and the spectators, people who are entitled
to enjoy motor racing. The planning is related to
needs. Here we are trying to put those needs above
recreational and passive uses of an historical park.
From the very outset, despite the best endeavours of
the planners at Melbourne Parks and Waterways, it
is an impossible task to achieve without enormous
compromises. Again the government has not
properly addressed that. It has simply relied on
saying: This is wonderful. We will take it back to
Albert Park. It is an historic place where we have
had grand prix. Let's all cheer. In fact, an
examination of where grand prix have been held
sho~s that, if anything, the grand prix at Albert Park
are an aberration. Out of the 50-0dd times grand
prix have been held, they have been held at Albert
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Park twice. Relying on historical precedents hardly
adds up to a case for choosing Albert Park. It was
found unsatisfactory then, and it is even more
unsatisfactory now.

in the opposition have racing cars or that kind of
background.

That leads me to paragraph (d) of my amendment
We ask that the government properly examine
alternative sites for the grand prix, including the
Docklands site. We do not restrict that examination
to the Docklands site. As I said before, the
opposition is not in principle opposed to the concept
of having a grand prix in Victoria. We acknowledge
that properly handled it has benefits, and it could
have enjoyed bipartisan support and support across
the community. By that I mean not just support from
people who are enthusiastic about grand prix and
who would no doubt go to a grand prix wherever it
was held, but support from people who accept that
others are entitled to have a reasonable go and that if
they want to go to a grand prix, fair enough.

Hon. B. T. PULLEN - Ms Kokocinski can speak
for herself on that She may be streets ahead of the
rest of us. Certainly we benefited from expert
assistance in examining the alternative of the
Docldands.

The government could have had a general mood of
pleasure that Melbourne was getting a grand prix,
but the government, by its actions, has lost that
Whatever the end result, the government has lost the
potential to have this event celebrated by a majority
of Victorians.
Many people have empathy with Albert Park
residents and those concerned about Albert Park
Lake because they understand those feelings, and
that determines their attitude to the grand prix. They
become anti-grand prix, not because they are against
motor racing but because they do not feel this has
been done the right way and they want to support
the people at Albert Park who are aggrieved. There
is much feeling like that around Melbourne.
Basically the opposition has been centred on a
geographical area, and that is understandable, but I
find that many people who do not live at Albert
Park have been prepared to express opinions in
support of those protesting and to condemn the way
the government is using the park. That feeling could
have been improved immensely if the government
had gone through an open and honest process of
comparing opportunities at other sites, if it had at
least been prepared to consider other sites.
The opposition has been positive about a proper
examination of at least one other site, Docklands.
That was done with the cooperation of a number of
academics and people who have expertise in motor
racing. They were prepared to offer their advice on
the requirements of the grand prix. It might surprise
honourable members to know that not many people

Hon. Louise Asher - Ms Kokocinski does.

A number of people were prepared to act as task
force members and to be advisers for that report
Although the government has given the report
cursory consideration, it was received as a credible
piece of work by a number of people and not as a
throwaway press release or a quick grab at an
alternative to get a story. A considerable amount of
work was required to come up with a proposal that
met the international standards set down for this
event, which went to ground conditions,
construction requirements and the overall
parameters of grand prix racing.
I am proud to say that in many ways this piece of
work, done with the assistance of volunteers and
experts, puts together a more credible total picture
than anything the government has presented in any
document in support of the staging of the grand prix
at Albert Park.
To get information about Albert Park I had to chase
up a large number of sources. I had to go to
Melbourne Parks and Waterways. I spent half a day
being briefed, getting plans and chasing around
trying to get information from other agencies. The
government has not presented an overall and logical
case for the grand prix at Albert Park. It would be
helpful if somebody could pick up a document and
say: Here are the economic, social and
environmental aspects, the analysis of the public
benefits and the examination of the private financial
benefits. Here is the supporting documentation that
shows where the conclusions have come from. This
is the government's case for the grand prix at Albert
Park.
I would be pleased if such a document were
available; it would make life easier. It would
certainly make life easier for Ms Asher, who could
circulate a document and assist discussions on the
grand prix in her electorate. It would probably save
Mr Guest becoming involved in protracted
correspondence with the Age, trying to defend the
indefensible and attempting to deal with people
who simply do not believe him. At least they would
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be better off having a document such as the one
produced by the opposition, which was compiled
with the help of experts who have had experience in
this area.
What came from the Docklands study? The broad
conclusions are that staging the grand prix at
Docldands is feasible and has some advantages. It
was certainly worthy of consideration. It is
technically feasible given the land area and the
waterfront access. That was decided not by me or
the Leader of the Opposition in the other place, but
by people who make their living and have expertise
in deciding such things.
Docklands can accommodate a circuit, which means
it meets all the key site parameters stipulated by the
relevant motor sport agencies. We had the benefit of
helpful advice from people who were quite
experienced in international circuit racing.
It also allows quality television viewing, which also
meets one of the key requirements. As was said
when this matter was debated previously, one of the
key factors in staging an event of this kind is not just
the technical aspect of cars racing around a circuit that was news to me! - but how it is presented. The
real money comes from sponsorship. It clearly
matters a great deal just how it is presented to
overseas television audiences.

You must have a large number of attractions to keep
people watching so that sponsors feel they are
getting their money's worth. It is a bit like cricket:
there are certain dull spots. If the cars are travelling
around the circuit and nothing exciting is
happening, it is rather hard to keep people glued to
their television sets, particularly if it is 2.00 a.m.
overseas. If a sponsor is running beer
advertisements on television, it wants to be sure that
people are watching the race. This requires an
interesting panorama and background shots; the
sponsor wants something in the picture other than
just a racing track.
The grand prix is an event that is programmed in a
way quite different from what you might think in
the first instance - that is, apart from its racing
aspects. It is programmed to sell products, and to do
that you need to market the surroundings. Part of
the problem with Albert Park is that it is so nice; had
it been ugly, it probably would have been safe.
The opposition is being pragmatic and practical.
Instead of saying we are against the running of a
grand prix, we are saying to the government: Have
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it at Docklands, where you can have great views of

the city and pan the television cameras over the
water with its yachts and ships. Although it will be
very boring for some people, it can be made more
interesting. It is a little like some of the dull parts in
a cricket match - and I hope I am not offending any
cricketers or cricket fans. Sometimes you need
something more!
The television for overseas audiences could be very
spectacular at Docklands, with its very good views
of the city skyline. So Docklands comes up okay. It is
also not a high-cost option. Preliminary costs for
track works total $25 million to $30 million. Other
costs involving demolition and clearance are not
expected to be high. So the news about the cost of
installing a new track is surprisingly good.
Another important point is that staging the grand
prix at Docklands would also generate a Significant
secondary effect for Melbourne's and Victoria's
economic base, particularly in relation to tourism
opportunities. According to a study of relevant
facilities, it is closer to accommodation and services
than Albert Park. All those who may benefit from
the event being staged at Albert Park would perhaps
benefit even more if the event were held at
Docklands.
That site would cause minimal disruption to the
existing stakeholders, if you like. People would
accept Docklands as a site for the race, knowing that
it involves few if any of the concerns and problems
that arise at Albert Park. It is worth the govenunent
at least considering our view. It is a viable
alternative proposition. It would also have benefits
for Docklands itself. The race could provide the
stimulus that is needed to get that area moving and
cause other developments to occur, which would
attract bipartisan support.
However, there is one big and probably
insurmountable problem with Docklands - that is,
the government did not think of it first. I suspect
there is no way the government will agree to the
change because it is incapable of that kind of
objectivity or generOSity. We saw evidence of that
with the moving of the museum. Melbourne is being
denied a museum at Southbank, which would link a
number of other cultural activities and encourage
people to wander around, go to restaurants, enjoy an
incredibly interesting area, and, for example, take a
ferry ride down the Yarra to the Scienceworks
museum. People would enjoy the interweaving of
social and pleasant experiences with educational
and cultural activities - something that happens in
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and around the Smithsonian Institute in
Washington, with a range of museums in the one
precinct.
The government wanted to put its mark on the
museum, and it has abandoned that project. It has
opted for a more old-fashioned, conventional
museum, which you visit to see thousands of stuffed
exhibits. They may be quite nice; and one would
never want to see them pulled down.
Although they were important in their day they are
not like Scienceworks and other active museums.
Those environments are open to people to visit and
they can actively participate by doing certain things.
People do not have to make a special visit as they do
to visit a monument; it is all part of the experience.
That is what the government missed here. There has
been no objective reason for taking that action, only
the meanness of the government and the minister.
I am pragmatic enough to realise that the politics
involved in the government's failure to accept the
opposition's proposal of an alternative site are
overwhelming, but the opposition is persisting. We
believe people are entitled to see how these
alternatives measure up. The government should
realise that a dedicated track is a viable option
because the community would not have to
compromise for most of the year in order to run a
grand prix over seven days. Having a dedicated
track for the proper running of a grand prix would
be a step in the direction now being taken by the rest
of the world.
The last point I raise, which is included in the
amendment to the second-reading motion, is conflict
of interest. That has been a pretty hot issue, and
justifiably so. The government has great difficulty
with conflict of interest; it does not seem to
understand it. That is the position many government
members adopt quite honestly. I believe that at
times they do not perceive the need to have a clear
distinction between public interest and private gain
in the way that many members of the community
perceive it.
Once again enormous impropriety is occurring with
individuals who stand to gain financially being in
key positions to make decisions about allocations of
public moneys and use of public assets. I am
speaking about Ron Walker and people who have
been too closely involved in government decision
making because there has been a conflict between
their own interests and the interests of the people of
Victoria. That is not in any way to seek to deny these
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people the opportunity of being entrepreneurial,
making money and being a vibrant part of the
community by investing and doing things, but a
much more distinct line needs to be drawn between
those activities and government decision making
that allocates resources that should be properly
managed in the interests of the community.
We believe the situation has been compounded by
the Premier's foreshadowing that Ron Walker will
become the chairman of the corporation, the setting
up of which is the major subject of the bill. The bill
establishes a corporation that will have very wide
powers, powers that will allow it to implement
things and override the normal rights or objections
of individuals and groups. The powers we will be
giving the corporation are too great, even if it were
to be managed and run by the most impeccable and
prudent of managers and boards. The government is
compounding the situation by not only giving the
corporation enormous powers but by putting those
powers in the hands of people like Ron Walker and
others who may have strong pecuniary or special
interests in the outcome.
A person who is in a position to deal with a local
issue may speed it up, override objections and gain
benefits because any delay could cost him or her
money. The government is not setting up a
corporation where a person can use those special,
very strong powers simply in the interests of
achieving an overall result in line with the
government's commitment to having a grand prix.
This is a situation where that person could take
advantage of those powers.
When testing an overall power you look at the
details and, although this was not raised by the
Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations Committee there is a limit to how far that committee is prepared
to indulge itself in examining issues, and I do not
think we would have seen any government
members cross the floor on it - this bill fails on a
test of details. To make sure a job gets done you
might have to ensure that there is a residual power,
so someone cannot simply frustrate it by delaying
action without substance. If a decision is made to get
the job done we might say fair enough, but you need
a residual power to unlock it. That residual power is
an impediment to delaying action. But the details of
whether the power can be abused for separate gain
or to get results other than the overt result of getting
the job done need to be subject to scrutiny, and
conflict of interest is absolutely the wrong thing to
have here. Yet this government is doing it again.
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The government had an opportunity to have a
parting of the ways with Ron Walker and refute the
accusations about pecuniary interests and conflicts
of interest, but it has not taken it. It has missed an
opportunity at least in that part of the process to set
the record a little straighter.
I now turn to some aspects of the bill that require
further explanation. It is important to put them in
the context of the whole issue. They form a
component of the way the government has
approached this matter. A number of clauses go to
various aspects of the rights of people to have access
to the Supreme Court and to obtain information by
F<?I, w~ch .are the rights that will be removed by
this legISlation. If the bill goes to the committee stage
I will deal with each of those matters in detail. I will
not do it clause by clause because the opposition
proposes to move amendments in the committee
stage if that point is reached. However, I hope
wisdom prevails and the amendment is passed so
that the bill does not reach the committee stage. If,
by chance, we do get to the committee stage I
foreshadow that the opposition will move
amendments so that we can have some detailed
debate. I see the minister is nodding his head. I hope
that means he is in agreement.
Hon. Haddon Storey - It is just recognition of
what you are saying.
Hon. B. T. PULLEN - These things must be put
on the record. It is important that the government
recognise the mistakes it has made in the process of
attempting to have the grand prix at Albert Park and
its failure to carry out the process in a way that earns
any approbation from the people who are concerned
about it. I will rely initially on points raised in a
submission from the Victorian Council for Civil
Uberties.
In its submission to the Scrutiny of Acts and

Regulations Committee the Victorian Council for
Civil Uberties submitted that:
... the Australian Grand Prix Bill:

(f)
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repeals, alters and varies section 85 of the
Constitution Act 1975 and raises an issue as to the
jurisdiction of the Supreme Court which in all the
circumstances is not appropriate or desirable.

Mr Richter, QC, on behalf of the council, made a

lengthy and detailed submission to the Scrutiny of
Acts and Regulations Committee supporting the
written submission.
I draw the attention of the house to a few of the
points that were made in the written submission:
Clause 29 imposes obligations upon the corporation to
take reasonable steps to consult and consider
reasonable representations. Clause SO prevents the
Supreme Court from awarding compensation in
respect of this clause. Thus, if the corporation does not
take reasonable steps to consult with a person having
the right of occupation of any part of Albert Park and
that person suffers loss as a result of that failure, that
person is denied the right to claim compensation from
the Supreme Court. It is a fundamental principle of our
society that citizens should have access to the courts in
respect of such matters ... Clause 32(2) entitles the
corporation to fence or cordon off any part of the
declared area for such period as is necessary for, or
incidental to, the carrying out of its functions or powers
or as is authorised by licence. Clause 42 provides that
no compensation is payable in respect of anything done
under this clause and clause SO excludes the
jurisdiction of the Supreme Court accordingly. This
means that if the corporation fences off any part of an
area, although it is not necessary for, or incidental to,
the carrying out of its functions or powers etc., then
notwithstanding this fact a person affected cannot go to
the Supreme Court for compensation. Why should the
corporation be protected from its breach of the law?

That is the detail. It is of extreme concern to people
who believe their rights are important and need to
be protected.
The oral submission was made in the context that
the council was not opposing the grand prix; it was
defending people's right to a fair go and to have the
access to the law that they should enjoy.

(a) trespasses unduly upon rights and freedoms;
(b) makes rights, freedoms and obligations dependent

upon insufficiently defined administrative powers;
(c) makes rights, freedorns and obligations dependent
upon non-renewable administrative decisions;
(d) inappropriately delegates legislative power;
(e) insufficiently subjects the exercise of legislative
power to parliamentary scrutiny;

Some response has followed the report of the
Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations Committee, which
is entirely inadequate, even in the areas in which
some government members of the committee voted
for some changes. They have not been followed
through in terms of amendments to the legislation; it
has hardly been amended at all. We will speak about
that further at the committee stage.
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Hon. Pat Power - In the three days of committee!
Hon. B. T. PULLEN - I point out that the
amendments were presented by the government
with no opportunity for debate in the Assembly.
They have been incorporated into the legislation by
the other house without any opportunity for those
members to scrutinise them.
It is important - in fact crucial - that the house, to
the extent that it can, remedies that situation by
giving attention to the matters in some detail. I
foreshadow that with the support of my colleagues I
will do so at the committee stage, when we will
move any necessary amendments.

I have put what I believe to be a strong case on the
mishandling by the government of the whole
question of the grand prix. By handling the event the
way it has done it has missed an opportunity for
Victorians; it has not done justice to the people of
many political persuasions who would be prepared
to entertain and support the notion of a grand prix
in this state on a properly examined site.
They now see it as a sour event - an event that they
cannot in honesty celebrate or enjoy, when they
could have been in that position. Albert Park
residents have been put into an even more invidious
position: they will have a reminder of the event
because of its impact on their area.
I affirm that the opposition is not opposed to the
concept of the grand prix: it has proved that by
putting in the work to put forward a viable
alternative site. In so doing it has enjoyed the
support and freely given advice and expertise of
members of the community. I wish to thank the
members of the task force and advisory committee
for their efforts.
It is disappointing that the government was not
prepared to look seriously at trying to find a
bipartisan way of having an event for Melbourne
that could be carried out in an appropriate manner.
It has locked itself into positions that people do not
know about - they are a secret. People do not know
why it cannot now deal in any other way, they do
not know what financial arrangements have been
made and they do not know the financial
commitments and how much of their money has
been pledged. Because of the way the government is
defending itself and being so secretive about
providing information, people are very unlikely to
find out while this government remains in office.

One day, though, I believe all will be revealed and
we will have on record an examination of how
people benefit unduly from this government in
terms of the profits that they get by being close to
the Premier and to people who make these
decisions, at times without even consulting their
cabinet colleagues. From what we can tell that was
probably a strong feature of the way it was done in
the first place.
Not only have Ms Asher and Mr Guest been put in
that position, but cabinet colleagues of the Premier
have been on the back foot from day one by being
handed a fait accompli with this proposal, in their
lack of financial preparation, lack of knowledge of
the alternatives and lack of social and environmental
considerations, which is a basic feature of the
project. It is a case study on how not to go about
staging a major event which would have a great
impact on such an important area as Albert Park
Lake with its historical connection.
I commend the reasoned amendment to the house.
Hon. LOUISE ASHER (Monash) - There are
many ironies in politics. The fact that I am leading
the debate for the government is indeed one of them,
because I must confess I have no interest whatsoever
in motor racing.
I do not have a wonder document, Mr PulIen, but I
will attempt to address a number of your points and
to place on record what I believe is the ALP's
hypocritical attitude to a number of features in the
bill and the reason the grand prix must be held at
Albert Park.
Hon. Pat Power - And you will attempt to do
this with a straight face.
Hon. LOUISE ASHER - Mr Power, I attempt to
do everything with a straight face! The bill
establishes the Australian Grand Prix Corporation as
a statutory authority and facilitates the holding of
the formula one grand prix at Adelaide.

Honourable members interjecting.
Hon. LOUISE ASHER - Sorry, Albert Park. The
bill facilitates the holding of the event at Albert Park.
The features of the bill are simple despite the
publicity and the inaccurate allegations that the bill
somehow transgresses human rights. The bill sets up
a corporation subject to ministerial direction, as
stated in clause 9. Ministerial scrutiny of the works
undertaken by the corporation is also a feature of the
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bill. In the event of Melbourne Parks and Waterways
not agreeing to this - Hon. Pat Power interjected.
Hon. LOUISE ASHER - Two ministers must
agree that works can take place, which is
particularly important. The bill allows ministers to
establish a declared area and provides for a
seven-day race period. Most importantly, given
residential concerns about the grand prix, it allows
only one race period per annum. That is a very
important clause because it creates certainty.
Hon. B. T. Pull en interjected.
The ACI1NG PRESIDENT (Hon. D. M.
Evans) - Order! Mr Pullen was listened to in
silence, and I request the same consideration be
given to Ms Asher.
Hon. LOUISE ASHER - A number of points
have been raised against the bill, three of which I
will address briefly. Firstly, a lot of comment has
come from the other side of politics about financial
accounts, auditing and so on. Many of those points
are quite spurious so I place on the record the fact
that each year the corporation's accounts will be
audited by the Auditor-General under the Financial
Management Act. Much was made of that in the
evidence presented to the Scrutiny of Acts and
Regulations Committee, because some incorrect
claims have been made that the accounts would not
be audited.

to Ron Walker. I draw his attention to clause 13,
which relates to the disclosure of interests. I submit
that Mr Pullen has not read the tenns of the
disclosure of interest and conflict of interest
provisions. Clause 13 states:
(1) I f -

(a) a member has a direct or indirect pecwUary
interest in a matter being considered ...

So that has to be disclosed first of all. More
importantly, clause 13(2) states that a member who
has made that disclosure:
(a) must not be present during any deliberation of
the Corporation in relation to the matter; and
(b) must not take part in any decision of the
Corporation in relation to the matter ...

In my opinion paragraph (e) of the reasoned
amendment moved by the opposition is quite
irrelevant because the bill already contains conflict
of interest provisions. It is particularly unfair of
people like Mr Pullen to come into this place and
constantly slate Ron Walker for things over which he
has no control. After all, the ALP appointed Ron
Walker to the Melbourne Major Events Committee
in the first instance. He was a Labor government
appointment. It is very important that the contents
of this pecuniary interest clause be placed on the
public record.
Hon. M. M. Gould interjected.
The ACI1NG PRESIDENT - Order!
Miss Gould will have an opportunity a little later on.

The second point concerns the issue of FOI. The bill
is not about a blanket exemption of FOI provisions;
it is about the exemption of documents where issues
of commercial confidentiality arise. It is important
that people understand that it is not a blanket
exemption. The bill exempts only a limited class of
document from FOI provisions.
The third point is that I have never really felt sorry
for Ron Walker before. He is not a man I have
ever-Hon. Licia Kokocinski - I do not think he wants
your pity, Ms Asher.
Hon. Pat Power - Is there a man you have ever
felt sorry for?
Hon. LOUISE ASHER - I am actually beginning
to feel sorry for Ron Walker. Mr Pullen commented

on conflicts of interest, relating his remarks directly

Ms Asher, without interruption.
Hon. LOUISE ASHER - Miss Gould makes
most of her contributions sitting on her behind by
way of interjection.
The ACTING PRESIDENT - Order! It would
be better if the honourable member continued her
speech without making inflammatory statements.
Hon. LOUISE ASHER - The benefits to Victoria
of the grand prix will be substantial. The financial
benefits have been estimated to be in the order of
$50 million to $80 million. Jobs will be created,
obViously in the construction of the track, the work
associated with the event and so on. A Price
Waterhouse study of the Adelaide Grand Prix
showed that the benefit:cost ratio was 4:1. In other
words, for every $1 of taxpayers' money spent on
the grand prix, $4 was generated. That is what the
Price Waterhouse analysis found, and presumably
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the same sort of result will apply to the grand prix at
Albert Park.
Tourism Victoria is clearly very supportive of the
grand prix being held at Albert Park. In a statement
on 7 June 1994 called 'Tourism Victoria Backs Grand
Prix', the following announcement was made:
The grand prix today received strong backing from the
state's peak tourism body, Tourism Victoria.
Chairman, David Grant, said it was estimated the event
would conservatively inject more than $80 million into
the state's economy but it was impossible to predict all
the long-term positive benefits which would flow from
its staging.

He went on to say:
We need to consider the impact of a worldwide
television audience which will provide publicity that
Melbourne otherwise could not buy at any price.

That point is also very Significant. The grand prix
will provide an international focus on the dty of
Melbourne. TV cameras will beam in on the dty and
people will be talking about the Melbourne grand
prix. It will put Melbourne on the international map
to an even a greater degree than it is at present. That
focus will have spin-off benefits for tourism, which
should be emphasised.
There will be some benefits as well as some
inconvenience for the locals. Local businesses,
particularly hotels and restaurants, will benefit
enormously from having such an event with its large
influx of visitors. I also place on the record the fact
that, for a long time, residents of Middle Park have
been complaining about the South Melbourne Hellas
soccer ground, especially about the parking
problems - and there were parking problems and about the possibility of light towers being
erected at the ground.
South Melbourne He11as will move as part of the
restructuring of the park for the grand prix. The club
has commented that the residents' negative attitude
to it has played a role in the move. I sympathise with
the residents of Middle Park, who have to put up
with constant disruptions - not just once per
annum - and a lack of access to their homes. The
people of Middle Park will benefit from the fact that
the South Melbourne He11as soccer ground will be
moved away from them.
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Albert Park will be substantially upgraded. Some
$20 million will be spent on permanent works. Once
again I make the observation that the park was
badly neglected by the former ALP government.
Local sporting dub facilities will be substantially
upgraded, there will be increased picnic facilities
dose to the water for people who want to go there,
and 5000 trees will be planted. Dick Burke seems to
think that is too much, that the park will not be able
to sustain 5000 trees; but at this stage I think the
planting of those trees is a positive move. A new
$52 million indoor sports centre will be built as part
of the upgrade. It will have an Olympic pool and
facilities for indoor sports such as badminton, tennis
and basketball. I for one think substantial netball
facilities should be included in the indoor centre,
because there is a need for additional netball
facilities in the area. It will enable us to get rid of a
lot of the old and very ugly World War 2 buildings
and replace them with a modem facility.
The key issue raised by Mr Pull en, and by others
who are opposed to the grand prix, is why the race
is being run at Albert Park rather than an alternative
venue. The Leader of the OppOSition, John Brumby,
initially supported the grand prix. A media
statement put out by the opposition on 17 December
1993 is headed 'Brumby welcomes GP win' and
states:
State opposition leader, Mr John Brwnby, today
congratulated all those involved in securing the
Australian Grand Prix and -

just to inject a bit of comedy said he looked forward to waving the winner's flag as
Premier in 1997.

At this stage the first race was going to be held in
1997 as opposed to 1996. It continues:
Mr Brwnby said the race would be an important boost
to Melbourne and add to its international reputation as
a major sporting capital of the world.

The Leader of the OppOSition said that in a press
release on 17 December 1993. In an interview on
3AWon 17 January, Mr Brumby said:
Can I say where there are positive things this
government does I will support them, and I have
supported for instance the grand prix. I think that is a
great thing for Melbourne. So where the Premier does
something that is positive, I will support it 100 per cent
absolutely.
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It is just as well that we are having this debate
because Mr Brumby's quotes may be irrelevant in a
few weeks time. Where in the opposition's press
release was mention of the fact that Mr Brumby did
not want the event held at Albert Park? The
annOWlCement made by the government was that
the grand prix would be held at Albert Park and
Mr Brumby said, '1 support it. It is fantastic. I am a
petrolhead. I want to wave the flag'. Where were his
objections to the race being held at Albert Park?

Hon. PAT POWER ijika Jika) - On a point of
order, Mr Acting President, the delightful Ms Asher
has just read a press release from the Leader of the
Opposition in which he welcomed a grand prix for
Melbourne. Ms Asher is now attempting to assert
that the Leader of the Opposition - Hon. R. I. Knowles - This is not a point of order!
Hon. PAT POWER - The Acting President can
rule it out of order, then.
Hon. R. I. Knowles - No, that is a vexatious
point of order.
Hon. PAT POWER -She is now attempting to
say that the Leader of the Opposition welcomed a
grand prix at Albert Park.
The ACfING PRESIDENT (Hon. G. B.
Ashman) -Order! There is no point of order.
Hon. Pat Power - I knew that it wasn't.
Hon. LOUISE ASHER (Monash) - Thank you
for that ruling, Mr Acting President. That was a
vexatious point of order and Mr Power has just
interjected that he was happy to use that tactic.
In all the interviews with Mr Brumby he did not say
that he did not want the grand prix held at Albert
Park. Implicit in his support for the grand prix was
his support for Albert Park. He made no mention of
that, even though later he came to the view that it
should be moved. At that time he said it was the
best decision the Kennett government had made.

Honourable members interjecting.
Hon. LOUISE ASHER - Albert Park has a
number of strengths as a site. It is close to the city,
restaurants and other facilities and it has a history of
motor racing. This is a magnificent city. It is
important that people staying at city hotels are close
to the race venue. Sandown is too small; it does not
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have sufficient crowd capacity; and it is too far away
from the major Melbourne hotels.
Hon. B. T. Pullen -Is that your alternative,
Sandown?
Hon. LOUISE ASHER - That is Mr Brumby's
alternative. He favoured four sites: he favoured
Albert Park, Sandown, the Docklands and Phillip
Island.

Honourable members interjecting.
Hon. LOUISE ASHER -It would not surprise
anyone that Mr Brumby had four favourite
positions. The Docklands, which was the basis of
Mr Pullen's presentation, has some problems.

Honourable members interjecting.
Hon. LOUISE ASHER - Mr Brumby then set up
a task force to examine the suitability of the
Docklands. However, there are a number of
questions. Those questions were answered by the
Minister for Major Projects on Tuesday, 21 June, in a
press release headed' ALP Docklands scheme
fanciful and expensive'. The key paragraph of the
minister's press release puts to rest once and for all
the notion that the Docklands is a suitable venue. He
states:
The ALP's fanciful scheme for the Docklands would
cost tens of millions of dollars extra to build, would
totally distort planning for the area and obviously
could not be delivered by 1996.

Honourable members interjecting.
Hon. LOUISE ASHER - Those are the
substantial objections: it cannot be delivered on
time; it would distort the original concept for the
region; and the cost. It is typical of the ALP to say,
'We have got a plan. It will cost more money'. The
point the minister made about the grand prix
running directly past the front doors of people's
homes is important and is factual. There is also some
contamination of the site, which is important.
like Mr Pullen, I am very much a fan and user of
public transport. There are public transport
problems with the Docklands site - that also
applies to the Albert Park site, but not to the same
extent. Docklands is quite unsuitable.

Honourable members interjecting.
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Hon. LOUISE ASHER - The grand prix will be
held in Albert Park. Ms Judith Griggs, the Chief
Executive of Melbourne Grand Prix Promotions Pty
Ltd, was reported in the Herald Sun of 17 May as
saying there was an assumption that the grand prix
could be moved at whim, but it cannot because the
venue is implicit in the deal. The grand prix will be
held at Albert Park. It is a nonsense for the other side
of politics to suggest that it can be moved. I support
the grand prix, but it is a package. The grand prix at
Albert Park is a paclcage and the venue and the race
cannot be separated.
A number of residents have concerns about the
grand prix being held at Albert Park, which they
have related to me and which are legitimate, serious
and relevant. I, too, have expressed concerns about
noise, parking, disruption and the frequency of the
races. However, both Mr Walker and the Premier
were sympathetic to the view that residents of
Albert Park should be subjected to only one race a
year. The Save Albert Park group at one stage
claimed that six races would be held each year, but
honourable members will note that clause 43
provides for only one race a year.1bat is enshrined
in legislation. The Premier said there will be only
one race.
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put to race organisers, and there has been some
sympathy for that view.

Honourable members interjecting.
Hon. LOUISE ASHER - You can bus them in.

Honourable members interjecting.
Hon. LOUISE ASHER - There are enormous
problems for parking in the area. I am pleased to say
the grand prix organisers are listening to the local
member in regard to her concerns about parking.
Hon. Pat Power - But is the local member
listening to her constituents?
Hon. LOUISE ASHER - I am pleased to advise
that on behalf of the Melbourne Major Events
Company people have been doorknocking in the
area t o - Hon. Jean MeLean - It's a bit late!
Hon. LOUISE ASHER - I think it is relevant.
Legitimate concerns have been expressed. This is a
party that talks about consultation and when a
doorknock is done - -

Hon. Pat Power - Why?
Hon. LOUISE ASHER - Because it is too noisy
and disruptive to have any more.

Honourable members interjecting.
Hon. LOUISE ASH ER - I am on the public
record as saying you can ask the local people to put
up with only one race a year. You cannot ask for six
races; one race a year is a reasonable deal. Since last
December I have said there should be only one race.
The Premier announced there would be only one
race, but many people said they did not accept his
word. However, it is provided for in the legislation.
It will be an offence to try to run more races.

Honourable members interjecting.
Hon. LOUISE ASHER - This is a genuine
recognition of the fact that there will be disruption to
residents. I share the concerns of many residents
about parking. The area is not suited to a massive
influx of cars.
I am happy to place on record my personal view
that I do not think parking at Albert Park should be
allowed during the grand prix. It is a view I have

Hon. D. T. Walpole - Why didn't you do the
doorknock before you made a decision?
Hon. LOUISE ASHER - The doorknock is being
done to ascertain whether there is widespread
support or acceptance. There are people who are
against the grand prix.

Honourable members interjecting.
Hon. LOUISE ASHER - About 20 per cent of
the people in the immediate vicinity are against it.
Those residents are being given opportunities
through the doorknock program and other
community consultation processes to say what sorts
of things they would like to see happen with the
grandprix.
I place on record my utter contempt for members of
the ALP. They have been hypocrites about the bill.
Today they have talked in this chamber about the
violation of human rights and said that
environmental concerns are not being looked after
properly. They are hypocrites, because what they
have said should happen is not the way they
operated when they were in government. I refer to
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what happened in South Australia where similar
legislation - Hon. D. A. Nardella - Was that our government?
Hon. LOUISE ASHER - In 1984 similar
legislation was enacted in South Australia by the
then Bannon government to facilitate the staging of
the grand prix there. I refer to the House of
Assembly debates of 14 November 1984.
Hon. Pat Power - In South Australia?
Hon. LOUISE ASHER - Because the race has
come from Adelaide.
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Hon. LOUISE ASHER - Certain laws were
overridden so that the race could be staged, which is
the purpose for which this Australian Grand Prix
Bill is being introduced.
However, there are some differences between the
South Australian and Victorian bills. The key
difference is of course that in South Australia the
opposition members had a great sense of pride in
their state. The liberal opposition supported the bill!
That is the key difference. When people go through
and highlight clauses and refer to the distinctions
between the two bills, the key difference is that the
opposition in South Australia supported the bill.
Hon. Bill Forwood - Supported the state!

Hon. Pat Power - This is a very long bow!
Hon. LOUISE ASHER -It is not a long bow at
all, because in South Australia legislation was
enacted to facilitate the holding of the grand prix
and the Victorian legislation is based to a Significant
extent on the South Australian model, which was
enacted by the Bannon government. The then Labor
Premier of South Australia said:

Hon. LOUISE ASHER - The then Leader of the
Opposition, Mr 01sen, said in the South Australian
House of Assembly on 15 November 1984:
The opposition supports the staging of this event in

Adelaide. We accept that it can bring significant
benefits to the city and to South Australia.

Honourable members interjecting.
The event is expected to be televised to anything up to
2SO million people worldwide and the promotional
benefits for the state should be significant, particularly
in terms of tourism and potential investment. This
impact will be significantly greater than if the race were
staged on a closed circuit. The state will also benefit in
the short term through employment generated by the
event such as roadworks, accommodation, construction
of fencing and production of souvenir items.

Mr Bannon went on to make the following
important point
The staging of the event in the city of Adelaide attracts

several existing legal requirements. While, in some
cases, steps could be taken to comply with those
requirements, this is not possible in many instances and
could only be achieved at considerable expense.
Therefore, the bill provides for several existing legal
impediments to the staging of the race to be overridden.

In South Australia the then Labor government

introduced similar legislation for exactly the same
reason: that various laws would actually prevent or
delay the staging of the grand prix.
Hon. Pat Power - What a pity we don't still have
the Herald. Its headline could be ' Asher applauds
Bannon'!

Hon. LOUISE ASHER - He went on to say:
Given the scale of this event, that is an enormous task.
The opposition, therefore, understands the
government's desire to deal with this legislation
expeditiously. We will accommodate the government's
desire to have this legislation through Parliament so
that the board can be established early in December.

Of course the opposition asked questions, as
oppositions should. But basically it supported the
grand prix being staged in Adelaide and supported
the bill with all its clauses that Mr Pullen was so
upset about.
The Honourable Jennifer Adamson, a former
member for Coles, for whom I have a great deal of
respect, said:
It is a pleasure for anyone associated with the tourism
industry to be able to support a project which I believe
will have powerful, far-reaching and beneficial effects
on the towism industry in South Australia. It is with
pleasure that I support the bill.

That is the fundamental difference: in South
Australia the opposition members had pride in the
event and in their state and supported the bill! In
Victoria, even though the whole direction of the bill
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is exactly the same, with exactly the same sorts of
laws being overridden, the opposition is against the
bill! In fact I think to say it is in favour of the grand
prix being staged in Melbourne is drawing a long
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Hon. LOUISE ASHER - And soon. On
Wednesday, 21 September, in an august journal
called the Emerald Hill Times, which plagues my life,
Mr Thwaites is reported as having said:

bow.
As I said, there are differences between the South
Australian and Victorian legislation, which some
people have chosen to highlight. I will address a
couple of them in addition to elaborating on the
issue of who supported it and who did not.
As I said also, the fact that the race will be confined
to one race period per annum is an important

difference. The members of the Save Albert Park
group and the honourable member for Albert Park
have made reference to the significance of the fact
that the race period in South Australia was five days
while in Victoria it will be seven days. Much has
been made of the two-day difference. In the public
hearings of the Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations
Committee I asked Mr Stewart what was the
significance attaching to the point he made that in
South Australia the race period was five days and in
Victoria it will be seven days. He said in answer to
tha t question:
The purpose of drawing your attention to that
particular provision in the South Australian legislation
was to address the fact that the South Australian
legislation differs in some material manner from the
proposed Victorian bill.

My question then was:
So you think the difference between five and seven
days is material?

And he answered:
Yes; I do believe that it could be material.

I make that point simply to show we have the
Leader of the Opposition to the race saying the
difference could be material because of two days per
annum. I do not think the difference between two
days per annum is material, but much focus has
been placed on that difference between the two bills.
I turn now to comments made by the honourable
member for Albert Park, who aspires to be Leader of
the OppOSition and to take Mr Brumby's job.
Hon. Bill Forwood - Soon.

The Adelaide grand prix legislation is very different it does not remove freedom of information ...

That is one of the points he made - it does not
remove freedom of legislation, but the nasty Kennett
government has removed freedom of information. It
is interesting that the honourable member for Albert
Park in the other place, Mr Thwaites, says that. The
South Australian grand prix legislation was passed
in 1984. The South Australian freedom of
information legislation was not passed until 1991. So
legislation with a futuristic view is obviously the
type of legislation that Mr Thwaites is thinking
about for the future. That is a spurious basis of
criticism, and that should go on the public record.
Hon. Licia Kokocinski interjected.
Hon. LOUISE ASHER - Thank you,
Ms Kokocinski. Basically, the point of the South
Australian legislation is that it suspends a certain
number of acts from being in operation. That is what
the Victorian legislation does; it suspends a certain
number of acts. The Bannon government enacted
that legislation for the grand prix, and obviously the
Kennett government has done likewise.
It is interesting to return to the culture of the grand
prix in South Australia and the culture of the grand
prix in Victoria. The demarcation lines are fairly
clear. The Victorian government supports the grand
prix. The Victorian opposition is raising so many
objections to it that it almost looks as though it does
not support it. In South Australia supporting the
grand prix is a matter for both sides of politics. They
say: Look, I support the grand prix. So when the
newly elected leader of the Labor Party, Mike Rann,
was elected to replace Lynn Amold, Dean Brown,
the South Australian Premier, immediately criticised
him, saying he was responsible for the loss of the
grand prix. Mike Rann is reported in the Adelaide
Advertiser of 19 September as responding:
They can try to make capital out of losing the grand
prix. The fact is I was involved in the bid for the grand

prix in 1985.

In Adelaide the big political imperative is to prove
how much you supported the grand prix, whether
you are Liberal or Labor. The whole culture of the
opposition in Victoria, this opposition bereft of
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policies, this opposition that is in real trouble with
its leadership, is that it will grab on to an issue and
become anti the event, even though its colleagues
interstate strongly and passionately supported the
event.
The honourable member for Richmond was trying to
grapple with the complex issue of where the South
Australian and Victorian legislation differed. I think
his comments are worthy of note. While most people
would say that this clause differs or this power was
changed between the two bills, the honourable
member for Richmond has an unique approach. His
argument was that in South Australia 20 pages of
legislation were changed while in Victoria 32 pages
were changed. This is from the Deputy Leader of the
Opposition.1bat is the quality of our oppOSition.
Another element of the ALP's abject hypocrisy on
this bill concerns the use of parkland for sporting
events. It has said that we must not use parkland for
sporting events. What about the National Tennis
Centre? What about when the Labor government
was pitching for the 1996 Melbourne Olympics bid?
What about the $250 million development in Albert
Park, with a net loss of open space? There is no loss
of open space in this grand prix plan.
What about the ALP's $250 million development in
Albert Park? Where were the protesters then? For
the ALP's huge development for Albert Park, with a
net loss of open space, no, the protesters were not
around. That involved the use of parkland for a
sporting event. However, when the Kennett
government did that the opposition was out there
protesting against it.
The next point of ALP hypocrisy concerns the issue
of Ron Walker. I have referred to the conflict of
interest clauses already. I make the point that he was
not appointed by us but by the ALP to chair the
Melbourne Major Events Committee. Much of the
vilification of Ron Walker stems back to David
White's personal animosity arising from their
Melbourne City Council days. It is misplaced, to say
the least.
I will now move on to another point of ALP
hypocrisy - the environment effects statement.
Mr Pullen spent 10 minutes saying that we must
have an environment effects statement. I
acknowledge that a park is a delicate environment.
An environmental study will be done. He does not
like the way the study will be done. He does not
want Melbourne Parks and Waterways to do the
study but wants a full environment effects
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statement. That is interesting because that is not how
the ALP government worked when in office. Let me
tell honourable members which projects were not
subject to environmental impact statements under
the previous government. These are the
projects-Hon. D. A. Nardella interjected.
Hon. LOUISE ASHER - They are not
yardsticks. I am talking about the hypocrisy of
Mr Pullen's coming into the chamber today and
saying that this project should be subject to an EES.
Mr Nardella, it is with pleasure that I will tell you
that the following projects were not subject to EESs
under the previous Labor government: the MCG
Great Southern Stand; the Phillip Island grand
prix - twice; Docklands; Coode Island; the
aluminium rolling mill at Bendigo; and the proposed
ADI munitions plant at Wodonga. All of those
projects were not subject to EESs, yet Mr Pullen says,
'Forget what we did when in government and the
way we did not have EESs. The Kennett government
should do what we did not do'. This is Mr Pullen's
argument today: We did not do it for the MCG Great
Southern Stand, the Phillip Island grand prix on two
occasions, Docklands or Coode Island, but the
Kennett government should do it for the Albert Park
grand prix. What abject hypocrisy to run two
different sets of standards!
The next point of ALP hypocrisy - and this is the
long section of my speech - con<;ems comments on
the limitation of jurisdiction of the Supreme Court.
The former administration limited the jurisdiction of
the Supreme Court frequently. In 1991-92 for 24 bills
there was a limitation of the jurisdiction of the
Supreme Court. Yet again we have Mr Pullen
focusing on limitation of jurisdiction of the Supreme
Court.
One of his major points is that the Kennett
government is somehow acting in an aggressive
way, overruling people's rights. It is interesting that
the ALP, when in government, did that frequently
also, but what was the difference? The difference is
that the ALP hid it. It refused to establish the
Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations Committee, which
drew out that this is occurring. The ALP accepted
amendments to the constitution that enforced
drawing the attention of the Parliament to these
limitations of jurisdiction of the Supreme Court only
when they were foisted on them by the Liberals. So
the ALP did it, all right, but just hid it. We have been
criticised for doing exactly what the ALP did.
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I refer the Parliament to the annual report of the
Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations Committee. In the
previous year the committee in the previous year
considered 29 bills with clauses affecting section 85
of the Constitution Act, and only four clauses
required further explanation. So in 25 of 29 bills,
ALP members on the Scrutiny of Acts and
Regulations Committee supported the government
in its limitation of jurisdiction of the Supreme Court.
Obviously Mr Pullen is at Significant variance with
his colleagues on issues of limitation of jurisdiction
of the Supreme Court.

The next point of hypocrisy is that there are
remarkable similarities between our Albert Park
grand prix legislation and a piece of legislation
enacted by the previous Labor government to get up
a major project. I am a football fan. Nothing gives
me greater pleasure than watching Essendon win
premierships, and last year was a good year. I
support the light towers at the MCG and was very
fond of watching Dean Jones whack a couple of
centuries at the MCG. This was one of my great
sporting pleasures, although he has now retired.
The Melbourne Cricket Ground Act allowed laws to
be suspended so the light towers could be erected.
This bill has similarities and the same theme. It is
legislation that calls on other pieces of legislation to
be suspended to allow something of importance to
proceed. I draw the attention of the house to two
sections in that act. The first is section 3:
Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in the Town
and Country Planning Act 1961 or in any planning
scheme, interim development order or local
government scheme made thereunder, the trustees
may, subject to the conditions contained in
sub-section (2), construct floodlight towers on the
Melbourne Cricket Ground ...
That act amounted to a suspension of the planning
laws to enable the construction of the light towerslegislation enacted by the former Labor government!
I refer to section 6 of the same act:
No compensation shall be payable by the Crown in
respect of any act, matter or thing done or arising out of
this Act.

It says 'no compensation'. I heard Mr Pullen
absolutely condemn the Kennett government for
putting 'no compensation' clauses in this bill, yet the
government of which he was a member introduced
similar provisions for sporting facility projects it
regarded as significant. It is difficult to understand
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the Labor Party's criticism of this bill when that is
the sort of thing it did when in office in recognition
of the fact that laws sometimes need to be
suspended to get major projects or events off the
ground - in that instance, the light towers at the
MCG.
I move to a couple of other issues that are equally
important in this debate. The first matter concerns
health. Mr Pullen spoke at length about health
issues, including fumes and the like. At present we
associate fumes with Albert Park because Lakeside
Drive and Aughtie Drive are major traffic
thoroughfares. Ten thousand vehicles a day drive
through each roadway. I drive through there every
morning. Although my car is finely tuned, no doubt
every day I contribute to the pollution.
Hon. Pat Power - You said before that you are a
strong supporter of public transport.
Hon. LOUISE ASHER - I am. 1 use it about
three times a week, and I use my car slightly more.
Albert Park is not an idyllic, quiet park now. Two
noisy major thoroughfares run through it.
The Save Albert Park group has recruited doctors
who published a report. They said there were health
problems associated with the running of the grand
prix and a significant degree of noise risk. They
concluded that the noise would be significantly
disadvantageous to health. They even recommended
tha t children should be removed from the area of
noise. This group came out strongly and said that
Significant health risks would be attached to the
noise from the grand prix. The Premier said, 'I am
interested in this landmark report. I want all the
people who are ill in Adelaide to come to see me,
and then I will be convinced'. Nobody turned up!
The report is an exaggeration.
Two health studies have been completed. The first
was published by VIPAC Engineers and Scientists
Pty Ltd and released by the City of Port Phillip. I
understand the study was commissioned by the
former City of South Melbourne, under the august
leadership of my good friend, Frank O'Connor. The
study completed by VIPAC is interesting. I refer to
the Herald Sun of 15 September 1994:
The main fInding was that noise generated by formula
one cars would not be much louder than general traffic
in the district.
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Monitoring points in Queens Road, Canterbury Road
and Albert Road recorded everyday traffic noise
reaching more than 90 decibels.

It is interesting that according to the doctors
supporting the Save Albert Park group 90 decibels is
hazardous, yet it is an example of the noise
generated by traffic in that area. The basic message
of the VIPAC study was that the noise would be
within safe standards. It may be unpleasant but it
will not be injurious to health.
The second health study was conducted and
supervised by a Melbourne University Associate
Professor of Occupational Medicine and
Environmental Health, Or Bisby, a man of enormous
reputation. The conclusion was reported in the Age
on 22 September 1994 as follows:
Noise from the A1bert Park grand prix did not pose a
health risk, although it might annoy some people,
according to a Melbourne University report.
The report, commissioned by the race organisers,
Melbourne Grand Prix Promotions, found little
objective evidence for any health concerns in regard to
predicted noise levels.

That comment was made by a Melbourne University
professor.
Two significant health studies rebut the
extraordinary claims made by the group of doctors
supporting the Save Albert Park organisation.
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almost automatically be adopted, even if the
documents are confidential. The AAT heard an
application for information relating to the grand
prix. Judge Fagan handed down his decision on
16 September 1994. A limited number of documents
were released to the applicant and access to all the
other documents in the proceedings was refused on
the basis of protection of public interest. lbat
judgment is incorporated in the Scrutiny of Acts and
Regulations Alert Digest No. 9 of 1994. Judge Fagan
said a couple of interesting things in handing down
his judgment, including:
For the tribunal to override genuine business
confidences reposed in the government of the state by
business, commercial or financial undertakings in the
kind of circumstances involved in this case would be to
maim the business arm of the state.

The Administrative Appeals Tribunal ruled that
commercial documents should not be made
available under FOI, but the opposition still thinks
they should be. Even the AAT thinks their release
would maim the business arm of the state. Judge
Fagan said a couple of other interesting things about
opposition to the grand prix:
The depth and breadth of public controversy is not
clear. Although there has been substantial press
coverage of the issue and although it is dear that some
number of people are acutely interested in resisting the
use of the park for the proposed purposes, it is far from
clear to me that the group involved is not simply a
relatively isolated few locals with a capacity to achieve
publicity for their views.

The next issue concerns consultation.
Hon. M. M. Gould - What is that?
Hon. LOUISE ASHER - The Kennett
government can demonstrate that on many
occasions it does consult I have spoken to the house
about my three-month consultation on domestic
violence, when everybody was delighted at the
consultative process. Would you like a
demonstration of consultation?

That is a very interesting comment from Judge
Fagan on the very dedicated opposition that we are
seeing.
I will now address the issues raised by the Scrutiny
of Acts and Regulations Committee referred to by
Mr Pullen. He said three government members
voted with the ALP and that I was one of two
government members not to do so. He then made
some specific comments about that. I wish to place
on record the reasons why I voted the way I did.

One particular group, headed by Shane Dowling,

will take submissions and hear from residents about
their problems and about what sorts of things they
would like to see done during the running of the
race and in the lead-up to the event.
A further additional issue I would like to canvass
relates to freedom of infonnation. We have heard
much from the opposition about how FOI should

Hon. D. A. Nardella - Ministerial ambition!
Hon. D. T. Walpole -Chairmanship ambitions!
Hon. LOUISE ASHER - Mr Walpole, I look
forward to you having ambition, but I suspect a
woman will take your seat in the lead up to the next
general election. I understand you are at the head of
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the Setches-Kirner hit list. You are even ahead of
your colleague Mr Nardella. You will be the first one
taken out.
I return to the report of the Scrutiny of Acts and
Regulations Committee. It was my view that to
claim the government was unduly trespassing on
rights and freedoms was a serious allegation,
especially in the context of what the former
Victorian ALP government had done and what the
South Australian ALP government had done. It was
not a vote that I was prepared to take.
I believe all decisions of government should be
placed in context. We should not simply pick up this
bill and say, 'I don't like this. There is no
compensation'.

Honourable members interjecting.
Hon. LOUISE ASHER -It is important to
consider the words 'unduly trespassing' in the
context of what human rights in society are and
what Australian governments do or do not do.
Under those circumstances I was not prepared to
come to the harsh conclusion that the bill was
unduly trespassing on rights and freedoms.
The Save Albert Park group has been the major
organiser of protests against the grand prix, and it
has organised a very effective protest. But it is
important to place some facts on the record. Firstly,
the Save Albert Park group was formed by the
honourable member for Albert Park, John Thwaites.
I will quote from a 3LO Terry Laidler program on
28 April, where lain Stewart, a convenor of the Save
Albert Park group, said:
This is not a pre-existing group. We were formed
following a public meeting at the park on 20 February,
and that arose because the local member had been
inundated with people who were concerned and he
thought that there was a need for a group to be
established, and that's what occurred.

Honourable members interjecting.
Hon. LOUISE ASHER - When I raised this issue
in the media another convenor of the group,
Mr Cronin, did not say, 'No, this didn't happen'. He
said the deliveries were not authorised. That is a
complete admission that ALP subscriptions were
sent out with Save Albert Park group material. Is it
any wonder that I have called this group an ALP
front? I also believe a number of well-meaning
people are involved in the group, some of whom
have come to see me. Unfortunately the group is
orchestrated by the other side of politics and by
people who distribute ALP subscription notices with
Save Albert Park material.
I note the group has now employed a professional
protester, which is fine, but I believe the issue is now
becoming a symbol of opposition to the Kennett
government. It is good for people who do not like
council amalgamations, the government's education
policy or a number of other issues. The grand prix
has given them a symbol of something to protest
against, as is their right, provided it is legal and not
obstructionist. They can hold torches around Albert
Park every Sunday if they wish! I make the simple
point that the grand prix has now become a symbol.
If you protest against the grand prix you are
protesting against the Kennett government. The
Save Albert Park group has gravely misled the
public on a number of occasions. Its first claim was
that there would be six races a year. That is not true.
Another rumour was that MacRobertson Girls High
School would not operate. Not true. Another
rumour was that the community playground would
be destroyed. Not true.
In the public hearings of the Scrutiny of Acts and
Regulations Committee lain Stewart made the point
that he thought privacy was going to be impacted on.
Hon. Pat Power - Is MacRobertson Girls High
School going to opera te during the race?

Honourable members interjecting.
During the hearings of the Scrutiny of Acts and
Regulations Committee the honourable member for
Albert Park was very protective of the Save Albert
Park group. He behaved like a father. There was a
bit of paternity there. He was like a father protecting
the group from a few questions. He told them, 'You
don't have to answer this one'.
I also place on record that ALP subscription notices
were sent out with Save Albert Park group material.

The ACflNG PRESIDENT (Hon. D. M.
Evans) - Order! There is too much interjection.
Hon. LOUISE ASHER - Page 29 of the
transcript of 27 September states:
Ms ASHER - ... In what way does the bill impact on
people's privacy?
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Mr STEWART - In relation to the powers of the
corporation during the race period. The corporation
has very extensive powers, including the power to set
admission prices for entry into the declared area,
restricting access into the declared area, allowing
advertising in the declared area and so on -

I was rather amazed at that Ms ASHER - You are saying that the power to charge
an admission price has an impact on people's privacy?
Mr STEW ART - Absolutely. If part of the declared
area can be my normal place of residence.

Ms ASHER - Can you give an example of a residence
in the declared area?

He could not There are no residences in the
declared area. That is the sort of mischievous
statement this group comes up with. It said it will
have an impact on privacy but there are no
residences in that area. There were residences in the
race area in Adelaide. Those residents were given
keys to the cyclone wire fence around their
properties. Those are the sorts of extreme statements
groups such as this come up with to mislead the
public.
I will make two general concluding points about the
issue. As I indicated at the outset of my contribution,
I do not particularly like motor sport and have never
watched a race on television. I have never been to a
Melbourne Cup either; I have never been to any
segment of the spring racing carnival. However, I
think the carnival is good for Melbourne and that
the grand prix will be good for Melbourne. Events
that come to Melbourne are a plus for the city; that is
the basis on which I support the grand prix. It is not
because of a personal interest in the sport; it is
because I believe that events coming to Melbourne
will assist Melbourne.
I worry about Melbourne's profile vis-a-vis that of
Sydney -many businesses are moving to Sydney,
together with a lot of the international focus on
Australia.
An honourable member interjected.
Hon. LOUlSE ASHER - I thought it was
Brisbane, not Sydney. We must ensure that we bring
some of the focus back to the city of Melbourne; we
must ensure that it gains an international focus as
the premier city in Australia.
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I will conclude by referring to a campaign of
harassment against me.

Honourable members interjecting.
Hon. LOUISE ASHER - My office has been
graffitied and subjected to a series of obscene and
disgusting phone calls from people who always
mention the grand prix and my support for it.
Hon. Licia Kokocinski interjected.
Hon. LOUISE ASHER - It is interesting to note,
Ms Kokodnski, that my male colleague Mr Guest
has not been subjected to the same form of
intimidation and harassment, even though he has
been equally supportive of the grand prix. I noted
that the same--

Honourable members interjecting.
Hon. LOUISE ASHER - It is interesting to see
the hilarity with which the ALP is treating the
harassment and intimidation of a member of
Parliament The Save Albert Park group is running
classes on how to behave during a protest and when
a bulldozer is in front of you. I think it may even be
running a few classes on how to make violent and
obscene phone calls to Louise Asher's office!
I will not be intimidated by the Save Albert Park
Group and by the anti-GP protesters, no matter how
many foul phone calls they want to make to my
office. I will not be deterred by those bullies who
think they can push me around. Such tactics to try to
intimidate, harass, undermine and scare a member
of Parliament are absolutely out of line in a modem
democratic society.
I will continue to support the grand prix and will
not be intimidated by these people. I very strongly
support the bill and oppose the reasoned
amendment.
Hon. LlCIA KOKOONSKI (Melbourne West) What a way to finish a speech - Ms Asher will not
be intimidated by obscene phone calls! First of all I
say to her: welcome to the world of politics. Since
1988, when I was elected, I do not think there has
been one week when the answering machine in my
office has not been full of foul and obscene phone
calls from people with rather warped senses of
humour and who seem to see politicians as fair
game. Unfortunately all politicians are subject to
that and you happen to have made a run-in on it,
from a political point of view, and people have
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probably used that. I can assure you that obscene
phone calls are part of the game of politics and there
are people around with warped ideas of recreational
activities. Part of the job is to ignore them, keep
doing what you have to do and what you feel is
right and not bleat about them.
I refer to the comment about practising - what was
the word they used to use in the Vietnam
moratorium days? - peaceful demonstrations in the
line of police and how to behave when provoked.
We are going back about 30 years.
The ACflNG PRESIDENT (Hon. D. M.
Evans) -Order! Ms Kokocinski, the debate is on the
bill and the amendment. I have let you have a
minute to answer comments by Ms Asher, but it is
now time you got back to the bill before the house.
Hon. LICIA KOKOCINSKI - I am addressing
the bill; she made a comment - The ACflNG PRESIDENT -Order! No, you
are not addressing the bill; you are addressing some
comments made by that honourable member. I have
given you some latitude and I now ask you to return
to the bill and the amendment.
Hon. LICIA KOKOCINSKI - Thank you,
Mr Acting President. I was simply saying that we
seem to be going back 25 years to the McCarthy
days when people's behaviour was seen in a
remarkable light.
Ms Asher talked about the grand prix being held for
seven days per year. That is true: the actual event is
for only seven days and there is only one race. That
is exactly right. However, nobody has talked about
the 8 to 12 weeks it will take to set it up, because it is
only a street circuit. Nobody has talked about the
limitation on the use of that area to set the race up,
or about the carting of the grandstands. That aspect
is not covered in the bill. It is certainly quite separate
from the seven days. The bill does not even mention
the time it will take to dismantle the grand prix area.
It is quite wrong and misleading to say that the
grand prix which will have one major racing event
will be for only seven days of the year.

Everybody knows that grand prix cars are
practising, being tuned and challenging each other
for the whole of the seven days and there are time
trials every day all day to determine the grid
position for the one final race. Neither Ms Asher nor
any other government member has mentioned that.
The jockeying that occurs for that one race is a very
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important part of racing, but nobody has decided to
mention it.
Ms Asher mentioned that the corporation's accounts
will be audited annually. If that is the case, why is it
that we will not know exactly how much money the
state has to pay to foot the bill? We still do not know
the terms and conditions of the race, by how much
the government is backing the race, or what happens
if the race does not make money - and the chances
are that it probably will not. We do not know
anything.
The FOI exemptions referred to by Ms Asher relate
to material exempted from FOI because it is
commercially sensitive. If the cabinet or the
corporation so wished they could say that anything
is commercially sensitive. Absolutely anything with
a price tag - whether it is the cost of shifting a
stand, building a gate or the construction of cyclone
fencing - can be deemed commercially sensitive.
Ms Asher discussed the clause in relation to the
disclosure of interests and the fact that the
opposition is supposed to be satisfied that
Mr Walker's conflict of interest will somehow be
catered for. I say that the definition of disclosure or
conflict of interest given by Ms Asher was
extraordinarily narrow. Everybody knows that
conflict of interest and vested interest have a very
broad definition.
Given that Mr Walker not only heads the Melbourne
Major Events Company but also is involved with the
Hudson Conway group and Crown Casino and will
most likely head the new corporation, I suggest a
very clear conflict of interest arises, which the
government cannot run away from. The opposition
will continue to hammer that point.
There has been some discussion about the !"eport
Ms Asher referred to. She gave some figures
suggesting a 4 to 1 cost-benefit ratio, arguing that
the people of Victoria will benefit to the extent that
every $1 of state money spent on the grand prix will
generate $4 of income. We do not really know
whether that is true because we know nothing about
the financial arrangements underpinning the event.
Not only that, the income coming into Victoria will
not just go to the state, it will go to a whole range of
other interests and organisations. I am not
questioning the ratio, but it is quite fanciful to say
that for every $1 the Treasurer puts in $4 will flow to
the state of Victoria. We all know that is an illusory
comparison.
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Ms Asher spoke about the redevelopment of Albert
Park. We all know there is a master plan for the
redevelopment of the park and that it has been
finetwled over many years. We all know that the
redevelopment of Albert Park will occur regardless
of whether the grand prix takes place.
It is interesting that although Ms Asher asked why
the government did not consider other sites, she did
not give an answer. I was waiting for her answer in
the hope that it might have given the opposition
something to investigate, a cost-benefit analysis to
consider; but we know there is not one. Ms Asher
did not answer her own question. But we know no
other sites were considered. Albert Park was the first
site it thought of; the government made no
cost-benefit analyses of any other venue.
In late November or early December, before the
public annOWlcement was made, a prominent
promoter questioned the Minister for Sport,
Recreation and Racing in another place at a private
meeting about rumours that were circulating about
the grand prix. The promoter said the minister was
not interested in other sites. The only thing in his
mind was the flogging of Albert Park. No other sites
were considered at all.

Ms Asher waxed lyrical, trying to portray Labor
Party members as wreckers because they are not
supporting the legislation. We support the holding
of the grand prix. We can see the tourist benefits and
the many other advantages to Victoria of holding
this particular event. We do not have our heads in
the sand. We know the wonderful advantages the
500cc motorcycle race at Phillip Island brought to
the state until Mc Barnard surreptitiously whipped it
away. We want to see the grand prix in Melbourne.
However, it is not without its costs, and we are not
going to be portrayed as wreckers.
If the government allowed the full and frank
disclosure of all the information it has, if the
conflicts of interest affecting Mc Walker were
resolved - not just settled but resolved - and if the
location of the grand prix were agreed to following a
public and totally open investigation and the
comparison of cost-benefit analyses, without
needing to refer to my leader I know that the
opposition would support some sort of legislation
setting up a corporation to rW\ the grand prix. But
we will not support, and the people of Victoria will
not expect us to support, legislation that has been
created in such a secretive way. It is absolutely
ludicrous of the government to expect that of us.
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Ms Asher made comments about the save Albert
Park Committee. We know she has a particular
obsession with that particular group. She insinuated
that any group a member of Parliament helps to set
up should be viewed in a bad light and that its
motives are necessarily bad. Does that mean that the
Western Region Ethnic Communities COWlcil, the
organising committee for a parkland on an
abandoned freeway reserve in West Sunshine, the
committee that worked to enable an ethnic
community to maintain sole use of a senior citizens
facility and many other groups, all of which I have
set up over the past six years, are somehow
beholden to me? Does that also mean that because
my office helps them with their mail- they come in
and use my photocopy paper because they do not
get money from anywhere - somehow or other
there is something tawdry and sinister about their
activities? Of course not! It is absolutely fanciful and
stupid in the extreme for Ms Asher to continue in
that vein in talking about the Save Albert Park
group. Nobody believes it.
She is trying to portray members of Parliament in a
bad light, arguing that we are not supposed to start
up community groups or at least assist them to start
up.

An Opposition Member - Or even support
them.
Hon. LIeIA KOKOCINSKI - Or even support
them. I support many disparate groups, and I do not
want to have my integrity impugned in the way
Ms Asher has impugned the integrity of all
opposition members of Parliament. Groups who are
sometimes in conflict use my office. The ethnic
communities know I do not get mixed up in their
politics and that they can comfortably walk into and
out of my office. Whenever they need something
they know I will be there.
The amendment moved by Mr Pullen is eminently
reasonable. It attempts to force the government to
put a number of issues on the table for Parliament's
consideration and to bring to light all the issues that
have been completely and utterly hidden by this
government. Let us look at the release of the
documents Mc Pullen has called for. We know that
the Administrative Appeals Tribunal has blocked
the release of many documents, hiding behind
commercial confidentiality. I claim that less than a
week prior to the AAT handing down its decision a
neat little job was done on it in the media. Does
anybody recall the stuff in the newspapers
about--
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Hon. R. L Knowles -Are you suggesting that
Judge Fagan has been intimidated?
Hon. UCIA KOKOCINSKI - I am simply
saying that there are some - Hon. R. I. Knowles - Are you suggesting that
Judge Fagan was intimidated?
Hon. UCIA KOKOCINSKI - I am simply
saying that the activities of the AAT and all the other
triblUlals were brought into question less than a
week before the AAT's decision on this was made.
Hon. R. I. Knowles - It is an outrageous slur on
Judge Fagan.
Hon. UCIA KOKOCINSKI - You see it as a
slur, but I see those two events being too closely
connected. in time for us not to consider - Hon. R. I. Knowles -TIlat is a slur on Judge
Fagan.
Hon. D. A. NardeIla - It is not a slur on him at
all.
Hon. UCIA KOKOCINSKI - I believe the lack
of exploration - -

Honourable members interjecting.
Hon. UCIA KOKOCINSKI - The lack of any
release by the AAT of any of the documents
sanctioning this has been a telling litmus test of this
government's attitude. What will it do in the area of
privatisation now that it has virtually been given
carte blanche by the AAT to hide whatever it so
chooses from the people of Victoria? We must have
a full disclosure of the financial underpinnings of
this particular event.
The opposition supports the grand prix and does so
wholeheartedly because it can see the benefits.
However, there has been complete dishonesty from
those who have been running the pro-Albert Park
campaign, particularly one media personality, who
glibly portrayed opposition to the venue as de facto
opposition to the event. TIlat is intellectually
dishonest and rhetorically dishonest Prominent
community leaders as well as ordinary people who
are opposed to the location nonetheless support the
race. It is a good event that will be a wonderful
showcase.
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Many people have been forced into a position they
should not be in. It is extremely gratifying to see
prominent, articulate people challenging this
position - people such as Neil Mitchell, who has
said, 'You are on the wrong track, mate'. This has
nothing to do with opposition to the grand prix, but
it has something to do with the process of selection.
It has a lot to do with the location and its impact on
the community.
I cannot understand why Albert Park was selected
as the location for the grand prix. I have a letter from
the Confederation of Australian Motor Sport, which
admittedly is just over 10 years old, but it gives an
insight into the situation because it closely examines
the progress of international motor sport events.
One needs to bear in mind that CAMs has been
strangely silent on that matter. It has been silent on
the bill and silent on the venue, yet it is the
pre-eminent organisational body in Australia for
motor sports. I should have thought this grand prix
was something for which it would fly the flag high. I
understand it has some political problems of its
own, but I should have thought it would have seen
this as something that could have saved it However,
it chose not to say anything. In 1983 it said:
A permanent motor racing venue offers substantial
advantages over a temporary public road circuit.
Ongoing set-up costs, availability of the facility on
other than a few specific days, and the residual benefit
to the sport and industry are substantial benefits which
should not be ignored.

Where will the residual benefits be at Albert Park?
Where is the industry benefit? Where is the
education and training facility? Where is the
technical facility? They do not exist. There is nothing
other than a couple of streets. CAMS continues:
Public street racing is fraught with problems, and
should be regarded as possible only on a
meeting-ta-meeting basis. Many things will affect its
permanency.

The insight in this letter addresses all the matters the
bill deals with. It deals with the grand prix location
and the points it makes were not made yesterday.
They were not invented when somebody thought
about bringing the grand prix to Melbourne, they
are the views the Australian body held about where
it was heading. It continues:
Many things will affect its permanency - so many
factors influence its continuity. Included in these are
local and state body views and policies which change
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with community pressures, planning and
environmental considerations, which also change; the
potential for changed use of premises on the course
which may render them incompatible with racing, for
example, the construction of a church or a hospital.

That is what CAMS said in its letter to the fonner
Department of Youth, Sport and Recreation on
19 October 1983. As I said, I have not found
anything in the CAMS policy documents that
indicates a change of view.

Financing street races of any sort on an ongoing basis is
not easy; a large population base is the first
requirement The almost total reliance on sponsorship,
both private sector and governmental, arises from the
difficulty in generating spectator income, or even in
accommodating them, which becomes an intolerable
burden for any community.

The government expects us, sight unseen, to accept
an event of huge impact. We are expected to endorse
a concept and accept legislation that gives life to that
concept. The maps produced by the government,
which give an indication of the location of the grand
prix, do not have the various areas marked. Where is
the grandstand area; the pit area; the boundaries; the
barriers; the medical area; the corporate village,
which will swallow up a great deal of space; and the
FISA village for people who will be there as guests
of the international body? Nobody knows where
they will be, yet the community is expected to accept
this concept sight unseen. The Premier says, 'Trust
me', but nobody does!

A temporary circuit offers limited value for anything
other than a one-time basis ...

Which means one occasion only and not one every
year. CAMS continues:
Frankly with Long Beach and Las Vegas abandoning
formula one on this type ()f venue, we think that there
will be less emphasis in the future on this type of venue
for world championship races.

In fact there are only three street circuits. The letter
continues:
The policy of the FISA -

which is the international body is to place further restrictions on street circuits, with a
view to reducing their numbers. CAMS subscribes to
thatview-

I have checked with CAMS and its view has not
altered not because we are concerned about the racing it
produces (which on some occasions is not terribly
good)-

thOse who have seen the Monaco grand prix will
know that for all its history it is a pretty boring
motor race that resembles motorised worms going
round and round the circuit -

The amendment moved by Mr Pullen deals with an
independent cost-benefit analysis of the grand prix,
which is critical. We have not been given that and
we know none is available. We know that Mr Jeremy
Kirkwood told the Administrative Appeals Tribunal
that the state government agreed to back the grand
prix without submitting a cost-benefit analysis to
cabinet for approval and evaluation. In fact,
Treasury has even said that the grand prix should be
accepted at face value. But the community should be
perrni tted to look at it.
I support the amendment moved by Mr Pullen. We
should conduct a full and open inquiry into the
health, planning and environmental aspects of the
grand prix because the reality is that it could be
fantastic. It could involve a partnership with
industry and education and it could create
employment. However, there is none of that.

The amount of time and energy spent on technology,
development, improvement and experimentation in
the motor racing industry is enonnous. We are
talking about the mega-billions of dollars that are
invested all around the word. But where is that?
Sitting suspended 1.00 p.m. until 2.02 p.m.

but because we are concerned about value for the sport
and value for the people paying the bills ...
Redevelopment of Sandown represents good value for
our sport, our industry, and for goverrunent - a circuit
of world~ standard, which is something that a
street circuit can never do. It would provide a facility of
value for the community for 20 years or more,
something that a street circuit ... cannot.

Hon. LICIA KOKOCINSKI - It gives me great
pleasure to continue the speech that I started prior to
the suspension of the sitting. I mentioned that
Mr Pullen's reasoned amendment gives the
government a wonderful opportunity to develop a
genuine partnership so that in future the planning
for an event such as a grand prix can take place in a
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spirit of cooperation with not only the opposition
but community groups as well as vested interests. I
was not talking about only advertisers and casino
proprietors; I was also talking about schools and the
various motor sporting organisations, all of whom
would have a part to play.
The government has chosen to ignore the
community aspect of the grand prix and has gone
straight ahead with introducing and passing the
legislation. It is continuing to insist on adopting a
trust-me approach. I do not believe the government
can be trusted.
Clause (d) of the reasoned amendment suggests that
the government ought to properly examine
alternative sites for the grand prix, including the
Docklands site. I commend to honourable members
the work done by the task force headed by Mary
Crooks. Members of the task force considered the
potential for the grand prix to be held at Docklands.
Although the task force considered only Docklands,
the work it did gave the community and the
government an opportunity see what a proper
consultative mechanism could achieve. The
document lists all the issues that were considered
relating to the staging of the grand prix. I point out
that the headings in the document are very clear.
Many of the issues which have not been explored to
the community's satisfaction were explored by the
task force, which was made up of eminent people.
The task force considered the major plaruting and
other criteria for staging a successful grand prix. It
looked at Docklands in respect of the strategiC
planning approach. It explored port, rail, land and
road transport. It considered heritage values and the
physical conditions of the soil, including any
contamination. It looked at what would be required
for a major redevelopment of Docklands to cope
with the grand prix.
It addressed issues such as the following: tourism

opportunities; important factors affecting those who
appreciate the motor sport as opposed to the gala
event; the design of the circuit; the planning of the
formula one race in relation to the rest of the 1994-95
calendar; the presentation of the grand prix for
television; the broadcast times; how you hook up
with world television networks; the effects on the
Australian and domestic networks; where you put
the on-site international towers and the media area;
the presentation of the grand prix using helicopter
shots, shots around the track and panning shots; and
the effect of the grand prix on Melbourne's status as
an international city. It also considered a number of
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layout issues and gave important cost-benefit
analyses of a variety of options.
What information has the government given us
about evaluating the grand prix? Nothing, except
empty rhetoric and lots of secret deals! There are no
genuine track specifications; no talk of crowd
management; and no talk of where the pit area will
be. How are you going to cope with the media? We
have heard absolutely nothing! How do you cope
with the disruption of the community for that three
or four months? It will not be only seven days; the
community disruption will last for at least three or
four months! We have heard nothing from the
government in answer to those questions.
It is the duty of a truly responsive government to

answer such questions. Clearly this government is
not responsive. I commend the report of the task
force to honourable members. It is the sort of report
the government should have presented to the
community. If it had presented such a report, the
government would have had the opposition
working with it. It would have had community
groups working with it. Now it has nothing but
conflict. The tragedy of it is that it will sour the
grand prix, which is an international event of
pre-eminence, and the community will be forever
divided on it.
The last clause of Mr Pullen's reasoned amendment
suggests that the government should undertake not
to appoint to the Australian Grand Prix Corporation
any person with a conflict of interest or anyone who
stands to make a pecuniary gain as a result of the
grand prix. How can any opposition or even
government backbencher come to a clear decision as
to whether people have pecuniary interests or
conflicts of interest unless everything is on the table,
unless we know where the links are? The
government continues to say there are no conflicts of
interest, yet we know of clear conflicts of interest
involving various individuals. The government
insists on pretending that no conflicts of interest
arise.
I have spent 40 minutes presenting a case as to why
Mr Pullen's reasoned amendment should be agreed
to. I do not wish to recapitulate. However, the
government ought to take some notice of what the
opposition is saying, not just because the opposition
is saying it but because a clear ground swell has
built up in support of the government's revisiting its
pOSition and starting to work with the community.
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The government has acknowledged in part the
community's opposition to the bill by introducing
some amendments that emanate from the work of
the Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations Committee. I
believe the government ought to go one step further.
However, I believe firmly that that is probably far
too much for me to ask. I support the reasoned
amendment and thank the house.
Hon. G. H. COX (Nunawading) - I support the
second-reading motion and the bill. I would like the
house to take into consideration the time when the
grand prix were held at Albert Park and the
excitement and enthusiasm that were generated
then. When we reflect on the traditional safety
requirements and so forth we can be pleased that we
had no major incidents at that time. Obviously in
motor racing things have become much more
sophisticated. Consequently, when a similar event is
to be held at Albert Park again much basic work is
required to ensure that we have a circuit of
world-class standard that will be safe for people
who want to view the race.
I recognise there will be people with concerns about
the race being conducted in an area near where they
live. This was the case in Adelaide before the first
grand prix was run there. Attitudes changed after
the first grand prix was run, indeed after the first
period of training.
There was concern about older people living nearby
being affected, about there being adverse
consequences to their wellbeing and so forth, but in
fact they were some of the most enthusiastic
supporters of the grand prix. They sat on their
balconies day after day, watching what was going
on around them. It bought a new dimension into
their lifestyle for a short period, and that is the
essence of the event: that it is held over a short
period.
I have some understanding of people who have a
genuine concern about something that comes close
to their lifestyle and reflects on it, but we all have to
recognise that at some time or another unless you
live in a very quiet cul-de-sac you could pOSSibly
have some impingement on your lifestyle.
I understand that our opponents are saying we
should have a grand prix, but not at Albert Park.
Where else can we find a suitable area to run this
type of event? We have heard about the Docklands. I
do not think the Docklands will support this type of
event. We have heard about Sandown. That is
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completely different from what this type of race is
about
We have to recognise that the staging of the grand
prix will have a dramatic effect on the international
consideration of Melbourne. In my capacity as
chairman of the tourism committee in government
and in opposition, I know the committee worked
hard to establish a structure so that when we came
to government we would be able to project
Melbourne on the international scene. Last year,
after a year's work, the strategic business plan was
launched by Tourism Victoria and now that is being
implemented. The grand prix will give us the
opportunity to project Melbourne to hundreds of
millions of people on the international scene, to
draw attention to Melbourne.
There is probably a price for some people to pay in
doing that, in bringing attention to Melbourne, but I
do not agree with the amount of hype we see, with
people protesting on a philosophical basis rather
than on the basis of how the race will affect them
personally. Unfortunately some of these people
would object to just about anything that might be
seen to be constructive in improving the wellbeing
of the population of Melbourne and Victoria. They
would also object to anything that could raise
Victoria's standard of living by providing more
employment through visitors to the state.
Obviously this event will focus worldwide attention
on us. As you could visualise, some television shots
will be taken across Albert Park of Melbourne and of
the bay. It is an excellent opportunity to promote
Melbourne.
Probably many people who protest about this event
have not had personal experience of what is at
Albert Park. I am not suggesting that it applies to
everyone, but I believe many people who have gone
to Albert Park to protest on a philosophical basis
would not have had any involvement with Albert
Park. When I was at primary school we used to hire
rowboats and small sailboats. I learned to row and
sail fundamentally on Albert Park Lake. We used to
have a great time there as primary school kic;is,
rowing around Albert Park Lake all Sunday
afternoon.
Hon. Jean McLean - We will not be allowed to
when the race is on.
Hon. G. H. COX - We may not be able to do so
while the race is on, but I believe the redevelopment
of Albert Park will be sensational for the whole of
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Melbourne and not just the people who live near the
park. We are talking about removing all those 1956
facilities. Any of you who have been down there
recently and seen people trying to play table termis
and squash in - An honourable member - Some champions
have played there.

Hon. G. H. COX - Some spectacular people
have played there.
Hon. D. R. White - Name one.
Hon. G. H. COX - As a matter of fact, I used to
play there myself. The facilities have certainly
deteriorated; they are poor. The roofs leak all over
the place. The golf course, which is across the road
from one of our major hotels and dose to the dty
and so forth, will be upgraded. A variety of other
facilities certainly will be improved.
As was mentioned by previous speakers, the soccer
dub will end up with new grounds and facilities. It
is delighted with what it is getting. I am concerned
that there is adversity to something that will be good
for Melbourne. I understand the opposition says the
event could be run somewhere else and that it
would still be good for Melbourne, but it has gone
too far in the development of the race at Albert Park.
It has been promoted internationally, because that is
where it will be held.
The point was also made that there has not always
been public consultation on venues prior to their
announcement. The Labor Party in government and
now in opposition has made bids, held promotions
and so forth without necessarily consulting the
public first.
There is no doubt that Melbourne is developing not
only as a major event capital but also as a cultural
capital of Australia. We do not have the major icons
seen in other dties, particularly in Sydney, but we
do have an excellent dty.1t is a matter of getting the
people to Melbourne and then getting them to stay
for a period so that we can get them out to see the
whole of the state and capitalise on the development
of regions by the government. Much extra wealth
will come to Melbourne through such events. The
grand prix will attract people here and they will get
a feel for what Melbourne is about. They will tell
their friends in other countries about it. The
strongest way of promoting Melbourne and Victoria
as a venue is by word of mouth. Visitors will be able

to pass on the message to people when they go
home.
Recently I spent six weeks in the United States
looking at facilities for domestic tourism. Out of the
population of America of around 260 million, only
between 8 per cent to 10 per cent of people have
passports. Consequently a lot of holiday time is
spent domestically within the United States. After
looking at some of the facilities there, I believe
Victoria has an excellent opportunity to develop an
enormous number of facilities across the state, which
is quite a compact state. There is a willingness in
some country munidpalities to start pushing
tourism investment and the service industries to
make employment available for young people.
It is depressing to go out, as chairman of the tourism
committee, and talk to people, particularly to people
on the Mornington Peninsula, and be told that 28 per
cent of young people in the area are unemployed
and in the main are looking for work. This is the
depressing part, when young people cannot get jobs.

This event is, if you like, a spearhead to focus
attention on Melbourne and Victoria and to raise
standards of living for many young people, not only
those in the metropolitan areas but also those in
country centres. Many country members know the
lack of opportunities for young people in certain
towns. At one point a previous liberal government
had a decentralisation program through which
people were assisted finandally to move to the
country.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Hon. D. M.
Evans) - Order! I think Mr Cox is getting a little
away from the subject matter of the bill.
Hon. D. R. White - Are you a petrolhead or a
bikie?
Hon. G. H. COX - Taking up the interjection, I
have a 1926 T-model Ford which I have driven in
many rallies.
Hon. B. T. Pullen - We will get you back to the
bill by interjection.
Hon. D. R. White - What is the top speed?
Hon. G. H. COX - With the two-speed back axle
and overhead conversion I can do 65 miles an hour.
Hon. R. S. de Fegely -Forwards or in reverse?
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Hon. G. H. COX - Unsafely. But I also have a
1924 Vauxhall 23/60, with 4.5-litre capacity, capable
of SS miles an hour.
Hon. D. R. White - Definitely a petrolhead! You
qualify.
The AcrING PRESIDENT (Hon. D. M.
Evans) - Order! So much for the capabilities of
Mr Cox's cars, but is he capable of getting back to
the bill?
Hon. D. R. White -It's more interesting. Throw
away your notes and chat along.
Hon. G. H. COX - I am told that I should speak
until question time.
Hon. R. I. Knowles - That's not necessary!
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can be said about the grand prix, which is not an
event for Albert Park or for Melbourne, it is an event
for Victoria. Indeed, the Kennett coalition says it is
an important part of its strategy of major events for
the wellbeing of the state.

In that sense the people who have expressed concern
about the staging of the grand prix at Albert Park
have a legitimate view regardless of whether they
live in the vicinity of where the race will be
conducted, regardless of whether they live in
Melbourne and regardless of what part of Victoria
they reside in. Paragraphs (b) and (c) of Mr Pullen's
reasoned amendment underline the reasons why
Victorians rightly feel uncomfortable about the
event, why Victorians are entitled to have
participated in dialogue and consultation and why
they are entitled to have before them sufficient
documentation to enable a reasonable person to
conclude that the decision was reasonable.

Hon. G. H. COX - The grand prix will certainly
be a feather in the cap of Melbourne. We are right to

support the bill. We can make the grand prix a
success for Melbourne. Melbourne will be seen as an
international place to visit.
Hon. PAT POWER O'ika Jika) - I oppose the
Australian Grand Prix Bill and support the reasoned
amendment moved by Mr Pullen. It is my intention
to concentrate on paragraphs (b) and (c) of the
reasoned amendment, which states in part:
... this house refuses to read this bill a second time until

the government (b) undertakes an independent cost benefit analysis of

the grand prix and details the extent of taxpayer
liability for the event;
(c) conducts a full and open inquiry into the health,
planning and environmental effects of the grand
prix at Albert Park '"

I am most concerned about those aspects of the
grand prix saga; the conummity is also most
alarmed. Representations to my office have centred
on those two aspects.
When the Minister for Local Government introduced
discussion about the new boundaries of the City of
Melbourne there was an argument that it was not an
issue just for those who lived in the municipal
district, it was also an issue for Victorians in general
because Melbourne is Victoria's capital city.
I certainly understand, and at the time I indicated
my support for, that sort of approach because
Melbourne is Victoria's capital city. Exactly the same

Honourable members will be aware that members of
the government who support the grand prix at
Albert Park have attempted to diminish the integrity
of opponents who have protested at Albert Park
Lake or have joined talkback radio or have written
letters to newspapers, by suggesting that unless they
live in Albert Park the issue is none of their business.
The reason for my preamble is to emphasise that,
consistent with the government's view about the
grand prix as a major plank in the government's
string of major events, it is legitimate for people,
regardless of where they live, to feel that the
accountability, finance, environmental issues and
issues of amenity concerning the grand prix are their
business - not just because it is a major event but
because it may well be a precedent for the
management of future major events in other parts of
Victoria.
If the Kennett coalition is prepared to go to the

lengths to which it is now going to stage a major
event in Albert Park, it would not surprise me if it
went to the same lengths - heaven forbid! - to
stage a major event in Flowerdale.
Hon. M. A. Birrell - The Flowerdale grand prix!
Hon. PAT POWER - I would expect at least a
free ticket.
Debate interrupted pursuant to sessional orders.
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Hon. T. C. Theophanous - But is it irrespective
of the size of the claim? It is a simple question.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE
Workcover: small business premiums
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS (Jika Jika) - Last
week during debate on an opposition motion on
Workcover the Minister for Local Government, who
is the minister responsible for Workcover, advised
the house that a 20 per cent cap is in place for small
business premiums and he provided an example of
where a small business with a $50 000 claim would
experience a premium increase of only $3225 or
20 per cent. Will the minister advise the ho~
whether this cap of 20 per cent on the prevIous year
would apply whether the claim was $50 000 or
$500 OOO? If so, does this mean that experience rating
is not really being applied to small business?
Hon. R. M. HALLAM (Minister for Local
Government) - I cannot answer the question in the
detail the honourable member seeks, other than to
say that I stand by what was said during that debate.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous - Is the 20 per
cent-The ACIlNG PRESIDENT (Hon. D. M.
Evans) - Order! When an honourable member asks
a minister a question it is incumbent on the house to
give the minister an opportunity of answering the
question so that everyone can hear. There should be
no interjections while the minister is answering the
question.
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - One of the issues raised
last week during the debate on the motion moved by
the Leader of the Opposition involved the question
of the capping. I said then, and I say again, that a
20 per cent cap is applied to small business.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous - Irrespective of the
size of the claim?
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - It is applied to small
business. I would need to go back and give you the
definition of small business, but I suspect it relates to
the $125 000 that appears in the first classification. I
said then - I am not sure whether it came up
during the debate but I am happy to put it on the
record - that the 20 per cent does not apply to
every business. It applies to small business.
I am also happy to respond to another issue - -

Hon. R. M. HALLAM - It applies to small
business. There is a cap - Hon. T. C. Theophanous - Irrespective of the
size?
The ACTING PRESIDENT - Order! The
Leader of the Opposition - Hon. T. C. Theophanous - He won't answer the
question. It is a simple question.
The ACTING PRESIDENT -Order! The Leader
of the Opposition has asked a question. The minister
is answering it. The least he can do is give the
minister the opportunity to answer the question.
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - I am also pleased to
respond to another issue that Mr Theophanous
raised in the course of the debate last week. I happen
to have with me an extract from Hansard of
5 October reporting Mr Theophanous quoting a
letter he said came from the Victorian Workcover
AuthOrity. He actually quoted the extract to me
twice.
Hon. D. R. White - Remember, this is not a
detailed answer.
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - No, this is not. It is part
of the same issue. After reading from the letter the
honourable member said to me:
That is very good English! I should read it very
carefully ...

And he read it again. He then suggested that I
should talk to the Workcover AuthOrity about its
English. And, in fact, I did. I now have the letter
from which Mr Theophanous purported to quote
and I can report to the house that he quoted it
incorrectly.

Honourable members interjecting.
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - I am delighted to report
that there is nothing wrong with the English in the
letter prOVided by the authority.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS (Jika Jika) -On a
point of order, Mr Acting President, what the
minister has just said should not be part of the
answer to the question. It should be part of a
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personal explanation that he could make on another
occasion. I ask you to direct him to actually answer
the question, which was whether a 20 per cent cap
would apply irrespective of the size of the claim. The
minister has refused to answer the question.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Hon. D. M.
Evans) - Order! As I have said on many occasions,
it is the custom in the house that when an
honourable member asks a question a minister has
the right to answer it in whatever way he wishes to.
Il is always possible - Hon. T. C. Theophanous - But not to do
anything he likes!
The ACTING PRESIDENT - Order! It is
always possible for an honourable member not
satisfied with the answer to put a further question
without notice at a later stage. Mr Theophanous has
that opportunity if he so desires. There is no point of
order.

Dairy industry: five-year program
Hon. R. A. BEST (North Western) - Will the
Minister for Regional Development inform the
house of the progress of the implementation of the
Victorian government's five-year dairy industry
program and explain how it is boosting investment
and employment in country Victoria?
Hon. R. M. HALLAM (Minister for Regional
Development) - I thank the honourable member for
his question and his continued interest in regional
development. I am absolutely delighted to report
that under the leadership of the Minister for
Agriculture, the Honourable Bill McGrath, and with
the active support of the Office of Regional
Development the Victorian dairy industry is going
through an exciting phase of its history.
Recently the government released a document under
the Food Victoria program to further promote
national and international investment in Victoria's
dairy industry. I have just added up the investments
associated with announcements that have been
made over the past couple of years and discovered
that in that time there has been an investment of
about $300 million in the dairy industry, which has
created more than 500 direct jobs and, I suspect,
many times that number through the flow-on effect.
I am pleased to report in particular on those
instances where the Office of Regional Development
has had a direct role in the investment decisions of
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companies. They include the Warmambool Cheese
and Butter Factory Co. Ltd, which has undertaken a
$35 million investment, creating 80 new jobs at
Allansford to provide cheddar cheese and extract
protein concentrate from whey. I might add that the
company is at the leading edge of technology.
Bonlac Foods Ltd has undertaken new investment of
$25 million, creating 40 new jobs at Cobden by the
installation of a new technology drying plant which
opened in June this year. The company has also
invested $6 million at Stanhope for the production of
demineralised whey for the Snow Brand project.
Snow Brand Dairies has invested $15 million,
creating 40 new jobs in Tatura to produce and
package infant milk formula for the Asian market. In
addition, also in Tatura, Tatura Milk Industries has
recently announced a $13 million investment,
creating 22 jobs for Tatura in the construction of a
new spray drier.
I am delighted to report that under the leadership of
this government we are seeing the dairy industry
develop investments and jobs that will take it with
confidence into the next century.
Hon. W. A. N. Hartigan - Big export income!
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - As Mr Hartigan says,
with big export income. In my view the dairy
industry represents a real shot in the arm for not just
the dairy regions of the state but also the
communities on which they rely. It is an important
success story and I am delighted that the Office of
Regional Development has been part of that success.

City of Greater Geelong: elections
Hon. D. E. HENSHAW (Geelong) - I address a
question to the Minister for Local Government about
the forthCOming council elections in the City of
Greater Geelong.
Hon. M. A. Birrell - Is Theo there or not?
The ACI1NG PRESIDENT -Order!
Mr Henshaw has the floor at the moment.
Honourable members should not interject while he
is on his feet.
Hon. D. E. HENSHA W - There will be a ratio of
some 12 000 voters to 1 councillor, whereas
histOrically the ratio was more like 2000 voters to
1 councillor, so there is some hope among
prospective councillors that there may be an increase
in the councillor allowance in the foreseeable future.
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I ask the minister whether there is such a prospect,
and if there is, to indicate whether it will be an
incremental increase or a substantial increase.
Hon. R. M. HALLAM (Minister for Local
Government) - The issue of increases in councillor
allowances is not on the agenda right now. It has
been canvassed widely - I suspect for as long as we
have had local government, or at least as long as we
have had council allowances. I am not convinced
that we will get the sorts of people one would expect
to nominate for local government simply by
increasing the allowances.
One of the issues we canvassed very carefully with
our counterparts in New Zealand was precisely the
issue of council allowances. In New Zealand there is
an initial allowance of something like $NZ18 000 per
councillor. One of the decisions taken by the New
Zealand government was to introduce regulations
that permitted that allowance also to be attached to
the chainnanship of council committees. One of the
experiences we found in New Zealand was that in
many of the councils, just by the miracle of
circumstance there were sufficient subcommittees to
accommodate every councillor. I think that in itself
has brought great discredit to local government and
raised all sorts of questions.
In addition I was able to talk directly to a number of
councillors who had served in the previous regime
in which, from my memory, council allowances
were very moderate. They had been part of the
dramatic increase, and I spoke to them about the
extent to which that had changed their attitudes and
changed the number of candidates, and so on. I
came away with the clear impression that the good
thing about local government is the opportunity it
provides for people to represent their community,
and the right people are not enticed by the dollars.

My view is that while I am happy to hear argument,
and I invite the honourable member to put a case to
me, it would have to be a very compelling case
before I would change the current structure.

Workplace vocational training
Hon. P. R. HALL (Gippsland) - I direct to the
Minister for Tertiary Education and Training a
question about vocational training in the workplace
and private sector training. Can the minister advise
what progress has been made to open up Victoria's
training market for competition?
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Hon. HADDON STOREY (Minister for Tertiary
Education and Training) - I am delighted to inform
the house of the steps the government is taking to
establish a competitive system of vocational training
in this state that can respond directly and effectively
to the needs of industry for skilled workers. This is
something that the ministerial council under the
Australian National Training Authority (ANTA)
agreement has ratified as being the approach that
should be adopted by all states, and it is part of the
strategy being developed by ANTA. I am pleased to
say that Victoria is moving apace in this respect
On earlier occasions I have informed the house
about the development and growth of private
providers in this state. In the past 12 months the
government has doubled the size of its program to
expand vocational training in the workplace by
private providers and has made available over
$6 million for that purpose.
In 1993 more than 30 private providers received
$2 million of state government funding to create an
additional 2000 training placements. They include
large companies such as Kodak, Siemens and
Carlton and United Breweries.

So far this year 41 private providers have been
allocated over $3 million to create an additional 3000
places. They include Ford Motor Co., Pilkington,
Blue Circle Transport Co. and Southern Cement. A
diverse range of employers is involved in this
scheme, which is excellent for the development of
skills of people in the work force.
The private providers often provide training in niche
areas that are not dealt with precisely by TAFE
colleges, thereby extending the range of training
offered by the vocational education system in this
state. There are times when the TAPE colleges work
with employers in the workplace to develop these
skills. For instance, Holmesglen College of TAPE has
been working with Carlton and United Breweries in
the development and delivery of the certificate of
teamwork.
In accordance with the ANTA strategy we have been
moving rapidly along this line of developing a
competitive training system which is improving the
quality and diversity of the skills in our work force
in Victoria.

Local Government Board: chairmanship
Hon. PAT POWER (Jika Jika) - I direct to the
attention of the Minister for Local Government the
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fact that during the recent temporary absence of the
Chairperson of the Local Government Board while
she pursued her preferred career, the board was
headed by the person who also holds the office of
Director of the Office of Local Government. I ask the
minister whether, given the claims of the
government that the Local Government Board is an
independent organisation, he believes it appropriate
for the person who as Director of the Office of Local
Government provides the minister with advice to
head both the Local Govenunent Board and the
Office of Local Government.
The ACflNG PRESIDENT (Hon. D. M.
Evans) -Order! I draw attention to the fact that it
has been the view in this house for some time tha t a
minister should not be asked for an opinion.
However, the minister may be able to answer the
question without expressing one.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous - He hasn't expressed
one yet!

Honourable members interjecting.
Hon. R. M. HALLAM (Minister for Local
Government) - For what it is worth, for the benefit
of Mr Theophanous, earlier I expressed the opinion
that the English in a letter of the Victorian
Workcover AuthOrity was quite appropriate. That is
my opinion.
In response to the question asked of me by
Mr Power about the appointment to the position of
Acting Chairman of the Local Government Board, I
thank you for your ruling and your comments
regarding an opinion, Mr Acting President, because
I do not think I can respond to the honourable
member's question without expressing an opinion.

I have already expressed an opinion by appointing
the director of my department to the position of
Acting Chairman of the Local Government Board.
Hon. Pat Power- You think it is appropriate?
Thank you.
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because I am particularly interested in deriving the
maximum benefit from the very good technology
that Vicroads has developed over the years,
particularly in traffic management and signal
controls.
I have previously indicated to the house some
success with the sale of that technology to Saudi
Arabia, and at present there is a Vicroads team in
Bangladesh assisting that country to get its traffic
management into some semblance of order. I think
that is a valuable initiative for the state to be taking
on behalf of Bangladesh.

I particularly want to advise the house of an
additional success in Malaysia. In 1991 Vicroads, in
conjunction with Philips Malaysia and the Overseas
Projects Corporation of Victoria, won a contract to
install some very sophisticated traffic signal
management technology in Kuala Lumpur.
I am pleased to advise the house that phase two of
that contract has just been awarded, which again has
been won by Philips Malaysia in conjunction with
Vicroads and OPCV. Phase two includes the design
and implementation of 67 traffic control sites, a
central computer system, including two computers
in the associated peripherals, training, and a
warranty for 12 months. Vicroads-OPCV will be
responsible for the design and implementation of
the traffic system, the computer system, the training
activity and the like. Philips Malaysia is responsible
for the supply of equipment and all such work
including the refurbislunent of the traffic control
centre and system maintenance.
The important point is that most of the site
equipment, including the traffic signal controllers
and vehicle detectors are designed and
manufactured in Australia. The winning of this
contract in Malaysia is a further opportunity to
increase employment in Australia, particularly in
Victoria. I commend the officers of Vicroads who
have been so assiduous in lodging very competitive
tenders.

HACC funding
Traffic signal technology
Hon. G. B. ASH MAN (Boronia) - I ask the
Minister for Roads and Ports what success Vicroads
has had in selling traffic signal technology to
developing countries.
Hon. W. R. BAXTER (Minister for Roads and
Ports) - I thank Mr Ashman for his question

Hon. LICIA KOKOCINSKI (Melbourne West) Will the Minister for Aged Care advise the house of
the percentage increase in HACC funding for this
financial year?
Hon. R. I. KNOWLES (Minister for Aged
Care) -It is 7.6 per cent.
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Bellarine Peninsula coastal management
Hon. W. A. N. HARTIGAN (Geelong) - Will the
Minister for Conservation and Environment inform
the house of improvements made by the
government to coastal management on the Bellarine
Peninsula?
Hon. M. A. BIRRELL (Minister for Conservation
and Environment) - The house will be aware that,
where appropriate, the government is keen to
streamline coastal management by establishing
committees of management which have critical
mass, rather than just historic bOW1daries, and
which are committed to managing the coast land
area in the broad public interest.
The current structure in Victoria, which involves
more than 160 separate management agencies for
the Victorian coastline operating under 29 separate
acts of Parliament, is clearly in need of reform. In
that context, I am pleased to report to the house on
the changes that have occurred, which set something
of a benchmark on the Bellarine Peninsula.
The Bellarine Bayside Foreshore Committee of
Management has been created. It combines the work
of all of the former committees of management in
that area, including the St Leonard's foreshore area,
the Portarlington area and the Indented Head area,
and the separate committees of management that
histOrically ran them. This change is part of a
government plan to improve and rationalise the
management of Victoria's coasts involving local
communities, doing so in a manner that does not
reflect the historic way that these structures have
been established.
The new arrangements have been put in place
following a process of public consultation, including
public meetings at both Portarlington and Indented
Head. In addition to thanking the local members Mr Bill Hartigan in this place and Mr Gary Spry, the
honourable member for Bellarine in another place for their contributions I take this opportunity to
congratulate the existing committees of management
on agreeing to support the new structure and to give
up their old territories.
The benefits to visitors to this area and to residents
will be immediately apparent this summer given the
more coordinated approach to managing some of
the issues affecting this often fragile foreshore. These
issues include foreshore erosion control and facility
management, among a host of administra tive
functions.
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I look forward to the new Bellarine Bayside
Foreshore Committee of Management playing an
important role and setting the right direction for a
new era of coastal management. It is an important
start, and it was strongly facilitated by the reforms
that have been introduced in local government
which have brought together local government
bodies. As a result, we will also be able to bring
together committees of management.

Crown Casino: probity checks
Hon. D. R. WHITE (Doutta Galla) - I refer the
Minister for Gaming to the fact that when the Crown
consortium won the right to build and operate the
casino it nominated its preferred builder as
Multiplex Constructions. Can the minister advise the
house whether probity checks were carried out on
this preferred builder and what was the outcome of
the checks?
Hon. HADDON STOREY (Minister for
Gaming) - I am absolutely confident that the
authority would have carried out probity checks on
every person and every body they were required to
carry out probity checks on at the time of the
assessment of the preferred tendering. Whether or
not that included Multiplex I am not able to say.
Hon. D. R. White - If they were listed that
would have occurred.
Hon. HADDON STOREY - Well, no. Let me
just say one other thing: I am not even sure that
probity checks would have to be carried out on
builders, because builders would build the structure
of the thing and would not operate or manage the
casino. The layout of the casino has to be approved
by the director of casino surveillance. He, of course,
has to approve all of that. Subject to all that, I have
every confidence that the authority would have
carried out probity checks on everybody it was
required to carry them out on.

Sewerage charges
Hon. S. de C. WILDING (Chelsea) - I refer the
Minister for Housing to the government decision to
change the basis for charging for sewerage, and I ask
how this decision relates to tenants and landlords?
Hon. R. I. KNOWLES (Minister for Housing)As part of its reform process, the government has
decided to introduce a user-pays system to the
provision of services. The present system of water
charges is reflected in changes to the Residential
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Tenancies Act, which clarify the responsibilities of
both landlords and tenants. To ensure there is a
review of the changes in pricing and the impact that
will have on the relationship between landlord and
tenant, the Minister for Natural Resources and I
have set up a Tenant Liability Review Committee,
which comprises representatives of the Real Estate
Institute of Victoria, the Tenants Union of Victoria,
representatives of my department, representatives of
Melbourne Water and representatives of Barwon
Water.
The review committee will be chaired by my
colleague Mr Gary Spry, the honourable member for
Bellarine in another place, and will look at the extent
and nature of any liability for sewerage charging
arrangements and any consequential amendments to
legislation or other practices that may have to be
instituted. It will also review any outstanding issues
that flow from the introduction of landlord and
tenant responsibility for water charges. We have
asked for that report to be lodged by 24 October, and
in due course any changes that it recommends will
be considered by the government.

AUSTRALIAN GRAND PRIX BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed.
Hon. PAT POWER Uika Jika) - Before question
time I was indicating my opposition to the
Australian Grand Prix Bill and my support for
Mr Pullen's reasoned amendment. Many people in
the community are concerned about the grand prix
at Albert Park for literally the same reasons for
which motor racing at Albert Park was cancelled in
the 19505, which were a combination of nuisance
and interruption to amenity. It was decided in those
days that it would be inappropriate for the Albert
Park circuit to be used for motor racing. It is
legitimate for people to argue that those
circumstances have not altered.
It is true that the government intends to carry out
major refurbishment and other works to provide a
modem, attractive facility, but it is reasonable for the
community to believe that the widely held view of
the government in the 1950s, which made its
decision in response to the community view that
motor racing should no longer be conducted at
Albert Park, is still reasonable.

One of the points that have been put to me is the
question of the actual benefits of the grand prix.
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People have asked me whether the grand prix is an
important project for Australia domestically and
whether it was an important project for South
Australia domestically or whether it is more likely to
be a case of international players - Bernie
Ecclestone and his consortium of colleagues who
run motor racing around the world - simply using
Australia as a site for a race track.
It is obvious that those on the government benches
believe the grand prix is a major event and is vitally
important to Victoria domestically, but they should
not expect people on this side of the house and
members of the community who are concerned to
share their view unless documentation is available
that will enable us to lOgically and reasonably reach
that conclusion.

Much is made of the fact that the grand prix will be
limited to seven days, and it is acknowledged that
that is the period during which the motor racing
proper will take place. Much has also been made by
the government of the way Adelaide and South
Australia benefited from the grand prix. Earlier
today it was put to us that because that legislation
was supported in a bipartisan fashion in the South
Australian Parliament this bill ought to be
supported in a bipartisan fashion in this Parliament.
It is my understanding that when the grand prix was
conducted in Adelaide, although the race proper
might well have been limited to seven days, the
times at which the environs were invaded was much
more Significant. I invite the next and subsequent
government speakers to clarify that for us. The
experience in Adelaide was that the interruption to
the use of the parkland and environs was closer to
18 weeks - some 9 weeks doing all the work
needed in preparation for the event, 1 week's racing,
and then some 8 weeks to clean up and remove the
structures and equipment needed to stage the event
and restore the area to its former capacity. I invite
government members to clarify this matter.

I emphasise that seven days is the accepted period
for the race proper to be conducted, but there is
widespread alarm in the community, especially
among people in the Albert Park and the Middle
Park areas and those who might use those areas, that
the period of interruption will be similar to that in
Adelaide. Of course, we accept that it will be nearer
to 18 weeks with 1 week for the race. If my assertion
is correct and we accept that the government wishes
to enter into a 100year program with Bernie
Ecclestone and his colleagues, during the next 10
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years this piece of Albert Park will be closed for
three and a haU years altogether.
That is the view held by the community at large and
I ask that that matter be answered by the
government. It is accepted that the racing proper
will take seven days but how long will the
interruption be from the day work starts until it is
finished?
I take this opportunity to set one matter straight. My
colleague Mr Ashman, who chairs the Economic
Development Committee of which I am a member,
knows that members of that committee have often
talked about the fact that holding major events in
Melbourne, such as the recent Rotary convention, is
a strong mechanism to attract revenue into the city
and into Victoria. Mr Ashman will acknowledge that
I am a strong supporter of such activity.
On a number of occasions I have complimented my
colleagues Mr Cox and Mr Stoney on their interest in
promoting tourism activities, the most recent of
which was the use of former railway easements as
walking tracks. I have a clear commitment to
supporting viable events in Melbourne and in
Victoria. I support the role that tourism plays in our
economy into the future. My leader, John Brumby,
shares that view.
To try put an argument that John Brumby, the
Leader of the Opposition, opposes the holding of a
grand prix in Victoria, opposes the holding of a
grand prix in Melbourne, is absolutely wrong; it is
not correct; and it cannot be logically sustained. The
press release that Ms Louise Asher read out seeking
to assert that the Leader of the Opposition, John
Brumby, was supporting the choice of the Albert
Park track was mischievous and for those people
who were in the house at the time it clearly did not
work.
John Brumby recognises that the grand prix is an
important instrument in respect of major events in
particular and tourism in general. He shares the
view that my colleagues and I hold, that Albert Park
is an inappropriate location.
As Mr Pullen said earlier, because the opposition
believes that Victoria should be able to stage the
grand prix on its own initiative the opposition
established a working party of people who
supported the staging of the grand prix in
Melbourne and came up with Docklands as an
appropriate venue. We came up with Docklands
because, as he said, we believe the grand prix can
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and should be held in Melbourne, and that it ought
not to be held at Albert Park but can be held at
Docklands.
I assume it was on the basis of her training during
the time she spent under the leadership of that failed
and discredited politician Nick Greiner that
Ms Asher thought she could come into this
Parliament and use the press release in the way that
she sought to use it.
Whilst on the subject of such matters, I highlight
some clauses in the bill that substantiate the
concerns that people have put to me. Clause 20 on
page 10 is headed 'Functions' and subclause (c)
provides that the functions of the corporation are:
to establish at Albert Park a temporary motor racing
circuit -

that's fine, but it continues:
and supporting facilities - -

This relates to my concern about the 18 weeks or the
seven days. Does the legislation provide that the
establishment of the supporting facilities and the
temporary motor racing circuit will all be done
within the same seven days during which the racing
proper is conducted? It is clear to me that no matter
how much might be done in an attempt to achieve
such an outcome it is simply impossible. That leads
people to conclude that the Adelaide experience of
18 weeks a year might well be the experience in
Melbourne. I ask the next speaker or subsequent
government speakers to clarify in terms of
interruption to the Albert Park environs just how
much time will be taken to establish supporting
facilities.
Further, clause 28 is headed 'Corporation not to
undertake works without a licence' and subclause
(5) provides:
In this section-

"works" includes road construction or diversion,
removal, relocation or planting of trees, installation ot
services, relocation of ovals, buildings or facilities,
construction of other structures whether of a temporary
or permanent nature or demolition works or works
altering the topography of Albert Park.

I acknowledge that speakers on the government side
have said there is an intention that that sort of work
will be carried out, but again people who live in the
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area and are users of the existing facilities are
entitled to have from the govenunent a more
detailed timetable of the works that will be carried
out.
Clause 30 is headed 'Corporation to manage
declared area during race period'. Subclauses (3)
and (5) in particular refer to the capadty for existing
businesses to carry on their trade and for people
whose income flow is interfered with to seek
compensation.
The government has said that a whole range of
information cannot be provided because it is
commercially important and therefore cannot be
released. Even government members would
acknowledge that there is a view in the community
that the grand prix issue as a whole is shrouded in
secrecy. That is a perception in the community, no
matter whether it is correct or government members
think it is correct.
People have said to me: if we are unable to get
documentation about the funding of the grand prix;
if the normal environmental criteria are not going to
be addressed, then how will we be absolutely sure
that the people who are running a business or
people who are seeking to be compensated for the
running of a business are going to be treated fairly?
TIlat is a reasonable question.
Unless those matters are addressed openly and are
to be managed in a way that is consistent with the
functioning of a modem community, people are
entitled to consider it will all be done behind dosed
doors.
Clause 32 is headed 'Fencing of land' and subclause
(2) provides:
The corporation may fence or cordon off any part of the
declared area in respect of a year outside the race
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holding of the grand prix will interfere with access
to Albert Park.
I will not take up too much more time because I
know that we are all cooperating in respect of an
adjournment time today. However, the legislation
has a couple of other important provisions in clauses
4B and 49.
Clause 48 is headed 'Exemption from certain laws'.
These are the areas where civil liberties, the rights of
citizens in a modem community, are substantially
under attack. Some people might say, 'Don't be
surprised. This is the Kennett coalition, and it has
been in government since 1992'. Nonetheless the
legislation exempts these laws. Nothing in the
Building Act, the Planning and Environment Act,
the Albert Park Land Act, the Crown Land
(Reserves) Act or the Melbourne and Metropolitan
Board of Works Act can be used by citizens or
organisations as a vehicle to process their concerns.
That is five pieces of legislation that are to be put in
the deep freezer. The citizens of Melbourne, indeed
the citizens of Victoria, will not have access to those
laws during this grand prix exercise.
Is this limited to the seven days in which the race
proper is conducted or does it apply to the IB-week
period that was the experience in Adelaide? Of
course it applies to the lB-week experience of
Adelaide. It means that for 3.5 years of the next
10 years, citizens of Victoria will be prevented from
using their rights under those pieces of legislation.
The legislation actually gets worse because it also
says that nothing in the Environment Effects Act, the
Conservation, Forests and Lands Act or the Freedom
of Information Act will apply. I put it to members
that this is absolute overkill.
I noticed with some anguish that Miss Asher, in her
contribution, supported - -

period ...
Hon. B. W. Mier -Is it Miss?
Why is this? Is this not further evidence that the
Adelaide experience is to be repeated here in
Victoria? Why would you be fencing off areas if you
were not going to seek to prevent people having
access to them? Why would you fence off areas if
you were not going to conduct works in them?
Again, this is another opportunity for the
government to clarify in response to my concern and
that of the general community just what period, for
how many days, how many weeks of the year the

Hon. PAT POWER - The only man she likes is
Mr Ron Walker; that is what she said. Miss Asher, in
her contribution, said that she supports the
suspension of laws. She was the lead speaker for the
govenunent, so we on the opposition benches and
people in the community are entitled to believe that
Miss Asher was speaking on behalf of the
coalition - on behalf of Liberal Party and National
Party members of this house - in saying that the
government supports the suspension of laws.
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I will conclude my comments on the contents of the
bill by mentioning clause 50, which limits the
jurisdiction of the Supreme Cowt, an insertion we
are now very used to under this govemment. We
have argued the pros and cons of that before, so 1 do
not want to address the matter again except to say
that I think it is overkill.
1 conclude by taking the opportunity to refer to two
points that Miss Asher made during her comments.
When Miss Asher came into the Parliament many of
us, on both sides of the house, believed she would
have a bright and purposeful future, but her
contribution today reasonably places that under
question.
At one point in her address, Miss Asher said that she
had personally conducted three months of
consultation on the question of domestic violence, an
issue all members on this side of the house and, I am
sure, in the chamber believe is important for the
community and something that we are all
committed to doing our best to stamp out.
Members on this side of the house were interested to
know how much personal consultation she had
conducted in her electorate on the issue of the grand
prix because, notwithstanding my comments that it
is an issue for all of Melbourne and indeed all of
Victoria, the grand prix site is in the province of
Mr Guest and Miss Asher. I would have assumed
that her commitment to the domestic violence issue
would have been at least mirrored by her
commitment to the grand prix.
Of the people most concerned about the grand prix,
the majority are people who live in her electorate.
Despite the opportunity we gave by interjection for
Miss Asher to put on the record her commitment to
consultation, she failed to respond to the invitation.
It is reasonable for members on this side of the
house and in the broader community to assume that,
despite the fact that Miss Asher represents citizens
of the province of Monash, she did not believe it was
necessary to hold any consultation about the grand
prix.
1 am sure that if there were a major event to be
conducted in the province of Jika Jika and I stood up
in this house and indicated that I had not conducted
any consultation with my constituents, Miss Asher
would be one of the first persons to condemn me as
an inactive member of Parliament or as a sycophant
of my leader.
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The other point Miss Asher made which I thought
dented her integrity - and it is something she will
have to cope with as time passes by - concerns
harassing phone calls she has received at her office. I
was interested to hear the comments from
Ms Kokocinski. I am sure that every member of
Parliament either receives harassing phone calls or
knows of a colleague who is subjected to them. We
all wish for each other that people who are driven to
such time-fillers could find a better use of their
personal time.
I extend my sympathy to Miss Asher if any of those
unwarranted and unfortunate phone calls caused
her distress, but 1 absolutely depart from Miss Asher
in her accusation that the Save Albert Park group
has been conducting training sessions, training
people to harass her and her office.
Hon. J. V. C. Guest - That would be against
party rules.
Hon. PAT POWER - Mr Guest seeks to trivia1ise
this accusation of Miss Asher's by saying that she
would not do that because it is against party rules.
The fact is that the opposition wants to apologise to
the Save Albert Park group on behalf of all those
other members of this chamber who reject the
appalling accusation that Miss Asher made and
acknowledge that there is not one skerrick of
evidence to suggest that the Save Albert Park group
has been training people to harass her or anybody
else. I support the reasoned amendment and oppose
the bill.
Hon.J. V. C. GUEST (Monash) - I rise to speak
on this matter, which has been adequately covered
by an excellent second-reading speech - Hon. B. W. MIER (Waverley) - 1 wish to raise a
point of order concerning pecuniary interests. As we
all know, Mr Guest is a large shareholder in Crown
Casino. We all know that Crown Casino has a
substantial financial benefit to receive as a result of
the conducting of the grand prix at Albert Park. I
feel that Mr Guest is in breach of the standing orders
because he has a pecuniary interest in the whole
debate as he is a major and preferential shareholder
in Crown Casino. This fact has been widely
publicised. On that basis, Mr Guest should not
participate in this debate.
Hon. HADDON STOREY (Minister for Tertiary
Education and Training) -On the point of order,
Mr Acting President, Mr Mier has put forward an
absurd proposition. Even assuming a pecuniary
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interest, to assert that because Mr Guest has
shareholdings in a company that has nothing to do
with the grand prix or Albert Park a conflict of
interest exists is like saying anybody in Victoria who
benefits from the grand prix being held at Albert
Park has a conflict of interest. The point of order fails
even before you consider it, Mr Acting President.

It is my understanding that the standing orders do
not make reference to a person with a pecuniary
interest being prevented from participating in
debate on a matter. I will take further advice from
the Clerks on whether Mr Guest has a direct
pecuniary interest in the legislation when the time to
vote on this motion arrives.

Hon. D. R. WHITE (Doutta Galla) - On the
point of order, Mr Acting President, according to the
latest register of members interests, Mr Guest does
have shares in Crown Casino.

There is no point of order. Standing orders do not
prohibit any member from participating in debate,
regardless of whether he or she has a pecuniary
interest.

Hon. J. V. C. Guest - It does not actually say
that.

Hon. J. V. C. GUEST (Monash) - The reason for
my making a contribution to the debate is that I owe
it to my constituents. It is very sad to see Mr White,
whom I have known for a very long time and who
has a record that can usually be respected in political
circles, going slightly off his head with the inactivity
now forced on him, letting Mr Mier quote the wrong
standing order and bringing up a point which is no
point at all.

Hon. D. R. WHITE - He does have an interest.
Hon. J. V. C. Guest - I put them in the final
section. You do not know whether they are mine or
they belong to somebody else.
Hon. B. W. Mier - Are you denying it?
Hon. D. R. WHITE - On the point of order, the
register of members interests, June 1994, particularly
the summary of variations between March and June,
at page 14, under 'other substantial interests'
discloses James Vincent Chester Guest as having
shares in Crown Casino. Because Mr Guest has those
shares, I make the point in support of Mr Mier's
point of order that Crown Casino is a major
beneficiary of what will occur as a result of the
grand prix.
Hon. Haddon Storey - Like everybody else in
Victoria.
Hon. D. R. WHITE - It is important in relation
to his expressing a view in this debate about the
location of the grand prix at Albert Park. There is a
responsibility at the very least for Mr Guest, if not to
declare his pecuniary interests, to not participate in
the debate. If he does not want to declare an interest,
he should exclude himself from the debate and not
vote on the bill.
The ACflNG PRESIDENT (Hon. P. R. Hall) Order! I direct the attention of honourable members
to standing order 155, which says:
No member shall be entitled to vote either in the
council or in any committee thereof upon any question
in which he has a direct pecuniary interest, and the
vote of any member so interested shall be disallowed.

Even if one were to misinterpret the register of
members interests, one would have thought a
well-known head kicker like Mr White, who is very
keen on bringing up any dirt, would understand
how the register of interests works. You cannot tell
from the register whether I own a single share, and
that is open to anybody who can read an act of
Parliament to discover.
I would not dignify the question, but if any
opposition member wants to know about my
interest in Crown Casino, I will gladly relate it, plus
the fact that I have not paid out any money.
Hon. B. W. Mier - That is your defence? You are
a shareholder who has not paid any money?
Hon. J. V. C. GUEST - Given a little notice, I
might give them a little lecture on the real
significance of direct pecuniary interest in relation to
the proceedings of this house. As I understand it,
originally the pecuniary interests matter was
relevant only to private bills. A general public bill
was not one to which it applied.
I am obliged to speak on the bill despite the excellent
second-reading speech which opened this debate
and the equally excellent speech of Ms Asher, who
has dealt so well with the matters of fact and many
of the facts alleged by the opposition that I do not
feel at all obliged to cover the same ground. I must
ask, however, what brought about this debate.
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Hon. B. W. Mier interjected.
Hon. J. V. C. GUEST -It is not after dinner yet,
Mr Mier. I am surprised you are in that state.
Hon. B. W. Mier - I am surprised you are here.
The stock exchange is still trading. What is the all
ordinaries today, Tames?
Hon. K. M. Smith - You are the one who is
ordinary, Brian.
Hon. J. V. C. GUEST -It is very difficult to
suppose that one is called upon to justify the grand
prix as such. On the economics of it, does one need
say more than that cities throughout the world vie to
have the right to run a formula one grand prix? For
all sorts of reasons it will bring benefits to
everybody, certainly to everybody in the hospitality
industry, and if properly managed it will give great
value to everyone in Melbourne.
We are not used to thinking of good old Melbourne,
the centre of manufacturing and business in
Australia, as a tourist centre. But there is no doubt
we must make it as attractive as possible to people
from all over the world and from interstate, not only
with conferences and congresses but by publiciSing
it generally.
The publicity for the rwming of a grand prix, I
acknowledge, must be handled very shrewdly,
because as some of my constituents say and as I
have noticed myself you can watch a grand prix
from, say, Portugal as I did a few weeks ago - Hon. Jean McLean - You would need binoculars!
Hon. J. V. C. GUEST - It took me 45 minutes
before I discovered what country it was being staged
in. I do not think I was ever told on television that it
was outside Estoril in Portugal. You could not see
anything but the track and the advertisements. It
would be a disaster if that were the case in
Melbourne when the television broadcasts were
rebroadcast elsewhere in the world.
I am assured that by proper management of the host
broadcaster it should be possible to ensure that the
city backdrop - the lake, the trees and all the
obvious positive attractions of having the grand prix
at Albert Park - is shown on television and that
Melbo1..1rne will receive extraordinarily valuable
publicity from it. In addition, the people of
Melbourne and indeed the people of Australia will
experience the most popular sporting event in the
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country. I am assured that no other event in
Australia can attract such large crowds. It may seem
a very strange attraction to many members of the
house - at least it does to me - but as I understand
it that is the fact.
Another perspective of this matter has not been
mentioned. The government is proposing to make
full and proper use of Crown land. It is proposed
that the swamp that is now Albert Park Lake, a
swamp that more than 100 years ago was
responsible for the deaths from typhOid of two of
my great uncles, could be re-established for the
benefit of bird life. For a long time Albert Park has
been an attractive man-made lake for a variety of
recreation uses. For a number of years I used to run
around Albert Park Lake. I have also been there, as
other honourable members have, to watch the
children playing sports on the various ovals.
Hon. K. M. Smith - The Fox fireworks display!
Hon. J. V. C. GUEST - Yes, that is another
extremely noisy event that attracts a number of
people. I think the implication for some objectors is
that Albert Park can compete with the Fitzroy
Gardens, the Royal Botanic Gardens or even Yarra
Park for passive recreation. The government is
trying to make the best possible use of Crown land
in an urban area for a variety of different uses and
tastes. It is absolutely inevitable that when a
government seeks to make large scale, complicated
urban land use planning decisions there will be
different views and competing interests and not
everybody will be satisfied. It is astonishing that so
many people have become so obtuse about the need
to accept that there are a lot of people interested in
this event. Many people have different interests and
enthusiasms and they need to be reconciled.
I believe Ms Asher produced the answer. I do not
think those people are so obtuse, although they may
be wondering what is happening on their doorstep
when they have never bothered about other things
before. As lain Stewart revealed on radio, the Save
Albert Park group was got up by Mr John Thwaites,
the honourable member for Albert Park. Mr Power
inadvertently confirmed the very close ALP
connection by his fatherly assurance that the Save
Albert Park group could never have organised some
of the objectionable actions relating to Ms Asher's
electorate office that took place.
The close connection probably helps to explain why
there was such an organised set of objections to the
extremely offensive and unnecessary taking of
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parkland when the National Tennis Centre was
created. The National Tennis Centre should have
been built on railway land which this government
showed within months of getting into office was
available for use, but under former Premier John
Cain the National Tennis Centre took existing
parkland. It was also an absolute financial disaster,
perhaps proportionately one of the pinnacles of
financial Cain-style achievements of the former
Labor government. Given that alternatives were
available its environmental aspects were totally
objectionable. Even one of the ameliorating features
of prOViding 2000 underground car parking spaces
to service the centre was abandoned, so all the plans
for Yarra Park had to be abandoned and the creation
of the National Tennis Centre meant that Yarra Park
would never be a fully recreational area for the
people of Melbourne. As one who was closely
observant of what went on in the 1980s I make it
clear that the bona fides of many objectors must be
doubted.
Ms Asher has dealt adequately with all the points
listed in Mr Pullen's reasoned amendment. The
amendment asked the government in paragraph (a)
to release all documents relevant to the grand prix.
What a sloppy turn of phrase! If you were seriously
trying to extract documents from the other side for
litigation purposes with something as woolly as
that, you would get nowhere with the solid tors for
the other side or with the court in seeking to have an
order made in your favour. The person would be
expected to turn his mind to what made the
documents relevant and to what was really needed.
If you want to get all relevant documents you must
surely include those documents which Judge
Fagan-Hon. B. W. Mier - He can't get out of the
courtroom. This is Parliament. This is where the
laws are made, not where they are enforced.
Hon. J. V. C. GUEST - Mr Mier is suggesting
that our standards should somehow be inferior to
those of courtrooms.
Hon. B. W. Mier - Not inferior.
Hon. J. V. C. GUEST - That is poSSibly the
explanation for Mr Mier being here.
Hon. B. W. Mier - Aren't you smart! The stock
exchange hasn't quite closed yet, James!
Hon. J. V. C. GUEST - The honourable member
for Melbourne, Mr Neil Cole, other ALP shadow
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ministers and members tried to resort for assistance
to the Administrative Appeals Tribunal, where
Judge Fagan made these remarks. In return they
received a very clear statement from Judge Fagan:
This is not a case where the claim for confidentiality is
sham or spurious. The nature of the subject matter of
the negotiations itself having regard to the competitive
market for the event and of the information about the
companies communicated to the government in
confidence merits and attracts confidentiality for those
negotiations and those communications.

He also said:
Unless governments were able to offer and in fact
honour confidentiality to those with whom they deal in
business, then it is clear that their capacity to
participate in business activities would be severely
limited.

At least I do not have to persuade opposition
members that governments should participate in
business activities. They have done that all too often.
On its face the motion is an absurd and totally
urmecessary proposition because all the documents,
except those necessarily confidential within the
cartel symbolised by Mr Bemie Ecclestone, will be
available unless they are commercially in
confidence. The provisions of the FOI legislation,
which allow the tribunal to overrule confidentiality,
do not apply if the documents fall within the limited
provisions for confidentiality in the bill.
Paragraph (b) in the reasoned amendment:
undertakes an independent cost-benefit analysis of the
grand prix and details the extent of taxpayer liability
for the event.

It is quite clear that the Auditor-General will be able
to audit and analyse - Hon. R. M. Hallam interjected.
Hon. J. V. C. GUEST - Indeed, as Mr Hallam
said, he will be required to audit the perfonnance of
the Australian Grand Prix Corporation and will be
able to make any discretionary studies of its
perfonnance that he may wish.

Honourable members interjecting.
Hon. J. V. C. GUEST - What is more, the
Financial Management Act will apply with the sole
exception that details of confidential contracts will
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not be disclosed. The Public Accounts Committee
will be able to follow up anything that the
A uditor-General discloses or is concerned about. It is
the most astonishing furphy to suggest that
anything is being covered up and that anything is
being done that is not substantially the way the
government has ordinarily carried on, without any
concern other than that ultimately an efficient
outcome of benefit to the general taxpayers and
citizens should be achieved.
As for an independent cost-benefit analysis of the
grand prix, one of the problems the opposition has is
that it cannot even understand what a cost-benefit
analysis involves. It seems that in yesterday's debate
it did not W1derstand that the Crown Casino bid was
eminently better than the m Sheraton one, because
on a discoW1ted cash-flow basis it was more
valuable.
Hon. B. T. Pull en interjected.
Hon. J. V. C. GUEST - I do not know whether
one should pay any attention to demands from those
who clearly do not understand what they are talking
about. They also ignore another factor which they
may have learned about from yesterday's debate,
which is that an awful lot of assumptions have to be
made about revenue flows, to whom they go and to
what extent the money is spent in Victoria. The more
one multiplies the factors to be taken into account
the less certain one can be about any calculation. In
the end one comes back to the government being
entitled to make decisions on matters where there is
a strong prima facie presumption of economic
benefit to the state and that other cities in other
COW1tries want the grand prix.
The business people, particularly in the hospitality
industry, want the grand prix. That is not even
taking into account the benefits to those who
actually enjoy motor races.
1 must say that I have considerable sympathy for the
people who object to all or any aspect of the grand
prix, simply because it will make a beastly noise and
will disrupt their walks in the park. 1 have no taste
whatsoever for motor racing; in fact I am in a
reasonably objective position to say notwithstanding my sympathy - that I know what
it is like to live in the inner city where one has to
make compromises with people who have different
interests. When 1 moved to live 1800 metres from the
MCG at Jolimont the secretary of the MCC, who was
selling the house that 1 bought, said that there were
no plans for night games for the whole range of
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football, cricket and other events that now take place
at the MCG. There was also no National Tennis
Centre. Since then the amount of traffic and the
number of people must have increased fiftyfold.
1 can assure the house that the property values in
that part of East Melbourne have been very nicely
maintained. All sorts of compensatory
improvements have been made to the park, to the
road and to traffic control. There are pluses and
minuses. It has all become a bit noisy and 1 might
prefer one day to move out, but the reality-Hon. K. M. Smith interjected.
Hon. J. V. C. GUEST - Exactly. The reality is
that in the inner city people can only expect that
there will be a constant flux of pluses and minuses
and some people will make a decision to move out
and others will not. If, just if, it had been the case
that the grand prix at Albert Park was likely to cause
severe and lasting damage to the property values of
people living in that area, which 1 would recognise
as a kind of surrogate measure of loss of amenity
and loss of what generally makes living in an area
like that attractive, 1 would say that we should either
think very hard again because perhaps a decision on
the sorts of compromises that have to be made in
inner urban land use planning have not been got
right, or I would say that there should be some kind
of compensation. However, I do not believe for a
moment that that is so.
It sums up an awful lot of the important realities of
the issue, that the property values aroW1d Albert
Park are very healthy indeed. No doubt some people
will move out; others will perhaps go away during
the term of the week or so of the grand prix.
Hon. K. M. Smith interjected.
Hon. J. V. C. GUEST -And, as Mr Smith says, if
some of them can be bothered to rent out their
houses or flats they will do rather well. There are
pluses and minuses, but overwhelmingly for the
people of Victoria their government is entitled and the management of the Crown land for which it
is responsible, which is not just a lot of private land
with a lot of private people seeking planning
permits - to make these decisions and to make
reasonable assumptions about the grounds on which
it is making them.
The matters of health, planning and environmental
effects, which give residents, sporting clubs,
businesses and so on the opportunity to make
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submissions, relate, apart from anything else, to the
question of consultation. A lot of nonsense has been
spoken about that. For months people who have
been concerned have been in a position to have their
submissions heard. Months ago I facilitated a
meeting of deputations, which included Mr lain
Stewart and others from the Save Albert Park group,
with one or another minister. They have been heard.
I have responded to everybody who has written to
me or telephoned me. In answer to what Mr Power
said, I have no doubt at all - in fact I can even say
that I know that Ms Asher has consulted widely
within the community that we both represent.
People are not inert. As we have all noticed, people
have not been passive on the issue and they have not
sat back. Even without the doorknocks that have
been conducted, people are reliably coming forward
with their views. Sometimes I have spent an hour on
the telephone listening to those views. I have been
told not to waste my time but I believe that as a local
member it is appropriate for me to hear what they
have to say and to try to put the matter in
perspective for them.
The matters of health have been dealt with by
Ms Asher. Although I am not able to say that I have

seen a report, I believe there is a report which shows
that in fact the atmosphere is likely to be cleaner
during the grand prix than under the--
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Hon. J. V. C. GUEST -As Mr Davis said, it is a
good place to live; but I suspect I would probably
discover someone running a tractor that emitted
fairly foul smoke!
However, there is the question of noise. Apart from
relying on ample precedent for ensuring just one
major prohibition on common law actions - that is,
the prohibition on actions for nuisance, specifically
noise nuisance; and although that is not mentioned
in the bill, that is what it is about - there is the plain
commonsense of it.
If you are living in one of the houses closest to the
grand prix and you like to sit out in your garden on
a Sunday afternoon in the sun and the noise is
perhaps twice as loud as the usual traffic on a
continuous basis, you might have an action for noise
nuisance; but it is just not sensible to encourage that
kind of thing. We are members of a democratic body
which has heard an awful lot of evidence, an awful
lot of submissions and an awful lot of opinion. We
are entitled to say on this planning decision that it is
reasonable to hold a noiSY grand prix over four
days. If you have trouble with that, we are sorry, but
that is a small concession you must make to living in
a great city with a variety of competing interests.

Hon. J. V. C. GUEST - When you have 10 000
indifferently tuned vehicles a day travelling down
through the park, it would not be surprising.

A number of houses in Albert Park and Middle Park
have cracks in the walls. Many of those houses were
built on what was once a swamp. Some of them
were once slum houses and do not have very good
footings. A member of my family owned one, and a
number of big metal braces were used to hold the
walls together.

Hon. K. M. Smith - Ten thousand, is it? I
thought it was 20 000.

Hon. K. M. Smith - That was not the one that
actually got drowned in the swamp?

Hon. J. V. C. GUEST -It would hardly be
surprising if a whole lot of highly tuned racing
cars - but only a relative handful of them - were
actually much less offensive to those concerned
about pollutants than the existing traffic.

Hon. J. V. C. GUEST - No, I am not talking of
the one which actually sank in the swamp. There are
a lot of houses like that. Ordinary human nature
would lead the residents to believe that the cracks
had got a lot larger because of the grand prix. I do
not think we want to encourage a lot of people to go
to one of those now well-known opportunistic and
entrepreneurial legal firms.

Honourable members interjecting.

Apart from anything else the engines are tuned to
burn up just about everything. To even talk about
these issues with such fervour, suggesting that they
are a barrier to having a grand prix, displays a
tendency to put the eye to the microscope and
examine the minutiae while ignoring a wide world
of other relevant factors. It is a pity we have to live
in cities and not out in the bush, breathing clean air
the whole time.
Hon. P. R. Davis interjected.

Hon. K. M. Smith - The Society of Labor
Lawyers -Slater and Gordon?
Hon. J. V. C. GUEST - I do not suggest for a
moment that the practice is unfortunately confined
to those who belong to the Society of Labor Lawyers.
Hon. B. E. Davidson interjected.
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Hon. J. V. C. GUEST - Speculative action is not
something that those concerned about the proper
administration of justice in our community should
encourage. On this particular aspect of planning and
on the environment, I say that, having heard all the
evidence, we are entitled to follow South Australian
law and excuse actions for nuisance. That decision
will be made when the bill is passed and becomes an
act.
A number of general planning questions have been
raised in a number of quarters. There seem to be
many misconceptions about the appropriate
planning processes. I again emphasise that the land
is Crown land, a public open area, the management
of which rests with the government. There are no
residences within it, and there are very few people
living within earshot of the ordinary activities
within the park. Let us assume that the
developments of the past two or three decades have
now become Holy Writ and that even where the
Crown or public departments are concerned,
pennits ought to be obtained - in other words, that
they ought to submit their plans to an outside body.
Let us also remember that that was not the case
30 years ago or even 20 years ago. Some 30 years ago
the following process applied: after a permit had
been granted or refused, the minister, then the
Minister for Planning and Local Government, or his
delegate heard the appeal. It was not suggested that
there was some new province of law and order, to
use the expression once used in the industrial
relations jurisdiction, in the area of planning. It was
not suggested that for all time the only way of going
about the complex business of balancing interests in
urban town planning was to have clear rules which
could then be taken off to an all-knowing court,
which would then decide whether the environment
would be changed in one way or another. I would
say that the positively right way of dealing with a
complex issue such as this is to say that the
government, the owner, is taking responsibility for it.
We have two ministers who are highly exposed by
this legislation. One of them, the Minister for
Tourism, not only has general control and direction
of the corporation but can overrule anything the
corporation may want to do. In addition, a senior
minister, the Minister for Conservation and
Environment, is putting his credibility on the line.
He has a long record of concern for the natural
environment of Melbourne. He has the power to
protect the park and all the interests involved by
refusing to overrule the body primarily committed
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to the preservation of Albert Park, the committee of
management.
I do not know what superior course of action people
could suggest. Do they think there should be a nice,
simple set of rules, all fixed in advance, the
interpretation of which by a tribunal judge who
lacks specialised knowledge and who acts only on
infonnation from interested parties about a narrow
aspect of a case could detrimentally affect the
progress of a major economic industry or major
event in this state? No, it is much better that in the
end the decisions rest with this government and
these ministers, whose perfonnances will be highly
scrutinised by tens of thousands of people and by
the media. They will have to concern themselves
with being fair to all interested parties.
I answer now a letter to the Age I did not even
bother to answer when it first appeared. The letter
purported to respond to one of mine, saying that
Wlder this bill there is no right to make submissions
on what I call an appeal to the minister. Of course
there is. I can assure everybody concerned that if
they have anything worthwhile to say or anything at
all they want to contribute to the decision-making
process, they will be able to be heard by going
through their local members or directly approaching
the ministers' offices.
So long as they have bona fides and they do not
want simply to delay something that is in the
interest of the state and therefore make it Wlviable.
Paragraph (d) of Mr Pullen's motion asks that the
government:
properly examines alternative sites for the grand prix,
including the Docklands site.

I promised my constituents, who on the whole
would prefer to have the grand prix somewhere else,
that I would ask the government to look at
alternative sites, and I did. It became apparent to me
that no alternative to the Albert Park site was even
remotely comparable, being close to Melbourne and
able to attract tourists and provide business for
Melbourne.
I am interested that the opposition does not push for
the Sandown site. There are many reasons why
Sandown would be a good alternative. Why would
the opposition want the grand prix to go to the
Docklands when the former Labor planning
minister, Jim Kennan, had announced plans for the
Docklands that are totally inconsistent with the
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suggestion being put by the opposition. Surely it
must realise that what it would be doing is ensuring
that we did not have the grand prix for at least
another couple of years. It would cost vast amounts
of more money to make the modifications there than
are necessary for Albert Park, some of which must
be done anyway.
The proposal to use the Docklands site would
pre-empt the planning for the Docklands, which
surely will be one of the great projects for the 21st
century and which should be undertaken not so
much slowly as deliberately and carefully.
The opposition is hypocritical because from the
point of view of those it represents - I believe the
opposition is trying to pick up any small minority
group that has forgiven it for what the Labor Party
did to the state in the hope that it will remain with
the opposition through to 1996 - the Albert Park
area should remain as quiet as possible for those
who use the area to do particular things. They want
it to remain that way as long as possible. However,
by pushing for the Docklands si te to be used for the
grand prix, by implication the opposition is saying
that Docklands should never be an area for
residential use or for passive recreation. It is an
absurd way of saying that it does not want the grand
prix but it thinks that in that way it can appeal to a
small minority.
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balances to ensure that not too much power is
exercised by any individual or group. The bill
dearly provides a balance. The committee of
management will license anything that is done by
the corporation, but if the corporation believes it
cannot run the grand prix adequately under the
terms of the committee of management the
legislation allows that, after the committee of
management and any number of other people have
contributed their ideas and made their submissions,
they can go to the two ministers, representing
different interests, who are representatives of the
government and who are on the line and get a
decision from them.
I should have thought in the management of land
that that is a way of achieving highly scrutinised
checks and balances. If you do not believe that, do
you really believe it is better to fonnulate rules in
advance to be enforced by the courts? What if the
courts get it wrong? The courts cannot find out all
the things the minister can. They cannot do things as
quickly as a minister. Does the opposition seriously
suggest that? If the court gets it wrong there is no
redress, except for an appeal to another court. At
least you know the ministers will have finnly in
their minds the overall purpose of community
consensus for the achievement of objectives.
We are engaged in a large-scale land use plan which
is particularly complex and in which many

I shall not use this occasion to go through all the
things the opposition may want to bring up. The bill
is not just the grand prix and Albert Park bill; it is
more defensible than that. It is not only a necessary
part of the process of holding the grand prix in
Melbourne but it also deals with the appropriateness
of planning aspects. We are the ones who are going
to decide whether an action for nuisance should not
be brought.
It has been suggested that the government has
ignored the separation of powers, the rule of law
and people's rights. I do not want to make this the
occasion to explain fully why those ideas about the
realities of our constitution are extremely
rudimentary and inaccurate. During the 19405
Sir Owen Dixon, who was probably our greatest
jurist, said that the separation of powers'is always
an inaccurate and unhelpful characterisation of the
British constitution' and that is even more true of
our constitution in the 19905.
One thing remains true and positive - I shall
emphasise this rather than all the negative
arguments: there is always a need for checks and

competing interests are involved. Essentially it is a
political process, which is embodied in the bill
without removing the essential rights, which would
be wrong. If the people operating within the grand
prix framework conduct their activities in a negative
way, the ordinary legal consequences will flow.
If a fuel dump blows up through somebody's
negligence and windows shatter half a mile away,
that will give rise to an action for damages, just as it
would in any other circumstance. If the manner of
construction of anything being built in Albert Park is
dangerous and people are injured, that will give rise
to an action for damages, just as it would in any
other circumstance.

What has been set aside is some legislation, not
common law. The only common law that has been
set aside is that applying to nuisance. Some
legislation has been set aside because we have gone
back to the situation where the government is
willing to take responsibility for a particular type of
eve~t, where it is willing to ensure the sorts of
outcomes that are the object of the general rules
embodied in the particular acts.
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In conclusion, the likely fact is that the people who
are near the grand prix during its running will be
those who want to be there. Those who do not want
to be there will be protected because the noise level
will diminish in proportion to the square of the
distance from the source of the noise.

Honourable members interjecting.
Hon. J. V. C. GUEST - As the report quoted by
my colleague Ms Asher pointed out, that means that
in residences around Albert Park, the truly private
places where people expect to be able to live in piece
and quiet, the noise levels for any Significant time
will not be notably higher than those they put up
with in ordinary circumstances, because they live in
an inner urban area with heavy traffic. For four days
some people will find the noise and the disruption to
their ordinary lives fairly unattractive, if they choose
to stay around. For some weeks - I do not know
whether it will be 10 weeks or 12 weeks or
18 weeks - some works will be undertaken in the
park. It is a very large park, with multifarious
activities pursued in it. Not all of it is beautifuL The
visual attractions of the park will be improved by
the vast amounts of moneys that will be spent on
improving the vegetation in the long run and the
architectural qualities of the buildings in the short
run.
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Hon. JEAN McLEAN - Just the real one. The
heading is 'What a coup! Big race is ours'. The article
then goes on to say how eXciting it was that we had
won it from South Australia. Sue Neales, who wrote
the article, says:
... behind the scenes, the addition of the grand prix to
Victoria's growing stable of sporting events is a
fascinating saga of tangled commercial and political
manoeuvres.
The way the deal was done provides a rare insight into
the institutions now at the heart of Melbourne's
power-broking circles - the Liberal Party, Melbourne's
business community, and the company that won the
'biggest game in town', Melbourne's Crown Casino
group.
The key players in the grand prix story are the new
guard. Grabbing starring roles are the Premier,
Mr Kennett, the chairman of the Melbourne Major
Events Company and former Lord Mayor, Mr Ron
Walker, the chief executive of Carlton and United
Breweries, Mr Pat Stone, and Melbourne Major Events
Company's chief executive, former swimmer, Mr John
Koruads.

We actually have somebody in there who is
involved in something other than big business! It
goes on:

All in all, I have no difficulty in supporting the bill.
Hon. JEAN McLEAN (Melbourne West) - I
oppose the Australian Grand Prix Bill and support
Mr Pullen's reasoned amendment. I am concerned
about the way the grand prix came to Melbourne
and the way it came to Albert Park. Mr Guest admits
it will make a beastly noise, but he also says locals
will have to put up with it.
As I said, I am concerned about how and why the
grand prix came to Albert Park. Mr Ron Walker, we
are told, is the driving force behind the major events
company - the same Ron Walker who is the main
stakeholder in the casino, the managing director of
Hudson Conway and the treasurer of the Liberal
Party. He negotiated a deal with his friend, English
car salesman Bemie Ecclestone, to hold a grand prix
at Albert Park.
It is worth briefly going back to what was said when
the excitement of the win was being celebrated. On
18 December 1993 the Age - -

Hon. K. M. Smith - Which Age, the Sunday Age
or the real Age?

But as Mr Walker, the prime mover behind the deal,
said last night: 'We are all part of the loop. All the best
deals are closely-kept secrets - kept in a loop of people
who respect that need.'
At the fulcrum of the Melbourne's grand prix coup is
Mr Walker and the Melbourne Major Events Company
that he chairs. Mr Walker ... is also the Liberal Party's
federal treasurer, a close friend of Mr Kennett, and the
joint managing director of Crown Casino's largest
shareholder, developer Hudson Conway - -

Hon. K. M. Smith - An expose by Jean! This is
secret; nobody else knows about it! You have blown
the whole story!
Hon. JEAN McLEAN - She is saying it is secret.
The article goes on:
The Melbourne Major Events Company is just as well
connected. Officially a govenunent-owned and
non-profit company, its tentacles spread into board
rooms and party chambers through the impeccable
connections of its board.
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As she says, they are all very closely connected.
Mr Walker, Mr Stone and Mr Haddad all sit on the
board of the Melbourne Major Events Company,
and their companies are the main shareholders in
the Melbourne Crown Casino group.
Hon. K. M. Smith - Are you going to
incorporate the pictures and the cartoons as well?
Hon. JEAN McLEAN - Also listed in this paper
are the grand prix events, including a formula one
boat race on Albert Park Lake. I wonder whether
this event is going to happen, because the Victorian
Speed Boat Club, founded in 1948, was given notice
on 16 September that its right to occupy its building,
worth $350 000 and paid for by the membership of
that committee, has been withdrawn. The notice has
been issued by Melbourne Parks and Waterways, in
spite of the fact that the Deputy Premier promised
that none of the sporting clubs with longstanding
rights would be displaced from the park.
On 24 September an advertisement appeared in the
Age--

Hon. K. M. Smith - Would you like to
incorporate it in Hansard ? She is still reading
directly from the Age!
Hon. JEAN McLEAN - I am not!
Hon. K. M. Smith - What paper are you a
quoting from now?
Hon. JEAN McLEAN - On 24 September an
advertisement appeared on page 14 of a newspaper,
which happened to be the Age, for a proposed new
development on the boat club site.
Hon. K. M. Smith - You have a prepared
speech. We can incorporate it in Hansard, if you like!
Hon. JEAN McLEAN - The advertisement was
for a cafe-restaurant, which is now to be put up in
place of the sporting boat club. The $350 000
clubhouse the club was promised it could stay in is
now to be knocked down.
Who decided that a cafe was a better use of that part
of the lake than a boathouse? Obviously Mr Walker,
who runs it. He is not concerned about the rights of
park users.
Mr Walker promised Bemie Ecclestone Albert Park.
He did not mention any other site. There was no
possibility of another option, even though many
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Australian grand prix have been run at different
sites such as Phillip Island, Sandown and Calder.
But when members of the public suggested that
other sites would have been more suitable and less
environmentally damaging they were told that
Bemie would take his car race away from Victoria if
he could not have Albert Park. Bemie said, 'Go
away, I have to have Albert Park'. He said that on
the radio, everywhere.
The opposition came up with a considered
proposition of an alternative site, Docklands, but
this was ridiculed out of hand by this government.
The public wants to know who gave Mr Walker the
right to offer his mate Bemie Albert Park, even when
it was not an established racetrack. Perhaps
Mr Walker wanted that site because of its proximity
to Crown Casino. Or was it that the Minister for
Major Projects told him that he could only offer
Albert Park and nowhere else? The problem is that
we are not allowed to know whether the minister
told him to trot over there and give him Albert Park.
We are not allowed to know anything.
For some reason the citizens of Victoria are
supposed to jump for joy and excitement at the
prospect of having a grand prix on Albert Park Lake,
no matter what the cost. As James says, the noise
will be beastly, but they can put up with it. We are
told to jump for joy no matter what the cost,
financially or environmentally. Instead of listening
sympathetically to groups in the area, groups that
use the lake and groups that have doubts about the
race's placement, the government dismisses them
with derisive comments.
It is even suggested that they organised to make
dirty phone calls to members of Parliament. God
knows what they are supposed to be training for,

but I have been to three demonstrations and I cannot
imagine anybody that I saw there spending time
making dirty phone calls.
The government not only dismissed the concerns of
all these people with derisive comments but then
compounded its failure to consult by refusing to
disclose to the community the arrangements that
have been made with Mr Ecc1estone for the race or
the negotiations that led to the successful bid.
With the complete disdain this govenunent has for
democratic processes, it has introduced this bill to
ove~de the public's right to know. It decided that
since the minions would not keep quiet, the
government would suspend the planning,
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environment, compensation and FOI laws and
change the constitution for the sake of a car race. It
will override the civil rights of the people of Victoria
for that.
1his car race could cost the taxpayers of Victoria a
fortune, and our laws and regulations have been
dumped. When the opposition requested the release
of 50 secret documents relating to the Albert Park
grand prix, the Administrative Appeals Tribunal
said that releasing the documents would maim the
business arm of the state. I find this very hard to
accept in the case of public money and public land
unless there is some really shonky business going
on. Using this method to refuse information under
FOI flies in the face of open government, something
government members would not know anything
about

The government should have released those
documents without going to the AAT. It should
have given the public the right to know. The
Premier, Mr Kennett, in introducing this bill, assures
us that the legislation is designed simply to allow
the facilitation of the event in the most orderly way
possible. By this I presume that if he has to do this to
obtain order, he means that giving infonnation to
the citizens of Victoria about how he spends our
money or what he does with public land would
create disorder.
I believe this whole exercise, including this bill, is
part of a cover-up, refusing to allow people to know
and showing complete contempt for those who want
a genuine analysis of how the race has come to be
held in Melbourne, how Bemie did his deal with
Mr Walker and what impact this race will have.
The bill will stop those who have an interest in the
environment of our community from presenting
their concerns and being consulted, although I am
assured that there is some man running around the
district knocking on doors asking people about the
grand prix. When they tell him what they do not like
about the race, what will he do? What will he do if
they tell him to shove it, or words to that effect? I
really do not know.
How do we know whether Ron Walker has got his
sums right? How do we know whether he has
figured out what this is all about? The staging of the
Adelaide grand prix resulted in the South Australian
government losing between $7 million and
$8 million last year.
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We are told that all the information about the
staging of the grand prix is confidential. We are told
tha t there will be a thousand jobs and $50 million a
year profit, but we are not allowed to know how
these numbers were arrived at. People always throw
around figures, saying that if we let this happen we
will have a thousand jobs here and a thousand jobs
there. People grab marijuana worth $50 billion on
the outside market and say that the whole national
economy would have to be spent to buy the
marijuana on the street. The figures are absolute
nonsense, but one thing we know is that Mr Walker
and presumably Mr Ecclestone will make squillions
out of this.
Mr Walker has the casino and he has the grand prix
at Albert Park. The Melboume Major Events
Company covered all avenues when manoeuvring
for the grand prix in Melbourne. It put Mr Stone head of CUB, which has always sponsored the
Adelaide grand prix - on the board of the
Melboume Major Events Company. Mr Stone knew
about the Melboume bid, so he pulled CUB funding
out from the sponsorship of the Adelaide race. This
meant that South Australia could no longer hang on
to the race.
Was this clever business strategy or devious
manipulation? One wonders, but again we are not
allowed to know how and why this all happened.
But the little club called the Melbourne Major Events
Company, with its tentacles spreading into board
rooms and party chambers, had no trouble
encouraging the government to protect its business
plans with legislation and to protect its knowledge
of the Melboume grand prix when it won the casino
bid.
At the AAT hearings, Mr loe Santamaria, counsel for
the Melboume Major Events Company Ltd, argued
against the release of the documents. He said that if
the confidentiality agreement were breached,
Mr Ecc1estone would have an action for damages
against the other parties. Mr Santamaria said a
breach would also damage Melbourne's chances of
staging other intemational events.
That is nonsense. It is the same argument put every
time the public wants to know how its money is
being spent. The publiC is told, 'If we tell you what is
happening, we will lose' .
Hon. K. M. Smith - You said 'every time'name a few.
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Hon. JEAN McLEAN - In the Herald Sun of
8 August, Terry McCrann, spelt this out well:
The key issue is not the grand prix itself or its location
at Albert Park but the absolute need for full and open
financial accountability when you mix public money
and private profit.

That is a very reasonable proposition. This
legislation is unacceptable on all COWlts. It is
dangerous for governments to introduce laws to
protect a car race on public land for private profit, to
exclude Supreme Court jurisdiction and restrict
freedom of information.
One need only look at the former Soviet Union to see
what happened when the social imperative was
removed and to understand how at any time profit
can quickly become the sole driving force for
commercial ventures.
On 28 September 1994 the Herald Sun said of this bill:
If one wanted to give the impression that certain
private interests had to be protected at all costs, this
legislation would be the way to do it.

Sir Henry Bolte believed a car race was not
acceptable at Albert Park, but the Premier, with his
casino-led recovery based on glitz and sleaze,
believes anything goes so long as there is a dollar in
it.
If, as Chairman of the Melbourne Major Events
Company, Mr Walker went to Spain to organise the
top matador in Seville to take part in a bullfight to
be staged at the National Tennis Centre, presumably
appropriate laws would be passed to stop the Royal
Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals
from lodging complaints.

Hon. K. M. Smith - What are you talking about?
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publicly accountable. The reasoned amendment will
ensure that.
Hon. P. R. DAVIS (Gippsland) - My
contribution will necessarily be brief.
Hon. D. A. Nardella - Thank goodness.
Hon. P. R. DA VIS - By invitation I may expand!
I propose to speak in opposition to the reasoned
amendment and in support of the bill on the basis of
the initiative shown by the government and the
strategy ably implemented by Mr Ron Walker.
Mr Walker should not be denigrated in this place.
He should be given the credit due to him for being
one of the leading lights of this community, actually
doing something to enhance the stature of Victoria.
His efforts can be contrasted with what the Labor
Party did for 10 years, running the state down and
creating a situation whereby it not only tripled the
state debt and had to sell the State Bank but also lost
the motorcycle grand prix.
It is about time this government and Ron Walker

were given credit for winning what is a major
international event. It will give an enormous
economic boost to the Victorian economy. It is clear
that the government's strategy to revitalise the
tourism industry through attracting events to
Victoria has already shown some positive results,
and we can now see investment occurring in the
tourism and entertainment industries as a
consequence.
It is anticipated that the grand prix to be held at
Albert Park in 1996 will produce benefits in the
order of more than $80 million. It will actually
provide not just an economic stimulus in an
immediate sense but-Hon. D. A. Nardella - You are talking through
your hat.

Hon. JEAN McLEAN - It would be a major
event; millions of people all over the world like to
watch bullfights. A bullfight would attract visitors
and bring millions of dollars to Victoria. Bullfight
aficionados are gamblers; they would head off to the
casino, which would be a benefit. Animal rights
would be rated as a lower priority than the financial
benefits from such an important spectacle.

Hon. P. R. DA VIS - We have an expert
economics analyst on the opposition benches. I am
privileged to W1derstand that!

The very description 'major events' means they are
of major importance to Victoria. Therefore, it is vital
that the Melbourne Major Events Company be held

A fascinating aspect of all this has been the negative
attitude of the opposition. The opposition should be
apprauding the initiative of the government rather
than denigrating it. I shall enlighten the opposition

The international promotion of Victoria that will
result from the vast television coverage of the event
cannot be measured in dollars, only in concepts.
Clearly, long-term benefits will accrue to the state.
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about the benefits of such an event by using a simple
example. In my province of Gippsland the
Baimsdale community hosts the annual Fosters
Bairnsdale grand prix which is, in fact, a premier
event.
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prepared to convert them to much better sporting
facilities and community assets. It should be
congratulated for that because it will provide a net
benefit in real terms not only for the residents of the
Albert Park environs but for the people of
Melbourne as a whole.

Hon. Pat Power - A major event.
Hon. P. R. DAVIS - Yes, it is a major event for
go-carting in Australia. It attracts more than
400 entries each year, and more than 10 000
spectators attend the event. The event introduces
about $250 000 into the local economy each year. The
highlight of the event is that it is held in the main
shopping centre on the Princes Highway. To hold
the event it is necessary to fence off the area, to close
Princes Highway and to divert traffic. The go-carts
operate at speeds of up to 180 kilometres per hour,
with obvious noise and the emission of fumes.
Notwithstanding those factors, the local community
has recognised the benefit of the event and is solidly
behind it. That can be compared with the event this
bill will enable the government to hold at Albert
Park.
It is true that some small businesses and individuals,

particularly retailers and tradesmen, will to some
extent have their daily occupations and trades
interfered with due to fencing and movement
restrictions affecting their businesses. I hope the
Albert Park community will take the mature view
that the benefits accruing to Melbourne in the long
term far outweigh any individual restrictions or
personal costs they might experience in going about
their normal business.
It is interesting that the comments of members of the
opposition and the Save Albert Park group evoke an
image of some pristine natural wetland wilderness. I
began to suspect I was actually thinking about the
wrong place rather than a place where in my youth I
had been involved in many sporting activities. Not
so long ago, in the course of discussing the issues
surrounding the grand prix, I went to Albert Park
for a good look around to see whether the playing
fields, the sporting facilities and the usual obligatory
toilet facilities were those I recalled. I discovered
that they were and that almost nothing had changed.
I was absolutely appalled to think that there was
objection to a proposition that the government
would spend $100 million to upgrade the Albert
Park facilities and improve what in many instances
are nothing more than cow paddocks that would not
be regarded as satisfactory sporting facilities in
many Gippsland towns. The government is

The other important issue in staging the grand prix
event at Albert Park is that the benefits will not
accrue simply to the adjoining businesses in the
region - to hotels, accommodation houses and
ancillary services in the Melbourne central business
district Vigorous marketing campaigns conducted
by various regions of Victoria will be aimed at
attracting interstate and overseas visitors attending
the grand prix to spend some time in Melbourne and
travel further afield. I know the region I represent is
looking forward to it as another event that will
attract tourism dollars into Victoria. My region will
compete as aggressively as it can to get a share of the
market and to have extended visitor days in
Gippsland. I will be keenly encouraging the lakes
and wilderness tourism group to pursue that with
all vigour.
It is interesting to note that the negative impact of
this event that the opposition talked about today is

not perceived in any way by people in my province.
My constituents would be very pleased if the event
could be relocated to Gippsland. That proposition
was put to the Premier on his visit to Sale to open an
extension to Lake Guthridge in June, but we know
that such an important event must be located in a
city that is close to the appropriate accommodation
and entertainment facilities that will attract
international visitors to this world-dass event. It is
impractical to locate it in a place where those
facilities are simply not available.
It is time all Victorians looked to the future of the

economy as a whole and to the benefits that will
accrue to Victoria. They should not be limited by
what is unfortunately a classic nimby - not in my
backyard! I am not bothered about the intrusion of
the event on a small number of people for a limited
number of days each year. For those reasons 1
oppose the opposition's reasoned amendment and
commend the bill to the house.
Hon. D. A. NARDELLA (Melbourne North) -1
support the reasoned amendment moved by
Mr Pullen and oppose the bill. What we have just
heard from Mr Davis is a load of rubbish. He talked
an absolute load of rubbish about the Baimsdale
grand prix, or the big pricks as it might be called.
The people of Baimsdale are not faced with a
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situation where their rights or freedoms are being
trampled on. 1bat is why his contribution is a load
of rubbish. Mr Davis talked about the possibility of
10000 tourists visiting Baimsdale to witness this
event. lbat would be terrific.
Hon. P. R. Davis - Do you know where it is?
Hon. D. A. NARDELLA - Yes, I have been to
Baimsdale. I used to travel to Baimsdale by train,
but I cannot do that any more. The line is closed.
HoD. P. R. Davis - You don't even know where
Baimsdale is.
HoD. D. A. NARDELLA -1 do, it's in Gippsland.

If the grand prix were held in Baimsdale, would the
law of the land be suspended? That is what will
happen under this bill. Mr Davis cannot tell me that
the Building Act 1993 would be suspended in
Baimsdale for this event. He cannot tell me that the
government would suspend the following acts for
the event to be held in Baimsdale: the Planning and
Environment Act 1987; the Crown Land (Reserves)
Act 1978; the Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of
Works Act 1958; the Environment Effects Act 1978;
the Conservation, Forests and Lands Act 1987; and
the Freedom of Information Act 1982.
That would not occur for his grand prix that he says
would bring in the tourist dollars. It is a fallacious
argument. Mr Davis does not know what he is
talking about. He cannot compare Baimsdale with
what is happening in Albert Park. There is no
comparison. Yet he comes in here and tells the house
we must make that comparison. Even without the
lifting of those laws and the taking away of people's
rights and freedoms it is a fallacious argument. And
it is one he should not make.
Would you have the situation in Baimsdale that for
three months before the event you could not use the
main street, the public amenities or the things that
people use on an everyday basis within the town?
Of course not. You would not have to put up fences,
get construction teams in and start ripping up
grassland and cutting down trees for three months
beforehand to run an event. There is no comparison
because that would not happen in Baimsdale.
However, it will happen in Albert Park. Those
fences will go up and that grassland will be ripped
up to make way for the cars and the temporary
buildings.
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Hon. K. M. Smith - Like the swimming pool
and the basketball courts.
Hon. D. A. NARDELLA - In Baimsdale do you
take over public amenities for seven days and tell
everybody that they cannot use them during that
time? You would have no access to the public
amenities. You could not go into the main street of
Baimsdale. We are going to run a race for seven
days in Albert Park. You don't do that in Baimsdale,
yet you are telling the constituents of the honourable
member for Albert Park in the other place, Mr Guest
and Ms Asher that they should make the phoney
comparison.
Would you have the situation of all those buildings
that had been put up for the Baimsdale grand prix
being pulled down for three months? Of course not,
but in Albert Park they will. A few weeks ago I went
to Adelaide where temporary structures were being
built for the grand prix there. There is a long lead
time and you cannot make a comparison between an
Albert Park and a Baimsdale grand prix. What a
fallacious argument!

Honourable members interjecting.
Hon. D. A. NARDELLA - That is what this
whole bill is about. It is about all the fallacious
arguments that have been foisted upon the Victorian
community - but worse still, the constituents, the
people who live in Albert Park and its surrounds,
will bear the brunt of it. They cannot ever complain;
they cannot ever take the authority or the
government to court because that will take away
their rights.

Honourable members interjecting.
Hon. D. A. NARDELLA - The government is
saying to them: No, you cannot do that. All the
precedents, all the common law and the laws of this
land that have been put in place to protect people
will be taken away from you. You are a specia1 case
in Albert Park or South Melbourne or anywhere else
you live around the Albert Park circuit because your
rights have been taken away. That is what this
government believes is a fair thing.
What does it use as its argument? It uses South
Australia. It is very proud of using the South
Australian legislation brought in by the Bannon
government in 1984. This government's belief that it
should implement legislation based on what Labor
governments elsewhere have done is a precedent in
itself. If it was a bad law in South Australia, this
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government should not be bringing the bad law into
Victoria. The government portrays it as being a bad
law in South Australia because the South Australian
Labor government put it in place, but says that it is
okay, it will put in a bad law here as well. That is not
justifiable to people here in Victoria, and certainly
not to residents at Albert Park and dose to the
racetrack.

On the matter of noise pollution, every control, rule
and regulation on noise pollution will be overridden
by the legislation. Nobody will be able to complain
about the noise pollution created at Albert Park. The
residents of the Montefiore Homes, the people in the
schools up the road and the residents affected by the
noise will not be able to complain about the racing
cars making a lot of noise.

Mr Davis talked about how the race will bring $80
million into Victoria. How can he say that? What
studies have been put together to say it? What will it
cost the Victorian community? No studies have been
made of that That is one of the major aspects of
Mr Pullen's reasoned amendment. It is an important
point, being asked to make a decision based on a
lack of information about what is going to be put in
place.

I saw some fliers produced by the grand prix
authority in Adelaide. The fliers talk about where
residents and spectators can get free earplugs,
because that is how noisy it is. It gives away the
earplugs to people so they do not damage their ears.

One of the major concerns I have is about the
environment issue. The environment, whether
metropolitan or rural, is extremely important. The
legislation sends the wrong signals about the
environment. We are extremely fortunate in
Melbourne because we have some of the best parks
and gardens in the world.
Hon. K. M. Smith - And Albert Park is not one
of them!
Hon. D. A. NARDELLA - Mr Guest, who used
to go there with his kids, thought it was okay. It is
certainly part of the character, amenities and assets
of Melbourne that make it the most livable city in
the world. That is not denied and we are lucky to
have those amenities. Members on this side of the
house are extremely proud of that.
I am concerned about the government changing that
and sending the wrong signals to people. It is not
good enough to say: we will rip down some trees
but will plant 5000 other ones. If the government
cares about the environment and about conservation
it should add to its assets, not rip them down and
replace them. It should keep what it has and build
on it.
Those trees are not sick or diseased. They do have
the disease of unfortunately being under the control
and power of the Kennett government, but apart
from that they are healthy trees that are extremely
important assets to the city. The government is
signalling that anything that is old and in the way
will go.

An Honourable Member - Does he need a
microphone?

Hon. D. A. NARDELLA - Yes - there you go; I
rest my case. I am talking about the grand prix
authority in Adelaide giving out earplugs to the
local residents to protect their ears. Yet this
government is saying that it is okay, that it will
disregard the laws of the technical people and ride
roughshod over them. Noise pollution is a big issue.
Mr Guest used to be able to go over to the park with
his children and enjoy the facilities at any time of the
year. But that will no longer be the case, not just for
seven days a year but for a much longer time, when
those so-called temporary buildings are being
erected and when workmen and workwomen are on
the site and when the temporary fences go up
around what the bill calls the designated area.
People will be prevented from enjoying the
amenities they own for extended periods throughout
the year.

Another issue is the additional waste that will be
created because of the extra paper and other things
people use and throwaway.
Hon. K. M. Smith - What are you talking about?
Hon. R. M. Hallam - What are you talking
about?
Hon. D. A. NARDELLA - Although the
wrappers from hot dogs and the empty coffee cups
that will be thrown away may not be major problem,
I also put that concern before the house.
Another conservation and pollution issue will be the
increase in the number of cars parked in the area.
The area is well served by public transport, I grant
you; but the increased parking in local roads and
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streets will create a major problem for residents that
does not exist at present. The sporting clubs that
currently use Albert Park are allotted a certain
number of parking spaces. But the local roads and
streets will not be able to handle the numbers
expected over those days. Race day will present its
own problems and massively inconvenience local
residents.
All those issue affect the environment. I am
concerned that the Minister for Conservation and
Environment has neither the authority nor the
power to deal with those issues and protect people
living within that area, as is the government's
charter. Clause 39 takes those matters out of his
control and the control of Parliament and stops them
being complained about.

The right of people to take action when they feel
they have been wronged has been taken away. As I
said before, precedence and law-making will go out
the door with the passing of this bill. It sends a bad
message to people out there in the community who
may want to use our parklands or open spaces for
commercial reasons. The bill is telling them, 'They
can be yours, we will lend them to you for seven
days', to paraphrase the words Mr Walker used. I
believe that is wrong. The parks are very important
community assets, and the government should
protect them, nurture them and make sure they are
there to be used by our children throughout the year.
1here are alternative sites. As Mr Pullen explained,
the opposition has done a lot of work on a possible
Docklands site. The opposition is not necessarily
saying Docklands should be the site, but it is saying
that a range of other venues should be explored.
Then we would be able to examine and compare the
costs and benefits of those venues and choose the
best site.
The position Ms Asher put to the house - Hon. P. R. Davis - Fine speech.
Hon. D. ~ NARDELLA - Yes, it was a fine
speech, and I am sure her constituents will be most
happy to hear her views. Her constituents will find
her views on noise very interesting. She told the
house it would be too noisy to have more than one
race a year. If she recognises that it is too noisy to
have more than one race a year, she should
recognise it is too noisy to have any races. If it is
going to affect her constituents in that way, why
stop at one? The government and Ms Asher should
understand that it is too noisy to have any races at
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Albert Park, that it is not the place to have a car race.
It is not an appropriate site.
She went on to talk about the Scrutiny of Acts and
Regulations Committee and - Hon. K. M. Smith interjected.
Hon. D. A. NARDELLA -She talked about that
committee's deliberations on the bill.
Hon. B. N. Atkinson interjected.
Hon. D. A. NARDELLA -She talked about how
she and another member voted to support the bill
and how other members did not. She went into
detail about a number of aspects of those discussions
and the final recommendation.
An honourable member interjected.

Hon. D. A. NARDELLA - She actually had it
open at one stage because I was here in the house
when she was talking.
Hon. K. M. Smith - She didn't, did she?
Hon. D. A. NARDELLA - Yes, I was actually
here, Mr Smith. As part of her justification she said
her decision was based on other acts in other states.
She said we should be making decisions on how the
bill affects the rights of Victorians based on the acts
and the decisions taken in other states.
Hon. R. M. Hallam - I hope that is a faithful
representation of what Ms Asher said.
Hon. D. A. NARDELLA - It think is because I
actually wrote it down.
Hon. R. M. Hallam - You had a bit of trouble
quoting it, I noticed.
Hon. D. A. NARDELLA - No, I usually write
down fairly accurately what she says. The
government should take note of those decisions, but
it should also take into account what the Scrutiny of
Acts and Regulations Committee said about how it
will affect the rights of people in Victoria. It is fair
enough to refer to other acts and regulations in other
states, but the bill is specific to Victoria. It will have
specific effects, and any decisions and
recommendations should have been made on that
basis.
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Mr Guest talked about comparative land uses,
comparing Albert Park with the tennis centre. That
comparison has been made by a number of
honourable members. Let us examine the
comparison. The building of the National Tennis
Centre took away public parkland, there's no
denying that. There was a lot of debate about it at
the time. Anybody can hire a court at the tennis
centre, and many people get a lot of enjoyment from
its facilities. I have been to many rock concerts there.
The Ford Australian Open is staged there, and - -

Hon. R. M. Hallam interjected.
Hon. D. A. NARDELLA - No, I am comparing
the land use at the tennis centre with the land use at
Albert Park.
Hon. B. N. Atkinson interjected.
Hon. D. A. NARDELLA - Yes, that is absolutely
correct. The National Tennis Centre is a long-lasting
asset that was put in place by the former
government, but it did not take away any rights of
local residents. If anybody has been injured when
using the tennis centre facilities that person has the
ability to take action to redress those wrongs. It does
not disturb local residents when it is in operation,
but the grand prix will mean that the land will not
be able to be used for significant periods during the
building of the temporary structures and when they
are being removed, as well as during the seven-day
period when the race is being run. Ordinary people
will not be able to use the track, only professionals.
There will be no long-lasting asset because, unlike
the tennis centre, the structures will be temporary
and people will lose their rights for as long as the
grand prix is held.
The bill provides overriding power to the authority
and to the minister while the grand prix is being
held in Albert Park. It will disrupt the park.
Children and sporting clubs that use the park and
residents who live close to the park will not be able
to use it for that period. Commuters will also be
affected, which is in vast contrast to the land use at
the tennis centre. There is no comparison between
the land use of the two areas. Those who will use the
tennis centre have something of long-lasting benefit
and value, which is not the case for those who use
the grand prix amenities at Albert Park.
This is an important bill that removes the rights of
the community. Under clause 30, if a person is
injured at the grand prix that person's rights are
removed absolutely. That is a dangerous power to
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give anybody. We have fought wars for freedom.
Freedom is extremely important to this community
and this country.
Hon. K. M. Smith - They were wars for peace.
Hon. D. A. NARDELLA - They were fought for
freedom and for the rights of our children and
grandchildren to be upheld. Yet this legislation
removes those rights and the ability of members of
the community to right such wrongs.
Hon. K. M. Smith - You will be in the front row!
Hon. D. A. NARDELLA - I will not be in the
front row, Mr Smith. It will take a Labor government
to restore those rights to the people. Those rights are
an important aspect of our system and the
Australian way of life. It is what the Australian
community is all about. I am concerned about the
removal of those rights.
I support the reasoned amendment moved by
Mr Pullen. It takes in the views I have expressed
about open government. The documents relevant to
the grand prix should be released. Unfortunately the
government is secretive and does not allow open
debate by making full knowledge and information
available to the people. In those circumstances it
should undertake an independent cost-benefit
analysis of the grand prix so that we know how
much it will cost. The government should let the
community know what it will cost them. The health,
planning and environmental effects of the grand
prix should be exposed to public scrutiny through
an inquiry. It is important that we go through an
independent process so that we may know the facts
behind the grand prix.
Paragraph (d) of the motion moved by Mr Pullen
talks about alternative sites for the grand prix,
including the Docklands site. Time and again we
have been attacked for supposedly not coming up
with options or policies and for not doing the hard
work. In this case and in every other case we have
done the hard work. We have put together a paper
that demonstrates the viable alternative of the
Docklands site and how it can be developed in a
systematic way. If honourable members want a copy
of the Docklands report they are most welcome to a
copy, with which I will provide them. The
opposition is not stuck on the Docklands site but it is
one of the options that should be looked at.
Paragraph (e) contains an extremely important
point: the Australian Grand Prix Corporation should
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not appoint any person who has a conflict of interest
or who stands to make pecuniary gain as a result of
the grand prix. "That is what the debate has been
about We need to ensure that no person who has a
conflict of interest and may make pecuniary gain is
appointed to the corporation. We must be
responsible to the community and ensure that when
decisions are made about commWlity assets they are
not made by people whose companies will benefit
from those decisions.
The point is extremely important and I am sure all
honourable members will agree with it. Once we
begin travelling down that path, we go down a very
slippery and destructive path for Australian society.
We have seen examples where that has occurred and
those examples have not benefited society in general
or the local community.
I urge honourable members to support Mr Pullen's
reasoned amendment. The bill will not provide
benefits for the nearby residents or users of Albert
Park. It is important to protect the rights and
freedoms of people and the environment of Albert
Park for generations to come.
Hon. K. M. SMITH (South Eastern) - I would
like to finish the debate on the Australian Grand Prix
Bill on a positive note. Having sat in here for most of
the afternoon and listened to that mob - I can
hardly get it out - that moaning, groaning,
whingeing, whining, carping, excuse for an
opposition - -

Honourable members interjecting.
Hon. K. M. SMITH -"That lot that are nothing
more than political opportunists who have jumped
on the bandwagon of some people down at Albert
Park, those genuine ones who believe they have
some concerns - -

Honourable members interjecting.
Hon. K. M. SMITII - You have jumped on the
bandwagon. You thought: We will have a whack at
the government because it has done something good
down there! What have you done? You have
whinged and whined and moaned. You make me
sick the way you criticise every positive thing we do.
Hon. B. T. Pullen interjected.
Hon. K. M. SMITH - I have to worry about
people like you, Mr Pullen, the lead speaker for the
opposition. You should be ashamed! When you
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were Minister for Conservation, or whatever you
were, you did nothing! You did nothing as Minister
for Education, either, and yet you can stand up here
trying to get stuck into us because we have done
something pOSitive, because Victoria has been
recOgnised as a place that is decent!
We have another event to add to the positive things
the government has put in place. And they were in
place before, too - before you got there and ruined
them. I am sick and tired of you all. I can't believe
that you cannot agree to something positive like this.
You put forward something like Docklands, the
prime piece of real estate in Victoria, probably in
Australia - a huge block of land on the waterfront!
And you talk about putting a race track down there!
You are talking about putting it on land that is
worth $200 million or $300 million and that can
never be used for residential development on the
basis that you say you cannot have housing where
you have a grand prix track! You must be thick! You
stood here and put up Docklands!
You have come in here and talked about the trees we
have to chop down. I travel through there almost
every day. Most of the trees around Aughtie Drive
have had it! You are talking about maybe 100 trees
coming out, and we are going to plant 5000 trees,
something you neglected to do anything about when
you were the minister in charge! Nothing!
Albert Park as a park and the ovals down there are a
disgrace. If that was your local oval, you would have
the council down there to clean it up. You would
have the police there to move the hoodlums and all
those other people who hang around down there.
You would not let your children go down there
without an escort! We are going to do something
about all that you complain about. The kids scratch
their knees; they cannot play on the ovals because of
the condition they are in! You say they are in a
pristine state. They are not in a pristine state and
have not been since you got in and neglected them
for 10 years. You know it is true!
We are going to put in some good facilities for the
people down there. We are going to put in
$52 million worth of facilities that you never
thought-Hon. Jean McLean interjected.
Hon. K. M. SMITH - Jearutie, don't you talk
after your disgraceful speech, talking about Rorutie,
and talking about Bernie and what they were going
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to do! They have done more in the short time they
have been working for Victoria than you have ever
done in your life!
Hon. D. A. Nardella - That is absolute rubbish!
Hon. K. M. SMITH - Mr Acting President, I
have watched Mrs McLean since she was sitting on a
fountain pushing the Save Our Sons campaign. Ever
since she was born she has said, 'I hate Americans. I
hate the USA'. She has offered nothing positive to
this country or this state, and she offered nothing
positive in the speech she made in the house,
absolutely nothing!
Hon. D. A. Nardella - You have achieved
nothing in your lifetime, compared with Jean!
Hon. K. M. SMITH - Mr Nardella said the
grand prix should not be held down there because of
the pollution it is going to cause from the papers
from the hot dogs and things. That is the reason we
should cancel this $500 million event!
Hon. B. T. PULLEN (Melbourne) - Are you
reading from copious notes? We are going to object!
Why don't you make your own speech? Who wrote
this? 1ltis is too good for you!

On a point of order, Mr Acting President, this is not
a typical speech from this member. I want to know
who wrote this speech for him.
The ACIlNG PRESIDENT (Hon. D. M.
Evans) - Order! There is no point of order. I am not
sure there is such a thing as a typical speech from
Mr Smith. Mr Smith, without assistance. I am sure
he will do well.
Hon. K. M. SMITH (South Eastern) - It is a
shocking thing that Mr Pullen, a former minister,
should complain when he did not do anything! Let
me tell you lot that not one whine or moan or groan
did I hear from members of the Labor Party or the
residents down there when all the dirt was piled on
the ovals after it was dragged out of the lake when
Steve Crabb decided to clean out the lake.
Hon. B. T. Pull en interjected.
Hon. K. M. SMITH - They put it on the ovals
and the golf course down there! They fenced it off
and denied people the right to go there! They killed
the fish! You did nothing as the minister!
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Hon. B. T. Pull en - Perhaps we talked about it
to them first!
Hon. K. M. SMITH - Don't you argue, because
you have nothing positive to offer this house. You
have proved it today in the arguments you put up
against the bill. To put the reasoned amendment you
have, you obviously have a problem!
Hon. B. T. Pullen - I have a problem that I think
will stop soon, because I am watching the clock!
Hon. K. M. SMITH - As for some of the
arguments you offer when you say people have been
denied their rights, as far as the ALP is
concerned - Hon. B. T. Pull en - I am glad you are getting
political!
Hon. K. M. SMITH - As for some of the
legislation on the Docklands authority, you said that
no compensation will be payable by the Crown. It
was your government that pushed that through on
the Docklands site.

In the Melbourne Cricket Ground Act 1984 you as a
government said that:
No compensation shall be payable by the Crown in
respect of any act, manner or thing done or arising out
of this act.
They are just two examples that I was able to quickly
pluck out of the records, where you denied people
rights!
Hon. B. T. Pullen - This is somebody else's
speech! You have torn it out of Hansard! Put it on the
table!
Hon. K. M. SMITH - Don't talk to me about
that. Let's look at the positive benefits.
The ACfING PRESIDENT - Order! Mr Smith
will be heard on his own.
Hon. K. M. SMITH - I need the protection of the
Chair from these unprovoked attacks. I am shattered
by what they have said to me.
I would like to wind up quickly because the Minister
for Housing is getting a little agitated, and so he
should because we have had to sit here and listen to
you lot and James Guest. James Guest did bring one
thing to the debate that was very important. He
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raised the issue of the beastly noise that will be
down there. It will be the purr of engines, the purr of
the happy and satisfied 150 000 people who have
gone to see the magnificent event, the purr of
businessmen and of those in shopping centres, the
purr of vendors selling to the people watching the
event, the roar and beastly noise of the people Sitting
in front of 400 million television sets around the
world looking at our Melbourne.
Those on the other side of the house are trying to
deny that to these people. The beastly noise is
coming from you lot. You are the people trying to
hold Victoria back, but we will not allow it. I will
personally vote against your reasoned amendment. I
join with my colleagues in voting for the bill. I am
sure that we will win because we have got the
numbers.
The ACI1NG PRESIDENT (Hon. D. M.
Evans) - Order! The motion is:
That this bill be now read a second time.
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Hon. B. W. MIER - Fair enough. Leaving that to
one side, nevertheless Crown Casino and Hudson
Conway are listed.
Hon. R. I. Knowles - It is unrelated to the issue.
Hon. B. W. MIER - If I could proceed and
enable the Acting President to rule on this,
Mr Walker is Chairman of the Melbourne Major
Events Company and also jOint managing director of
Crown Casino. Hudson Conway is the largest
shareholder in Crown Casino.
Hon. R. I. Knowles - What is the point of this?
Hon. B. W. MIER - The point is that Mr Guest is
a shareholder in Crown Casino and also in Hudson
Conway. Hudson Conway is the major shareholder
in Crown Casino. Mr Guest also holds shares in a
company that Mr Walker chairs, and Mr Walker in
turn is Chairman of the Melbourne Major Events
Company, which is involved with the conduct of the
grand prix.

I understand that a point of order was raised with
regard to the right of a member, Mr Guest, to speak
and vote on this matter under standing order 155.
His right to speak has already been dealt with by the
Acting President at the time. The right to vote then
becomes a matter for me to rule upon as the Acting
President.

So there is a most precise and definite link between
the grand prix, the companies that Mr Guest is a
shareholder in and the companies that Mr Walker
has shares in. They are interlinked. I have no doubt
that Hudson Conway and Crown Casino have a
beneficial interest in the events that will take place at
Albert Park with respect to the grand prix.

Hon. B. W. MIER (Wavedey) - Mr Acting
President, could I raise a number of points before
you make that ruling? They concern Mr Guest's
position with respect to this motion and other
motions that may come before the house in the near
future.

Hon. HADDON STOREY (Minister for Tertiary
Education and Training) - On the point of order,
the relevant standing order is standing order 155,
which states:

I would like to refer to the Register of Members'
Interests. As previously indicated, under the name of
Guest, James Vincent Chester, Monash Provincethat is, the Honourable James Guest, as we all know
him -listed in that record are his pecuniary
interests. They show quite clearly that he is a
shareholder in Crown Casino, Hudson Conway and
Walker Corporation. Mr Walker, as we all know, is
Chairman of the Melbourne Major Events Company.
The ACI1NG PRESIDENT -Order! I am not
sure whether the company referred to as Walker
Corporation necessarily has any connection at all
with Mr Ronald Walker. I do not know. It has not
been proven to me. I suggest that it is not relevant to
this debate.

No member shall be entitled to vote either in the
council or in any committee thereof upon any question
in which he has a direct pecuniary interest ...

The fact that Mr Guest has shares in these
companies, if he has shares in these companies, does
not constitute any connection with the grand prix.
The mere fact that Mr Walker may be involved in
the grand prix and also involved in that company
again in no sense brings Mr Guest to having any
direct pecuniary interest in what happens in the
grand prix.
If that were correct, anybody with any interest in
any company or business that benefits from there
being a grand prix in Melbourne would also be
disqualified, which would mean that practically
everybody in Victoria would be disqualified. You do
not have a pecuniary interest in something because a
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director of a company in which you hold shares
happens to be involved in something else. That
represents a complete failure to understand what
being a shareholder of a company is. In any sense it
does not represent a direct pecuniary interest. It
does not represent any pecuniary interest.

advanced against the point of order is sufficient for
me to rule that Mr Guest has a right to vote and is
not in breach of standing order 155.

Hon. B. W. MIER (Waverley) -Further on the
point of order, Mr Acting President, Mr Walker has
secured the running of the international grand prix
at Albert Park. Therefore, obviously he has a very
sincere interest in the whole event. He is also a
co-chairman of directors of the major shareholder in
Crown Casino.

House divided on omission (members in favour
vote no):

The ACI1NG PRESIDENT (Hon. D. M.
Evans) - Order! I understand the person under
discussion at the moment is Mr Guest and whether
he has a right to vote under standing order no. 155.
We are not discussing Mr Walker, but Mr Guest.
Hon. B. W. MIER - But the link is there.
Mr Guest is not a minor but a major shareholder in
Crown Casino and in Hudson Conway, of which
Mr Walker is chairman of directors as well as a
major shareholder. Obviously there must be a
pecuniary interest.
The ACI1NG PRESIDENT -Order! I believe I
have heard sufficient from both sides on this
argument to be able to rule. The standing order is
very specific indeed. It must be a direct pecuniary
interest. It is clear Crown Casino and Hudson
Conway are not directly involved in the legislation
before the house.
In addition, Mr Guest has no more direct pecuniary
interest in the companies concerned than a
significant number of other Victorians who either
have shares in the company or who have had an
opportunity to purchase shares in the company.
Were we to extend the definition of 'pecuniary
interest' or 'direct pecuniary interest', as Mr Mier
has tried to put to the house, every budget bill, for
example, that comes before the house would
provide a pecuniary interest position in, say,
education because every person here who has a
child or grandchild would have a direct pecuniary
interest.

Hon. T. C. Theophanous - That is stretching the
argument.

Hon. B. W. Mier - I respect the ruling, but
Mr Guest should go out of the chamber.
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Amendment negatived.
The ACI1NG PRESIDENT -Order! I am of the
opinion that the second reading of this bill is
required to be passed by an absolute majority. So
that I may be satisfied that an absolute majority
exists, I ask honourable members supporting the
motion to rise in their places.
Required number of members having risen:
Motion agreed to by absolute majority.
Read second time.
Ordered to be committed next day.

The ACI1NG PRESIDENT - It is very clear we
need a much sharper defini tion of 'direct pecuniary
interest'. I believe in this case the argument
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APPROPRIATION (PARLIAMENT
1994-95, No. 1) BILL
Introduction and first reading
Received from Assembly.
Read first time on motion of Hon. R. M. HALLAM
(Minister for Regional Development).
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purposes of recurrent and works and services
expenditure for the financial year 1994-95, including
amounts appropriated under the Appropriation
(Interim 1994-95) Act 1994.
In his budget speech of 7 September 1994 the
Treasurer noted that Victorians no longer had a
sense of crisis, that confidence is being restored, and
that the budget now accurately and honestly reports
sta te finances.

Second reading
Hon. R. M. HALLAM (Minister for Regional
Development) - By leave, I move:
That this bill be now read a second time.

The bill provides appropriations for the
administration and operations of the Parliament in
so far as they are funded by way of annual
appropriation. Honourable members will be aware
that other funds are appropriated for parliamentary
purposes by way of special appropriations
contained in various legislation. Details of these can
be found in table 4.1 of the Budget Estimates budget
paper.
In line with the wishes of the President and the
Speaker of the Legislative Assembly appropriations
in the bill are presented in a program format.

I commend the bill to the house.
Debate adjoumed on motion of Hon. T. C.
THEOPHANOUS Oika Jib).
Debate adjoumed until next day.

The government has laid the foundations for a
strong competitive economy; however, much
remains to be done to build on the gains made so far.
In restoring the integrity of the state's finances, the
current account position has turned around from a
deficit of $1042.4 million in 1992-93 to an estimated
surplus of $392 million this year. The task for the
future is to manage the state's resources in a way
which will reinforce the downward trend in budget
sector debt as a percentage of gross state product
and finance lasting improvements to the state's
infrastructure.
The success of the government's budgetary strategy
to date means that, once again, there has been no
introduction of new taxes or increases in existing tax
rates. The restoration of confidence in Victoria has
been most evident in the state's economic recovery,
which has been led by growth in private sector
activity. Business investment grew by an estimated
10 per cent in 1993-94 and continued strong growth
of 15 per cent is expected in 1994-95. Trend
employment rose by more than 57000 or 3 per cent
in the 12 months to June 1994, and Victoria's
economic growth of an estimated 3% per cent in
1993-94 is expected to be followed by 4 per cent this
year.

APPROPRIATION (1994-95, No. 1) BILL
Introduction and first reading
Received from Assembly.
Read first time on motion of Hon. R. M. HALLAM
(Minister for Regional Development).

Second reading
Hon. R. M. HALLAM (Minister for Regional
Development) - By leave, I move:
lbat this bill be now read a second time.

This bill provides the necessary legislative authority
for payments from the consolidated fund for the

The Treasurer's April 1994 statement established
planned allocations for each department for the
1994-95 financial year. Primary responsibility for the
development of strategies to operate within these
allocations continues to rest with individual
ministers and departmental secretaries. The
Financial Management Act 1994 together with
changes to the annual appropriation acts have
assisted this devolution of responsibility to
departments by improving budgetary processes and
prOViding departments with flexibility of resource
allocation.
An important feature of the Financial Management
Act is section 40, which requires the Treasurer to
prepare in association with the appropriation bills a
statement describing the goods and services
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produced and the funding available during the
period to which the statement relates. This statement
is provided for honourable members as Budget Paper
No. 3 1994-95 Budget Estimates. For the first time
budgetary processes are being focused on the goods
and services produced by departments.

which are now covered by sections 29 and 30 of the
Financial Management Act 1994, and a reduction in
appropriation line detail consistent with the
government's move to global appropriation
arrangements for departments.
I commend the bill to the house.

Section 40(2) of the act requires that this statement
be laid before each house of the Parliament when the
annual appropriation bills are before the house. I
indicate to the house that this occurred on 4 October
when I tabled all the budget papers in order to
facilitate a 'take note' debate.

Debate adjourned for Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS
(Jika) on motion of Hon. C. J. Hogg.
Debate adjourned until next day.

ADJOURNMENT
Departments now manage global appropriations
and have been permitted to carry over unspent
portions of 1993-94 budget appropriations. Interim
appropriation arrangements in April this year have
enabled departments to start implementing new
capital projects from the beginning of the financial
year rather than delaying them until November and
the passing of the annual budget, which has been
the case in the past.
Consistent with continuing the process of improving
financial management, a superannuation
contribution is being introduced in 1994-95 to ensure
that the costs of staffing are more fully reflected in
departments' net cost of services. The contribution
will reflect the annually accruing cost of the
employer's share of superannuation liability. This
involves the allocation to departmental budgets of
those costs relating to employees who are members
of the State Superannuation Fund. Similarly, a
departmental capital charge is to apply from 1994-95
in order to attribute part of the centrally funded
annual cost of capital to departments and to
encourage them to rationalise their asset holdings.
The introduction of these two initiatives raises
appropriations in 1994-95 but costs are almost
entirely recouped to the consolidated fund and the
effect on outlays is small.
The bill provides for the issue and application of the
sum of $14384 570 600. This is the amount requiring
appropriation from the consolidated fund in the
1994-95 financial year for both recurrent and works
and services purposes.

Hon. R. I. KNOWLES (Minister for Housing) - I
move:
That the house do now adjourn.

Surf Coast Shire: commissioner
Hon. PAT POWER Gib Jib) - I raise for the
attention of the Minister for Local Government
representations I have received from resident
ratepayers in the new Surf Coast Shire. The minister
will be aware of the background of this issue.
Over the past six weeks it became known to
ratepayers in the Surf Coast municipality that their
sole commissioner was being provided with rented
accommodation in Jan Juc near Torquay. That is
fine, because we all know that Mrs McCormack hails
from Warmambool.
There is a concern among residents of the Surf
Coast, given that commissioners may well be in
place by the end of this year or early next year right
across Victoria - except for the infamous
Queenscliff - that a precedent will be made by the
commissioner receiving a $90 000 remuneration paid
by ratepayers, as well as rental understood to be
$250 a week which is also being paid by ratepayers. I
have not had a chance to work out what $250 a week
is worth in annual remuneration, but - Hon. W. A. N. Hartigan - It is $12 500.
Hon. PAT POWER - Mr Hartigan says $12 500.

The attention of honourable members is drawn to
the explanatory memorandum attached to the bill,
which explains the purpose of the various clauses.
The major changes in the bill from the
Appropriation (1993-94, No. 1) Act are the removal
of clauses relating to the alteration of items of
expenditure and net annotated appropriations,

Hon. D. A. Nardella - On you, Bill!
Hon. W. A. N. Hartigan - Always willing to
help the financially illiterate.
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Hon. PAT POWER - The issue is about whether
it is appropriate for a commissioner to receive rental
at the rate of $250 a week from ratepayers in
addition to a remuneration of $90 000.

I will give a short history of the organisation. In 1987
the commonwealth Department of Human Services
and Health funded the service as a demonstration
project under the Disabilities Services Act.

Hon. W. A. N. Hartigan - What do you think?

In 1991 it achieved eligibility status under section 10
of the Disabilities Services Act where the project was
defined as an information service for people with
disabilities and assured of ongoing funding.

Hon. PAT POWER -1 state quite clearly that as
a principle if someone accepts an appointment that
requires that person to live away from his or her
own residence and the salary is in the vicinity of
$90 000, that in itself ought to allow for these sorts of
matters to be addressed.
Hon. W. A. N. Hartigan - Do you think the
salary is sufficient?
Hon. PAT POWER -Absolutely, as it is for
members of Parliament.
It is even more important, though, when you look at
this issue in the context of the minister and the
government's proposal, that these changes in local
government provide savings for ratepayers and
residents.

Hon. W. A. N. Hartigan -So far they have.
Hon. PAT POWER - I ask the minister whether
he has had an opportunity to consider the issue and
whether he is prepared to accept as a precedent the
situation that commissioners receiving substantial
salaries ought also to have their rental supported by
ratepayers and residents.

In respect to my own electorate in the City of
Darebin, the minister would know that none of the
three commissioners lives in the electorate; some of
them live substantial distances away. I am very
concerned on behalf of the ratepayers of Darebin, as
I am for the ratepayers of the Surf Coast, that the
commissioners might create a situation in which the
ratepayers and residents of that municipality will be
asked to fund their remuneration and
accommodation.

Springvale Information Service for People
with Disabilities
Hon. R. S. IVES (Eumemmerring) - I raise for
the attention of the Minister for Aged Care, as the
minister representing the Minister for Community
Services, the Springvale Information Service for
People with Disabilities.

In 1992 the Commonwealth State Disability
Agreement was Signed. This transferred
management responsibility to the regional office of
the Department of Health and Community Services,
but my understanding is that it still receives
commonwealth funding.

The Springvale Information Service for People with
Disabilities provides the following programs and
services: an information service; a disability
advisory committee; Leisure Access in Action;
specific home care and talking newspapers in
community languages.
The service opera tes as a regional resource and has
provided support for the development of disability
advisory committees in Dandenong, Cranbourne,
Pakenham and six other localities. It has also
supported an arthritis self-help group and an MS
self-help group.
The information service has also provided
information and support to the following regional
and statewide groups: the Westernport Disability
Services Network; Southern Action and Information
on Disability; the South Eastern Region Polio
Support Group; VALID; the Leisure Options project
and the Regional Disability Support Initiatives
Committee.
For 1993-94 health and community services received
funding of $62 340 and the Springvale council
received $8088, totalling $70 428. I think the minister
would agree that that is a very small investment for
the value of the work performed.
Against this background, you can imagine my
surprise when in August 1 received the following
letter from the City of SpringvaJe, which says:
I write to seek your assistance in relation to the
withdrawal of funding for the Springvale Information
Service for People with Disabilities.
Council has received notice from the regional office of
the Deparbnent of Health and Community Services
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Victoria that funding for this service is to cease after
September, 1994. This announcement has come after
the project secured ongoing funding under the
Commonwealth Disability Services Act (section 10) in
1991 and following a history of considerable
achievement. In 1994 the program won a
commendation in the Disability: Community Access
and Opportunity section of the national awards for
innovation in local government. This and other notable
results, including establishment of the ethnic language
talking newspapers have attracted national attention to
the program and, we believe, provide local government
with a role model in the area of accessibility to people
with disabilities.

I understand that the deadline for funding
withdrawal has now been extended to December,
dependent upon the Springvale council accepting a
council-auspiced regional service. There are fears
that this will dilute the service, and more
importantly, will insidiously change the focus of the
program to an information-collecting agency for
government rather than a service provider
delivering information and support for the disabled.

The Minister for Community Services appears to
have little idea of the worth and value of the service
in its present form.
I ask the Minister for Aged Care to request that the
Minister for Community Services personally
acquaint himself with the operations of the
information service and review the earlier decision
to cease funding the service to allow the present
service to get on with the task of being an effective,
innovative and pacesetting role model in this field
for Springvale, the south-east region of the state and
the nation.
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Responses
Hon. R. M. HALLAM (Minister for Local
Government) - Mr Power raised with me the issue
of the remuneration package applying to
Mrs McCormack, a commissioner of the Surf Coast
municipality. I do not recall the precise nature of
that package, but I am happy to take the issue on
notice and report back.
There are two comments that I can offer in the short
term. One is that I think the ratepayers of the Surf
Coast municipality have a very good deal indeed,
and the other is that Cr McCormack is doing quite a
remarkable job. To that extent I do not regard it as a
precedent because Cr McCormack is acting as a sole
commissioner and that situation has been replicated
in only one other location. What might be happening
on the Surf Coast should not be treated as a
precedent for any other municipality.
Hon. R. I. KNOWLES (Minister for Aged
Care) - Mr Ives raised the Springvale Information
Service for People with Disabilities and requested
that I take up the matter with the Minister for
Community Services. Mr Ives was concerned that
funding has currently been extended only until
December, subject to the information service being
incorporated in a council regional service. I shall
convey Mr Ives's comments and concerns to the
minister and request tha t he respond.
Motion agreed to.
House adjourned 6.20 p.m. until Tuesday,
18 October.
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Second reading, 1362, 1468, 1476
Remaining stages, 1496
Melbourne Sports and Aquatic Centre Bill
Introduction and first reading, 1179
Second reading, 1255, 1364
Third reading, 1366
Remaining stages, 1366
Planning Authorities Repeal Bill

Land Titles Validation Bill
Introduction and first reading, 1357
Second reading, 1358, 1395
Third reading, 1404
Remaining stages, 1404
Liquor Control (Amendment) Bill
Introduction and first reading, 715
Second reading, 719, 891
Remaining stages, 897

Introduction and first reading, 1109
Second reading, 1117, 1496
Third reading, 1510
Remaining stages, 1510
Project Development and Construction Management
Bill
Introduction and first reading, 1109
Second reading, 1120, 1300
Committee, 1305
Remaining stages, 1307
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Property law (Amendment) Bill
Introduction and first reading, 11
Second reading, 80, 105
Third reading, 105
Remaining stages, 105
Prostitution Control Bill

Transport Accident (General Amendment) Bill
Introduction and first reading, 784
Second reading, 810, 899
Committee, 904
Remaining stages, 908
University Acts (Amendment) Bill

Introduction and first reading, 945
Second reading, 962, 1263
Third reading, 1278
Remaining stages, 1278

Introduction and first reading, 578
Second reading, 578, 695
Third reading, 708
Remaining stages, 709

Queen Victoria Women's Centre Bill

Valuation of land (Amendment) Bill

Introduction and first reading, 1017
Second reading, 1045, 1214, 1223
Third reading, 1230
Remaining stages, 1230
Road Safety (Further Amendment) Bill
Introduction and first reading, 683
Second reading, 715, 811
Third reading, 814
Remaining stages, 815
Royal Agricultural Show-grounds (Amendment) Bill
Introduction and first reading, 54
Second reading, 81, 115
Declared public, 115
Third reading, 125
Remaining stages, 125
State Taxation (Amendment) Bill
Introduction and first reading, 1278
Second reading, 1280, 1370
Third reading, 1374
Remaining stages, 1374
Subordinate Legislation Bill
Introduction and first reading, 1109
Second reading, 1122, 1332
Third reading, 1338
Remaining stages, 1338
Superannuation Acts (Further Amendment) Bill
Introduction and first reading, 1172
Second reading, 1262, 1467
Third reading, 1468
Remaining stages, 1468
Therapeutic Goods (Victoria) Bill
Introduction and first reading, 677
Second reading, 690, 779
Third reading, 784
Remaining stages, 784

Introduction and first reading, 793
Second reading, 806, 1083
Third reading, 1093
Remaining stages, 1093
Victorian Plantations Corporation (Amendment) Bill.
Introduction and first reading, 945
Second reading (absolute majority), 969, 1081
Third reading (absolute majority), 1082
Remaining stages, 1082
Vocational Education and Training (State Training
Wage) Bill
Introduction and first reading, 1009
Second reading, 1043, 1230
Third reading, 1239
Remaining stages, 1240
Water Industry Bill
Introduction and first reading, 1109
Second reading, 1256, 1406
Third reading, 1422
Remaining stages, 1422
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DIVISIONS
Australian Grand Prix Bill, 501, 524, 535
Borrowing and Investment Powers (Public
Transport Corporation) Bill, 1057
Business of the house: sessional orders, 79
Casino (Management Agreement) (Amendment)
Bill, 1316, 1329
Constitution (Amendment) Bill, 1395
Constitution (Court of Appeal) Bill, 1406
Corrections Amendment Bill, 1178
Crown Casino, 392
Crown Lands Acts (Amendment) Bill, 1145, 1147
Dissent from President's ruling, 1460
Electricity charges, 73
Electricity Industry (Further Amendment) Bill, 1349
Employee Relations (Amendment) Bill, 936
Environment Effects (Amendment) Bill, 979, 980
Estate Agents (Amendment) Bill, 1080
Financial Management (Amendment) Bill, 863
Gas Industry Bill, 1433
Health Services (Amendment) Bill, 993
Land (Miscellaneous Matters) and National Tennis
Centre (Amendment) Bill, 1101
Liquor Control (Amendment) Bill, 897
Local Government (Amendment) Bill, 1171
Local government commissioners, 1040
Local government restructure, 757
Melbourne City Link Authority Bill, 1495, 1496
Naming and suspension of member, 606
Planning Authorities Repeal Bill, 1510
Privatisation: electricity and water, 1213
Project Development and Construction
Management Bill, 1305, 1306
Prostitution Control Bill, 1278
Transport Accident (General Amendment) Bill, 907
Valuation of Land (Amendment) Bill, 1093
Water Industry Bill, 1422
Workcover,164
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REPORTS
Aboriginal deaths in custody, 1291
Auditor-General
City of Sunshine and former City of Bendigo, 1441
Finance statement, 623
Australian and New Zealand Fisheries and
Aquaculture Council, 101
BLF Custodian, 20, 1115
Economic Development Committee
Building and construction industry, 131, 950
Environment and Natural Resources Committee
Impact of commonwealth activities, 891
Farrow group
Final report of Mr Habersberger, QC, 1291
Health Computing Services Victoria Ltd, 950
House Committee, 725
Legal aid services, 1291
Legislative Council, Department of the, 623
Parliamentary Debates, Department of the, 623
Parliamentary Library, Department of the, 623
Presiding Officers, 725
Protective Services, 1291
Public Accounts and Estimates Committee
Budget estimates and outcomes, 1115
Housing Guarantee Fund Ltd, 20
Road Safety Committee
Demerit points scheme, 725
Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations Committee

Alert Digest, 102,517,688,799,950
Australian Federalism Conference, 950
Redundant and unclear legislation, 688
Subordinate legislation, 1115
Solicitors Guarantee Fund, 799
Supreme Court judges, 1185
Task Force Victor
Police shootings, 1115
Vistel Ltd, 799
Women's Budget, 1115
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SUBSTANTIVE MOTIONS
Crown Casino bid, 339, 379, 1114, 1147
Dissent from President's ruling, 1442
Electricity charges, 54
Freeway tolls, 828,845
Local government
Commissioners, 1031
Restructure, 725
Parliamentary privilege, 1018
Privatisation
Electricity and water, 1185
Water, 541
Workcover,131
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INDEX
B
SUBJECTS
(q = question without notice)

A

Ballarat, City of
Election date, q 249
School closures, 436, 439

BARA-VIC funding, 677, 678

Aboriginal deaths in custody, 1291

Barwon Water meter-reading charges, 333, 722, 724

Address-in-reply, 1,31, 170,222,254,296,827

Bellarine Peninsula coastal management, q 477

Advertising

Bemm River access road, 721, 723

Yarra River, 721,723

Enterprise centre, g 574
Regional development, q 686

Aged care
Accommodation, q 50
Home and community care services, q 52
Injury prevention, q 18
Meals on Wheels, 85, 86
Priority housing, q 252
Program objectives, q 1476
Safety initiatives, q 169

Bendigo, former City of
Ministerial statement, 1441

BLF Custodian, 20, 1115
Boating safety, q 291
Braeside Park, q 843

Agius, Mr J., 333

Broadmeadows Domestic Violence Outreach Service,
212

Ambulances
Helicopter services, 887, 889, 1437, 1438

Antarctica: Secrets
q 1472

Bendigo, City of Greater

of the Frozen World exhibition,

Arapiles Landcare Group, 42, 43
Arts, The
Funding, q 50
Multicultural organisations, q 759
Premier's Literary Awards, q 250

Brothels
Casino bonuses, 41, 44

Budget papers, 1994-95, 101,317,398,582,623,657
Bullock Island development, q 290
Bunyip State Park
Fire tracks, 1433, 1438
Bus services
Reghon Drive, Sunbury, 1011, 1013

Arts Centre spire, q 793
Asthma Awareness Week, q 378
Atherton Gardens Residents Association, 1353, 1354
Atlantis Recordings, q 916, q 1387
Auditor-General
City of Sunshine and former City of Bendigo, 1441

Bushfires (See Fire)
Business and Industry
Effects of drought, q 948
Franchising code of practice, 83, 86
W orkcover premiums for small business, q 473

Business of the house (See Parliament)

Australian Albanian Community Association, 787, 789

C

Australian and New Zealand Fisheries and
Aquaculture Council, 101

Camp Faimie, Tyabb, 1434, 1438

Australian Defence Industries, q 576

Cardinia Creek parklands, 213, 216, 1052

Australian Football League

Carrum

Traineeship scheme, q 1051

Relocation of sporting clubs, 939, 941

Casey, proposed city of, 785, 791
Casino (See Crown Casino)
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Catalytic converters, q 1474

Dandenong Festival of Arts and Music for Youth,
1010, 1012

Catchment and Land Protection Council, q 573
Child-care allowance, q 798
Christie, The late Sir Vemon Howard Colville, 679
Christmas felicitations, 1511
Clerks, Parliamentary, 214, 218
Coast Action, q 1110
Community housing program, q 578
Community residential units, 125, 129,333,336,620,
621

Dandenong Ranges
Environmental safeguards, 332, 336, 720, 723
National Park, 41, 43
Sewerage facilities, q 758
Deaths
Christie, Sir Vemon Howard Colville, 679
Garrett, Sir Raymond William, AFC, AEA, 507
Hayes, The Honourable Geoffrey Phillip, 89
Swinbume, The Honourable Ivan Archie, CMG, 5
Walton, The Honourable John Malcolm, 8

Community resourcing program, q 687

Deputy Ombudsman (Police Complaints), 436, 439

Community service orders, 1287, 1288

Dereel, Township of, 215, 216

Community Visitors, q 1222

Disabled persons parking scheme, q 685
Domain tunnel, q 918, 1179, 1182

Conservation
Native grass, 787, 789

Donation collectors, 677, 678, 1103, 1106

Conservation and Natural Resources, Department of
Grants program, q 513, q 946
Corryong multipurpose centre, q 762
CPM Construction Management, q 252

Driver education
North-central school cluster, 941, 942
Drought
Effects, q 948, q 1111
Roadside grazing, 1012, 1013

Creative Nation statement, q 574

E
Crown Casino
Atlantis Recordings, q 916, q 1387
Bid, q 285, q 287, q 289, q 291, 339, q 374, 379, q 512,
q 576, q 577, q 655, q 656, q 685, 1114, 1147, q 1475

Brothel bonuses, 41, 44
Builder, q 96
Car parking, q 842
Entertainment, q 684
Food regulations, q 917
Gaming machines, q 374
Guarantees, q 1051
Hotel, q 949
Illegal gambling, q 798
Non-completion penalties, q 762
Probity checks, q 477, q 841
Rent payments, q 13
Signage, q 372
War memorial, q 1322
Williams, Mr Lloyd, q 761

Eastern Freeway
Extension, q 1053
Economic Development Committee
Building and construction industry, 131, 950
Education
Community providers, q 1388
Driver, 941, 942
Integration aides, 1433, 1438
Standardised qualifications, q 684
Victorian certificate of, 332, 335
(See also Schools and colleges and Tertiary
education and training)
Electorate office security, 40, 45
Electorate officer, Dandenong, 1103
Electricity industry

Cumberland Resort, Lome, q 1220

D
Dairy industry
Drought, q 1111
Five-year program, q 474

Uniform tariffs, q 165
Electricity Services Victoria
Demand management, q 511, q 652,789,790
Late payment charges, 335
Service, 887, 889
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Employment

Good Neighbour initiative, q 14

Youth, q 1051

Goulbum Valley Highway, 786, 790

Environment

Governor, The

Good Neighbour initiative, q 14
Environment and Natural Resources CommiHee

Presentation of address-in-reply, 757, 827
Speech on opening of Parliament, 1
(See also Address-in-reply)

Impact of commonwealth activities, 891
Grampians National Park, q 168
Environment Protection Authority
Greater Green Triangle Association, q 1323

Prosecutions, q 684

Gresswell habitat link, q 1390

F
H
Farrow group, 1291
Harris Daishowa, q 687

Film industry, q 98

Hayes, The late Honourable Geoffrey Phillip, 89

Fire
Bushfires
controlled burning, 1104, 1106
responses, 1286, 1288
season, q 1052
Hydrants, 213, 216
Mitigation, q 575
Prevention, q 653
Rural brigade vehicle registrations, q 51

Health
North East Women's Health Service, 537, 539
Health Computing Services Victoria Ltd, 950
Henty Bay, Portland, q 760, 1180, 1182
Herbicides
Aerial spraying, 215, 216

Fitzroy Swimming Pool, q 376, q 656, q 758

Hilmer report, q 1386

Flinders, Shire of

Historic buildings, q 797

Playground expenditure, 126, 129

Home and community care
Expansion of services, q 841
Funding, q 476
Program, q 1324
Services, q 52, q 168

Forests
Code of practice, q 1471
National policy, q 1389
Forklift operator licence, 1179, 1182
Franchises (See Business and Industry)
Frankston pier, q 1390
Freeways (See Roads)

House Committee
Membership, 516
Report, 725
Householder mail, 1180, 1181

G
Gaming machines, q 513, q 514
GarreH, The late Sir Raymond William, AFC, AEA,
507
Gas and Fuel Corporation charges, 536
Gas meter connection, 1434, 1438
Geelong, City of Greater
1994-95 budget, q 1054
Council elections, q 99, q 474, q 686
Regional development, q 946

Housing
Community program, q 578
East Preston redevelopment, q 920
Elderly person accommodation, q 50
For the disadvantaged, q 99
Heidelberg redevelopment, q 289
Income assessment, q 166
Initiatives in Mauritius, q 1114
Priority, q 252
Public, 128, 129
Public waiting lists, q 515
Tenant safety, q 1390
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Information technology outsourcing, 678, q 796
Intellectual disability services, 125, 129

J

Report, 940, 943
Sherbrooke, 1181,1183
Sunbury, 1180, 1183
Log grading, q 687
Lorne pier, 787, 790

M

John Cain Memorial Park, 84, 86, q 248
Joint Printing Committee
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McDonnell, Richard and Carol, 83, 86

Membership, 516
Mallacoota

K

Boat launching, 722
Inlet, 282, 283

Kingston Centre, q 946
Meals on Wheels Day, 85, 86
Koonung Creek
Pollution, 888, 889, 1105, 1106

Melbourne, City of
Transport strategy, q 1217

L
Lakes Entrance
Dredging, q 515
Legal aid services, 1291
Library Committee
Membership, 517
Lighthouses, q 1471
Lillydale, Shire of

Melbourne International Festival of the Arts, q 511
Melbourne market, q 655
Melbourne Parks and Waterways
Government programs, q 248
Melbourne Theatre Company, q 291
Melbourne Water
Braeside Park, q 843
Drainage, q 164
Regulator-General, q 97

Dandenong Ranges National Park boundaries, 41, 43
Members
Literary Awards, Premier's, q 250
Local government
Amalgamations, q 251,282,283, q 1219, 1353, 1354
Boundaries, 1287, 1288
Casey, proposed city of, 785, 791
Chief executive officers, q 1051
Commissioners, q 167, 214, 217, q 247, q 919, 939, 943,
1031
Compulsory competitive tendering, 40, 44, q 48, q 98,
q 1324
Cross-subsidisation, 537, 539
Elections, q 49
Finances, 786, 791, q 919
Fire hydrants, 213, 216
Postal voting, q 1218
Restructure, 725, q 918
Rural rates, q 1323
Workcover, q 1474
(See also minicipalities indexed by name)
Local Government Board
Chairmanship, q 475
Independence, q 844

Naming and suspension of Honourable T. C.
Theophanous, 605
Merinda Park railway station, 939, 941
Ministerial statements
City of Sunshine and former City of Bendigo, 1441
Ministers
for Local Government: Telecom listing, 1106, 1107
for Major Projects: federal ambitions, q 95
Moorabool, Shire of, q 1221
Moreland, City of, q 1112
Mount Buffalo National Park, q 918
Mount Eliza Regional Park, q 1220
Mount Macedon memorial cross, q 843

N
Naming and suspension of member, 605
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Natimuk conservation and natural resources depot,
42,43
National Carers Awareness Week, q 515

Planning and Development, Department of
CPM Construction Management, q 252
Subcontractors, 334, 336, 1010, 1014
(See also Housing)

National Environment Protection Council, 1320
Police

National Parks
Dandenong Ranges, 41, 43
Access, 437, 438
Mount Buffalo, q 918
North East Women's Health Service, 537, 539
Northcote, City of
John Cain Memorial Park, 84, 86, q 248
Notice of motion, 518
Nurses, state-enrolled, q 843, q 1113

p
Parks
Cardinia Creek, q 1052
Parks Week, q 797
Parliament
Adjournment of bills, 20
Broadcasting and televising of proceedings, 19,339,
1017, 1050
Days and hours of meeting, 19
Opening of session, 1
Periodic discharge of orders of the day, general
business, 18
Privilege, 19, 1018
Proclamations fixing operative dates, 18
Program, 784,950
Sessional orders, 73,368,541, 827, 1115, 1357
Sitting days, 39, 42, 920
Temporary chairmen of committees, 11, 19
Parliamentary privilege, 1018
Payroll tax, q 1222

Deputy Ombudsman (Police Complaints), 436, 439
Port of Portland Authority
Henty Bay land claims, 1180, 1182
Port Phillip, City of, q 797
Ports
Charges, q 1112
Competition, q 14
Facilities, q 167
Privatisation, q 12, q 14, q 17
Prahran Market, 1010, 1014
Premier's Literary Awards, q 250
Preschools
Melton Central, 1286, 1288
President, The
Absence, 89
Dissent from ruling, 1442
Return, 687
Presiding Officers, 725
Privatisation
Electricity, 1185
Water, 541, 1185
Privileges Committee
Membership, 517
Protective services, 1291
Public Accounts and Estimates Committee
Budget estimates and outcomes, 1115
Housing Guarantee Fund Ltd, 20

Personal explanations
Hallam, Honourable R. M., 285
Knowles, Honourable R. 1., 1116
Petitions
Australian Grand Prix, 516, 541, 1115
Community resourcing program, 53
Minibah Adult Unit, Pakenham, 101
Railway crossing gates, Yarraville, 1441
Sexual discrimination, 53, 101, 131,219,292,516,541,
623,688
Sodomy, 54, 101,292,516,687,950
Petrol prices, q 1388

Public Tenants Union of Victoria, q 1050
Public transport
Concession fares, 333
Rapid transit link, q 1221
(See also Rail and Transport, Department of)
Public Transport Corporation
Information technology outsourcing, 678, q 796
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Q

Rugby stadium, proposed, q 795
Rulings by the Chair

Queenscliff
[nedging, 1179, 1181
Environment effects statement, q 1113
Maritime Centre and Museum, 1286, 1288
Questions on notice
Answers, 253, 281, 378

R
Racing
Country clubs, q 1110
RACV road survey, q 1322

Raiders
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of the Lost Archives exhibition, q 1219

Rail
Competition policy reforms, q 1386
Disused lines and reservations, q 53
Passenger services, q 1320
Tullamarine Freeway link, q 947
Recycling, q 97, q 375
Regional development
Awards, q 373
BARA-VIC funding, 677, 678
Business opportunities, q 247
Committees, 437, 439
Geelong, City of Greater, q 946
Melbourne market, q 655
North-eastern Victoria, q 12
Services and jobs, q 1473
Road Safety Committee
Demerit points scheme, 725
Roads
Access to Bemm River, 721, 723
Arterial access, q 917
Black spot program, q 949
Competition policy reforms, q 1386
Domain tunnel, q 918, 1179, 1182
Donation collectors, 1103, 1106
Eastern Freeway, q 1053
Freeway tolls, q 793, q 794, 828, 845
Funding, q 95
Grazing leases for unused, q 375
Overpass construction, Koonung Creek, 888, 889
RACV survey, q 1322
School crossing supervisors, 437, 438
Southern bypass, q 13, q 1387
Springvale bypass, q 51
Western bypass, q 13, q 918, q 1387

Admissibility
amendment, 1396
matter raised on adjournment, 126, 127, 128, 1288
motion, 1018, 1147, 1150, 1185, 1445, 1452
question, 249,251,577,919
Debates of same session, 1088, 1401, 1500
Division list, 1329
Eligibility of President to preside over dissent
motion, 1444
Identification of documents, 825,837
Incorporation of documents, 549, 555, 556
Misleading statements, 11, 15, 16,276,661
Pecuniary interest, 482,500, 1328
Questions on notice, 253, 281
Questions seeking opinion, 476
Quoted documents, 146, 147,343, 1021, 1312
Reading from documents, 274
Reading of speeches, 608, 1346
Relevance,43,60,64,141,288,351,352,465,474,512,
573,601,602,603,604,605,826,895,931,1075,
1159,1308, 1309, 1313, 1314, 1315, 1316, 1369, 1377,
1378, 1379, 1380, 1446
Tedious repetition, 847, 1158, 1208, 1211, 1346, 1380
Unparliamentary and offensive remarks, 48, 157, 288,
360,426,850,851,852,1432,1433,1447,1449,1454
Withdrawal of remarks, 243, 1453, 1455

5
School crossings (See Roads)
Schools and colleges
Carlton North Primary, 334
Closures in Ballarat, 436, 439
Coburg-Preston Secondary, 82,85
Roxburgh Park primary, 39, 43
St Kevin's College, q 918
Scotch College, q 918
South Melbourne Special Development, 888, 890
Whiteside Primary, 1009, 1013
(See also Education)
Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations Committee

Alert Digest, 102,517,688,799,950
Australian Federalism Conference, 950
Redundant and unclear legislation, 688
Subordinate legislation, 1115
Seaford foreshore, q 1053
SEC (See Electricity Services Victoria)
Sewerage charges, q 477
Small business (See Business and Industry)
Smith, Mr Neil, q 47
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Solicitors Guarantee Fund, 799
South Eastern Arterial, q 374

Tourism
Trentham Falls, q 947

Southern bypass, q 13, q 1387

Traffic signal technology, q 476

Sports Federation Foundation Inc., 677, 678

Training (See Tertiary education and training)

Sports grants, 1436, 1438

Trams
W-class, 1353, 1354

Springvale, City of
Whiteside Primary School site, 1009, 1013
Springvale Information Service for People with
Disabilities, 504, 505
Standing Orders Committee

Transport
Strategy for Melbourne, q 1217
Transport, Department of
Henty Bay land claims, 1180, 1182

Membership, 517
Tullamarine airport
Stonnington, City of

Rapid transit link, q 1221

Commissioners, q 47
Prahran Market, 1010, 1014

Tullamarine Freeway
Rail link, q 947, q 1387, q 1472
Signage, 1437, 1438

Sunshine, City of
Ministerial statement, 1441

u
Supreme Court judges, 1185
Unemployment

Surf Coast Shire

Ballaratl Ararat region, q 1474
Rural, q 572

Commissioner, 503, 505
Swinburne, The late Honourable Ivan Archie, CMG, 5

Universities (See Tertiary education and training)

T
Task Force Victor
Police shootings, 1115
Taxis
Driver training and testing, q 1389
Fare increases, q 52, 85,86
M50 licences, 1104, 1106
Multipurpose program, q 654
Technical and further education (See Tertiary
Education and Training and Vocational training)

v
Vehicles
B-doubles, q 760, q 844
Rural fire brigades registration, q 51
Speed limits for heavy, q 251
Uniform regulations for heavy, q 575
Vicroads
Information technology outsourcing, 678, q 796
Staffing, 939, 942

Tenants unions, 887, 889, q 1050

Victorian Advocacy League for Individuals with
Disability, 620, 621

Tertiary education and training

Victorian certificate of education, 332, 335

Entry, q 948
Federal legislation, q 164
La Trobe University: Abbotsford campus, 787, 789
TAFE college councils, q 916
TAFE programs, q 652
Training courses, q 1321
Cniversity places, q 15
Wimmera Community College of TAFE, 939, 942

Vistel Ltd, 799
Vocational training, q 475

w
Walton, The late Honourable John Malcolm, 8
War memorial
Bulldozing, q 1322
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Warmambool, City of
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Yarraville Community Centre, 888, 890

Subsidy increases, 722, 723
Warmambool Woollen Mills, q 1387
Water
Privatisation, 541
(See also Melbourne Parks and Waterways and
Melbourne Water)
Westall Road, Springvale, q 51
Western bypass, q 13, q 918, q 1387
Western Support Services. 620, 621
Williams, Mr Lloyd, q 761, 1018
Wilson, Mr Dale, 1103
Winchelsea City Council, q 1220
Wojcik, Mr, 436, 439
Women
Broadmeadows Domestic Violence Outreach Service,
212
Women's Budget, 1115
Workcover
Annual report, q 513
Claims
challenges, 214,217
delays, 1104, 1106
payment, 125, 126, 129, q 1111, q 1321, 1435, 1437,
1438
Conciliation guidelines, q 761
Consultants, q 757
Costs, q 840
Delays, q 1050
Dispute arbitration, 1105, 1106
Experience rating system, 131
Hospital overpayments, 538, 539
Injured worker groups, q 1109
Local government, q 1474
Medical panels, q 842
Medical treatment, q 945, lOll, 1014
National scheme, 131
Non-payment of debt, 788, 791
Premiums, q 287, q 473
Statistical information, 213, 216
Trusts, q 683
Workers compensation scheme, national, q 100

y
Yarra River
Proposed advertising, 721, 723

Young Achievers awards, q 656
Youth
Dandenong Festival of Arts and Music, 1010, 1012
Workplace skills, q 1051
Young Achievers awards, q 656
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ATKINSON, Hon. B. N. (Koonung)

MEMBERS

Address-in-reply, 196
Adjournment

ASHER, Hon. Louise (Monash)

Franchising code of practice, 83

Address-in-reply,222
Bills
Adjournment
Domain tunnel, 1179
Prahran Market, 1010
Special Development School, South Melbourne, 888
Yarra River: proposed advertising, 721
Bills
Australian Grand Prix Bill, 453
Constitution (Amendment) Bill, 1380
Crimes (Amendment) Bill, 1243
Dentists (Amendment) Bill, 107
Estate Agents (Amendment) Bill, 1063
Health Services (Amendment) Bill, 985
Local Government (Amendment) Bill, 1167
Melbourne Sports and Aquatic Centre Bill, 1364
Subordinate Legislation Bill, 1333
Crown Casino bid, 366

Appropriation (1994-95, No. 1) Bill, 582
Estate Agents (Amendment) Bill, 1079
Budget papers, 1994-95, 582
Crown Casino bid, 382
Deaths
Hayes, Honourable Geoffrey Phillip, 93
Petitions
Sodomy, 54
Questions without notice
Compulsory competitive tendering, 48
Eastern Freeway extension, 1053
Parks and waterways program, 248
RACV road survey, 1322
Workcover: Industry Commission inquiry, 794

Petitions
Australian Grand Prix, 516
Sexual discrimination, 53, 101, 131,219,292
Questions without notice
Arts Centre spire, 793
Public Tenants Union of Victoria, 1050
Recycling: household waste, 375
Western and Southern bypasses, 13

ASH MAN, Hon. G. B. (Boronia)
Bills
Melbourne City Link Authority Bill, 1481
Transport Accident (General Amendment) Bill, 902
Deaths
Hayes, Honourable Geoffrey PhiIlip, 92
Economic Development Committee
Building and construction industry, 131,950
Questions without notice
Melbourne Theatre Company, 291
Roads: arterial access, 917
Traffic signal technology, 476
Tullamarine airport rapid transit link, 1221

BAXTER, Hon. W.R. (North Eastern)(Minister for
Roads and Ports)
Adjournment
Aerial spraying, Dereel, 216
Bus services: Reghon Drive, Sunbury, 1013
Christmas felicitations, 1512
Domain tunnel, 1182
Driver education: north-central school cluster, 942
Goulbum Valley Highway, 790
Henty Bay, 1182
Information technology outsourcing, 678
Koonung Creek pollution, 889, 1106
Local government amalgamations, 1354
Lorne pier, 790
Mallacoota
boat launching, 722
Inlet, 283
Queenscliff dredging, 1181
School crossing supervisors, 438
Sports grants, 1438
Taxis
fare increases, 86
M50 licences, 1106
Tullamarine Freeway signage, 1438
Vicroads staffing, 942
W -class trams, 1354

LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL
Bills
Agricultural and Veterinary Chemicals (Victoria) Bill,
280,292,715

Agriculture (Registered Occupations) Bill, 280, 296
Corrections (Amendment) Bill, 945,959,1178
Domestic (Feral and Nuisance) Animals Bill, 571, 579,
777,778

Emergency Management (Amendment) Bill, 945, 961,
1300

Liquor Control (Amendment) Bill, 719, 896
Livestock Disease Control Bill, 1259, 1291, 1467
Lotteries Gaming and Betting (Betting) Bill, 619, 764
Margarine (Repeal) Bill, 95, 104
Melbourne City Link Authority Bill, 1357, 1362, 1494
Melbourne Sports and Aquatic Centre Bill, 1179, 1255
Road Safety (Further Amendment) Bill, 683, 715,814
Royal Agricultural Show-grounds (Amendment) Bill,
34,81, 115, 125

Superannuation Acts (Further Amendment) Bill, 1468
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competition, 15
facilities, 167
privatisation, 12, 14, 17
RACV road survey, 1322
Roads
arterial access, 917
black spot program, 949
freeway tolls, 793,794
funding, 95
Rural fire brigade vehicle registrations, 51
South Eastern Arterial, 374
Springvale bypass, 51
Taxis: driver training and testing, 1389
Traffic signal technology, 476
Transport strategy for Melbourne, 1217
TuIlamarine airport rapid transit link, 1221
Tullamarine Freeway rail link, 947, 1472
Vehicles: B-doubles, 760, 845
Western and Southern bypasses, 13

Business of the house
Sessional orders, 75
Deaths
Christie, Sir Vernon Howard ColvilIe, 680
Garrett, Sir Raymond William, AFC, AEA, 508
Hayes, Honourable Geoffrey PhilIip, 91
Swinburne, Honourable Ivan Archie, CMG, 6
Walton, Honourable John Malcolm, 9
Freeway tolls, 835, 845
Petitions
Task Force Victor, 1115
Points of order, 141
Questions without notice
Boating safety, 291
Catalytic converters, 1474
City of Moreland, 1113
Competition policy reforms, 1387
Crown Casino
rent payments, 13
signage, 373
Disabled persons parking scheme, 683
Domain tunnel and Western bypass, 918
Eastern Freeway extension, 1053
Frankston pier, 1390
Heavy vehicles
speed limits, 251
uniform regulations, 575
Henty Bay, Portland, 760
Information technology outsourcing, 796
Lakes Entrance dredging, 515
Multipurpose taxi program, 654
Ports
charges, 1112

BEST, Hon. R.A. (North Western)
Adjournment
Driver education: north-central school cluster, 941
Bills
Estate Agents (Amendment) Bill, 1076
Project Development and Construction Management
Bill,1304

Budget papers, 1994-95, 317
Petitions
Sodomy, 687
Questions without notice
Dairy industry
drought, 1111
five-year program, 474
Education and training, 164
Melbourne market, 655
Regional development, 12
TAFE college councils, 916
Warrnambool Woollen Mills, 1387

BIRRELL, Hon. M. A. (East Yarra)(Minister for
Conservation and Environment and Minister for
Major Projects)
Adjournment
Bunyip State Park fire tracks, 1438
Bushfires
controlled burning, 1106
response, 1288
Camp Fairnie, Tyabb, 1438
Cardinia Regional Park Reserve, 216
Carrum: relocation of sporting clubs, 941
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INDEX

Christmas felicitations, 1511
Conservation: native grass, 789
Dandenong Ranges National Park, 43
Electricity Services Victoria demand management,
790
Fire hydrants, 216
La Trobe University: Abbotsford campus, 789
Legislative Council sitting days, 42
Merinda Park railway station, 941
i\:atimuk conservation and natural resources depot,
43
i\:ational parks: access, 438
Australian and New Zealand Fisheries and
Aquaculture Council, 101
Bills
Appropriation (Parliament 1994-95, No. 1) Bill, 668,
676
Constitution (Amendment) Bill, 1357, 1359
Crown Lands Acts (Amendment) Bill, 937, 1146
Fisheries (Amendment) Bill, 891, 937, 1008
Land (Miscellaneous Matters) and National Tennis
Centre (Amendment) Bill, 945, 971, 1099, 1102
Land Titles Validation Bill, 1357, 1358, 1404
Subordinate Legislation Bill, 1109, 1122, 1338
Valuation of Land (Amendment) Bill, 1093
Victorian Plantations Corporation (Amendment) Bill,
945,969,1082
Water Industry Bill, 1109, 1256, 1422
Business of the house
Sessional orders, 76
Crown Casino bid, 1150

Dandenong Ranges: sewerage facilities, 758
Department of Conservation and Natural Resources:
grants, 946
Disused railway lines and reservations, 53
Electricity Services Victoria: demand management,
511,652
Environment effects statement, 1113
Environment Protection Authority prosecutions, 684
Fire mitigation, 575
Fire prevention, 653
Forests: national policy, 1390
Good Neighbour initiative, 14
Grampians National Park, 168
Gresswell habitat link, 1391
Historic buildings, 797
Leases: unused roads, 376
Lighthouses, 1471
Log grading, 687
Melbourne Water
drainage, 164
Regulator-General, 97
Minister for Major Projects: federal ambitions, 95
Mount Buffalo National Park, 918
Mount Eliza Regional Park, 1220
Mount Macedon memorial cross, 844
National Environment Protection Council, 1320
Parks and waterways program, 249
Parks: Cardinia Creek, 1052
Project grants program, 513
Recycling, 97, 375
Rugby stadium, 795
Seaford foreshore, 1054
Tourism: Trentham Falls, 947
Young Achievers awards, 656

Deaths
Christie, Sir Vernon Howard Coiville, 679
Garrett, Sir Raymond William, AFC, AEA, 507
Hayes, Honourable Geoffrey Phillip, 89
Swinburne, Honourable Ivan Archie, CMG, 5
Walton, Honourable John Malcolm, 8
Points of order, 288, 342, 556, 931, 1087, 1328, 1443,
1446, 1447, 1448, 1449, 1450, 1453
President, The
Absence, 89
Return,687
Privatisation: electricity and water, 1186
Questions without notice
Bellarine Peninsula coastal management, 477
Braeside Park, 843
Bullock Island development, 290
Bushfire season, 1052
Catchment and Land Protection Council, 573
Coast Action, 1110
Code of forest practice, 1471

BISHOP, Hon. B. W. <North Western)
Bills
Agricultural and Veterinary Chemicals (Victoria) Bill,
710
Agriculture (Registered Occupations) BilI, 295
Crown Lands Acts (Amendment) Bill, 1137
Emergency Management (Amendment) Bill, 1296
Impounding of Livestock Bill, 693
Livestock Disease Control BilI, 1462
Margarine (Repeal) Bill, 220
Royal Agricultural Show-grounds (Amendment) Bill,
121
Questions without notice
Good Neighbour initiative, 14
Heavy vehicle uniform regulations, 575
Regional development awards, 373
Vehicles: B-doubles, 844

LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL
BOWDEN, Hon. R. H. (South Eastern)
Address-in-reply, 234
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Petitions
Sexual discrimination, 623
Sodomy, 516

Adjournment
Flinders shire playground expenditure, 126
Bills
Como Project Bill, 909
Liquor Control (Amendment) Bill, 894
Lotteries Gaming and Betting (Betting) Bill, 763
Royal Agricultural Show-grounds (Amendment) Bill,
116
Budget papers, 1994-95,416
Questions without notice
Housing: tenant safety, 1390
Roads: black spot program, 949
Safety initiatives for the elderly, 169
TAFE programs, 652
Workcover
annual report, 513
conciliation guidelines, 761

Questions without notice
Aged care, 1476
Apollo Bay multipurpose service centre, 656
HACC program, 1324

COX, Hon. G. H. (Nunawading)
Bills
Australian Grand Prix Bill, 470
Emerald Tourist Railway (Amendment) Bill, 111
Transport Accident (General Amendment) Bill, 904
Deaths
Garrett, Sir Raymond William, AFC, AEA, 510
Hayes, Honourable Geoffrey Phillip, 94
Petitions
Sexual discrimination, 101
Questions without notice

BRIDESON, Hon. Andrew (Waverley)
Petitions
Sexual discrimination, 516
Sodomy, 516

Arts: multicultural organisations, 759
Creative Nation statement, 574
Disused railway lines and reservations, 53
Local government: loan allocations, 166
Parks: Cardinia Creek, 1052

Questions without notice
Education: standardised qualifications, 684
Kingston Centre, 946
National Carers Awareness Week, 515
State-enrolled nurses, 843

CRAIGE, Hon. G. R. (Central Highlands)
Bills
Fisheries (Amendment) Bill, 1005
Freeway tolls, 849

CHAIRMAN OF COMMITIEES, The (Hon. D. M.
Evans)(See Rulings by the Chair in SUBJECTS and
Evans, Hon. D. M. (North Eastern»

CHAMBERLAIN, Hon. B. A. (Western)($ee President,
The (Hon. B. A. Chamberlain) and Rulings by the
Chair in SUBJECTS)

Privatisation: water, 568
Questions without notice
Arts organisations funding, 50
Multipurpose taxi program, 654
Raiders of the Lost Archives exhibition, 1219
Regional development: business opportunities, 247
Taxis: driver training and testing, 1389

CONNARD, Hon. G. P. (Higinbotham)
Bills
Appropriation (1994-95, No. 1) Bill, 606
Appropriation (Parliament 1994-95, No. 1) Bill, 674
Constitution (Amendment) Bill, 1392
Land (Miscellaneous Matters) and National Tennis
Centre (Amendment) Bill, 1097
Therapeutic Goods (Victoria) Bill, 781
Budget papers, 1994-95, 606

DAVIDSON, Hon. B. E. (Chelsea)
Address-in-reply, 239, 254
Adjournment
Ambulances: helicopter services, 887, 1437
Bemm River access road, 721
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INDEX

Bills
Appropriation 0994-95, No. 1) Bill, 644
Dentists (Amendment) Bill, 108
Estate Agents (Amendment) Bill, 1070
Budget papers, 1994-95, 644
Crown Casino bid, 390
Dissent from President's ruling, 1457
Freeway tolls, 852

Parliamentary reports, 725
Questions without notice
Coast Action, 1110
Corryong multipurpose centre, 762
Disabled persons parking scheme, 685
Statements as Deputy/Acting President
Absence of President, 89
Death of Honourable Geoffrey Phillip Hayes, 95
Parliamentary Clerks, 218

Points of order, 607, 847, 1442, 1443, 1450
Questions without notice
Crown Casino bid, 291
Frankston pier, 1390
Sea ford foreshore, 1053
DA VIS, Hon. P. R. (Gippsland)
Address-in-reply,31
Bills
Australian Grand Prix Bill, 492
Corrections Amendment Bill, 1175
Employee Relations (Amendment) Bill, 924
Questions without notice
Boating safety, 291
Historic buildings, 797
Lakes Entrance dredging, 515

FORWOOD, Hon. Bill (Templestowe)
Bills
Employee Relations (Amendment) Bill, 914
Financial Management (Amendment) Bill, 821, 859
Intellectually Disabled Persons' Services
(Amendment) Bill, 877
Land Titles Validation Bill, 1401
Water Industry Bill, 1414
Budget papers, 1994-95, 325
Deaths
Garrett, Sir Raymond William, AFC, AEA, 510
Petitions
Sexual discrimination, 101
Points of order, 139
Privatisation: water, 556

de FEGELY, Hon. R. S. (Ballarat)
Address-in-reply, 314
Bills
Domestic (Feral and l\:uisance) Animals Bill, 770
Emergency Management (Amendment) Bill, 1299
Questions without notice
Catchment and Land Protection Council, 573
Environment Protection Authority prosecutions, 684
Grampians National Park, 168
Greater Green Triangle Association, 1323
Information technology outsourcing, 796
Mount Macedon memorial cross, 843
Tourism: Trentham Falls, 947
Vehicles: B-doubles, 760
EVANS, Hon. D. M. (North Eastern)
Bills
Crown Lands Acts (Amendment) Bill, 1140
Subordinate Legislation Bill, 1336
University Acts (Amendment) Bill, 706

Questions without notice
Greswell habitat link, 1390
Heidelberg public housing redevelopment, 289
Home and community care, 841
Local government: postal voting, 1218
National workers compensation scheme, 100
W orkcover, 145

COULD, Hon. M. M. (Doutta Galla)
Address-in-reply, 179
Adjournment
Ballarat: school closures, 436
Conservation: native grass, 787
Fire hydrants, 213
Melton Central Preschool, 1286
Taxis: M50 licences, 1104
Bills
Appropriation 0994-95, No. 1) Bill, 607
Australian Grand Prix Bill, 521, 527, 528, 531, 536
Employee Relations (Amendment) Bill, 927

LEGISLA TIVE COUNCIL
Melbourne City Link Authority Bill, 1489
Vocational Education and Training (State Training
Wage) Bill, 1237
Budget papers, 1994-1995, 607
Questions on notice
Answers, 254, 378
Questions without notice
Unemployment: Ballaratl Ararat region, 1474
GUEST, Hon. J. V. C (Monash)
Bills
Australian Grand Prix Bill, 481
Casino (Management Agreement)(Amendment) Bill,
1325
Petitions
Grand prix, 541
Sexual discrimination, 53, 131, 541
Points of order, 47, 661, 1018, 1325

HALL, Hon. P. R. (Gippsland)
Address-in-reply, 185
Bills
Fisheries (Amendment) Bill, 1007
Local Government (Amendment) Bill, 1163
Queen Victoria Women's Centre BilL 1228
Road Safety (Further Amendment) Bill, 812
University Acts (Amendment) Bill, 697
Vocational Education and Training (State Training
Wage) BilL 1233
Petitions
Sodomy, 950
Public Accounts and Estimates Committee
Budget estimates and outcomes, 1115
Housing Guarantee Fund Ltd, 20
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Adjournment
BARA-VIC funding, 678
Bemm River access road, 723
City of Warmambool: subsidy increases, 723
Compulsory competitive tendering, 44, 48, 98
Dandenong Ranges environmental safeguards, 336,
723
Donation collectors, 1106
Electricity Services Victoria: services, 889
Flinders shire playground expenditure, 129
Forklift operator licence, 1182
Gas and Fuel Corporation charges, 538
John Cain Memorial Park, 86
Localgovernrnent
amalgamations, 283
boundaries, 1288
commissioners, 217, 919
cross-subsidisation, 539
finances, 791
financial management, 919
proposed City of Casey, 791
restructure, 919
Local Governrnent Board
Sherbrooke, 1183
Sunbury, 1183
Minister for Local Government: Telecom listing, 1107
Prahran Market, 1014
Regional development: committees, 439
Special Development School, South Melbourne, 890
Surf Coast Shire commissioner, 505
Whiteside Primary School, 1013
Workcover
challenges to claims, 217
claim payments, 129
claims, 1106, 1438
dispute arbitration, 1106
hospital overpayments, 539
medical treatment, 1014
non-payment of claims, 791
statistical information, 216
Yarraville Community Centre, 890
Auditor-General
City of Sunshine and former City of Bendigo, 1441

Questions without notice
Bullock Island development, 290
Catalytic converters, 1474
Heavy vehicle speed limits, 251
Recycling, 97
Workplace vocational training, 475
Youth employment: workplace skills, 1051

HALLAM, Hon. R. M. (Western) (Minister for
Regional Development and Minister for Local
Government)

Bills
Appropriation (1994-95, No. 1) Bill, 502
Appropriation (Parliament 1994-95, No. 1) Bill, 502
Borrowing and Investment Powers (Public Transport
Corporation) Bill, 793, 802, 1058
Business Franchise Acts (Amendment) Bill, 717, 899
Electricity Industry (Further Amendment) Bill, 1109,
1252, 1350
Financial Management (Amendment) Bill, 683, 715,
864
Gas Industry Bill, 1172, 1259
Impounding of Livestock Bill, 169, 695
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INDEX

Land Tax (Amendment) Bill, 1278, 1279
Local Government (Amendment) BilL 945, 956, 1171
State Taxation (Amendment) Bill, 1278, 1280
Superannuation Acts (Further Amendment) Bill,
1172, 1262
Transport Accident (General Amendment) Bill, 810,
904
Valuation of Land (Amendment) Bill, 793, 806
Budget papers, 1994-95, 101
Electricity charges, 65
Local government commissioners, 1033
Local government restructure, 753
Ministerial statements
City of Sunshine and former City of Bendigo, 1441
Personal Explanations, 285
Points of order, 15,601, 1158
Questions without notice
Australian Defence Industries, 576
Ballarat city: election date, 249
Bendigo enterprise centre, 574
City of Greater Geelong
1994-95 budget, 1054
elections, 100,475
regional development, 946
structure, 686
City of Port Phillip, 797
City of Stonnington commissioner, 47
Compulsory competitive tendering, 98
Country racing clubs, 1110
Dairy ind ustry
drought, 1111
five-year program, 474
Drought: effects on small business, 948
Electricity industry: uniform tariffs, 165
Fitzroy Swimming Pool, 376, 656, 759
Greater Green Triangle Association, 1323
John Cain Memorial Park, 248
Local government
amalgamations, 251,1219
chief executive officers, 1052
commissioners, 167,247
compulsory competitive tendering, 1324
elections, 49
loan allocations, 166
postal voting, 1218
rural rates, 1323
Local Government Board
chairmanship,476
independence, 844
Melbourne market, 655
National workers compensation scheme, 100
Petrol prices, 1388

Rail passenger services, 1320
Regional development
awards,373
Bendigo, 686
business opportunities, 247
north-eastern Victoria, 12
services and jobs, 1473
Shire of Moorabool, 1221
Unemployment
Ballaratl Ararat region, 1474
rural,572
Warmambool Woollen Mills, 1387
Winchelsea City Council, 1220
Workcover
annual report, 513
claims payments, 129
conciliation guidelines, 761
consultants, 757
costs, 840
delays, 1050
Industry Commission inquiry, 794
injured worker groups, 1109
local government, 1475
medical panels, 842
medical treatment, 946
payments, 1321
premiums, 287
small business premiums, 473
trusts, 683
Vistel Lld, 799
Workcover, 154

HARTIGAN, Hon. W. A. N. (Geelong)
Address-in-reply, 276
Bills
Valuation of Land (Amendment) Bill, 1090
Budget papers, 1994-1995,428
Crown Casino bid, 361
Electricity charges, 58
Local government commissioners, 1037
Local government restructure, 738
Points of order, 343
Privatisation: electricity and water, 1202
Questions without notice
Bellarine Peninsula coastal management, 477
City of Greater Geelong
1994-95 budget, 1054
regional development, 946

LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL
CPM Construction Management, 252
Ports: facilities, 167
Regional development: Bendigo, 686
State-enrolled nurses, 1113
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Deaths
Hayes, Honourable Geoffrey Phillip, 93
Walton, Honourable John Malcolm, 10
Questions without notice

HENSHAW, Hon. D. E. (Geelong)

Payroll tax, 1222
Public housing: income assessment, 166

Address-in-reply, 210
Adjournment
Community residential units, 333
Lorne pier, 787
Queenscliff Maritime Centre and Museum, 1286
Bills
Appropriation 0994-95, No. 1) Bill, 617
Domestic (Feral and Nuisance) Animals Bill, 775
Local Government (Amendment) Bill, 1170
Water Industry Bill, 1415
Budget papers, 1994-1995, 617
Questions without notice
City of Greater Geelong elections, 99, 474, 686
Local government: rural rates, 1323
Ports: privatisation, 17
Roads: freeway tolls, 794
Winchelsea City Council, 1220
HOGG, Hon. C. J. (Melbourne North)
Address-in-reply, 170
Adjournment
Broadmeadows Domestic Violence Outreach Service,
212

Coburg-Preston Secondary College, 82
Education: integration aides, 1433
Intellectual disability services, 125
North East Women's Health Service, 537
Victorian certificate of education, 332
Wimmera Community College of TAFE, 939
Bills
Appropriation (1994-95, No.l) Bill, 588
Dentists (Amendment) Bill, 105
Environment Effects (Amendment) Bill, 956
Health Services (Amendment) Bill, 981
Intellectuallv Disabled Persons' Services
(Amend~ent) Bill, 864, 884, 885, 886, 887
Queen Victoria Women's Centre Bill, 1214
Therapeutic Goods (Victoria) Bill, 779
University Acts (Amendment) Bill, 695
Vocational Education and Training (State Training
Wage) Bill, 1230
Budget papers, 1994-1995, 588

IVES, Hon. R. S. (Eumemmerring)
Address-in-reply, 192
Adjournment
Bunyip State Park fire tracks, 1433
Bushfires
controlled burning, 1104
response, 1286
Dandenong Festival of Arts and Music for Youth,
1010

Dandenong Ranges
environmental safeguards, 332, 720
National Park, 41
Information technology outsourcing, 678
Localgovernrnent
amalgamations, 1353
cross-subsidisation, 537
proposed City of Casey, 785
Local Government Board: Sherbrooke, 1181
National Meals on Wheels Day, 85
Public housing, 128, 129
School crossing supervisors, 437
Springvale Information Service for People with
Disabilities, 504
Tenants unions, 887
Vicroads staffing, 939
Bills
Appropriation (1994-95, No. 1) Bill, 663
Domestic (Feral and Nuisance) Animals Bill, 769
Emerald Tourist Railway (Amendment) Bill, 112
Emergency Management (Amendment) Bill, 1297
Health Services (Amendment) Bill, 989
Intellectually Disabled Persons' Services
(Amendment) Bill, 874
Planning Authorities Repeal Bill, 1503
Vocational Education and Training (State Training
Wage) Bill, 1235
Budget papers, 1994-1995, 430
Crown Casino bid, 365
Parliamentary privilege, 1029
Points of order, 598, 1451
Questions without notice
Housing: public waiting lists, 515
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INDEX

KNOWLES, Hon. R. I. (Ballarat) (Minister for Housing
and Minister for Aged Care)
Aboriginal deaths in custody, 1291
Adjournment
Ambulances: helicopter services, 889, 1439
Atherton Gardens Residents Association, 1354
Ballarat: school closures, 439
Barwon Water: meter-reading charges, 724
Broadmeadows Domestic Violence Outreach Service,
217
Clerk, The, 1353
Community residential units, 336
Department of Planning and Development
subcontractors, 1014
Deputy Ombudsman <Police Complaints), 439
Donation collectors, 678
Gas meters: connection, 1438
Housing initiatives in Mauritius, 1114
Intellectual disability services, 129
Loca 1Government Board report, 943
Local government commissioners, 943
Melbourne Sports and Aquatic Centre BilL 1366
Melton Central Preschool, 1288
National Meals on Wheels Day, 86
North East Women's Health Service, 539
Springvale Infonnation Service for People with
Disabilities, 505
Tenants unions, 889
Victorian Advocacy League for Individuals with
Disability, 621
Western Support Services: community residential
units, 621
Yarra River: proposed advertising, 723
Bills
Como Project Bill, 793, 800, 910
Crown Lands Acts (Amendment) Bill, 955
Dentists (Amendment) Bill, 54, 79, 110
Environment Effects (Amendment) Bill, 784, 979
Health Services (Amendment) Bill, 793, 801, 994
Intellectuallv Disabled Persons' Services
(Amend~ent) Bill, 683, 718, 880, 884, 885, 886
Land Titles Validation Bill, 1396
Margarine (Repeal) Bill, 222
Planning Authorities Repeal Bill, 1109, 1117, 1510
Project Development and Construction Management
Bill, 1109, 1120, 1304, 1306
Property Law (Amendment) Bill, 105
Therapeutic Goods (Victoria) Bill, 690, 784
Business of the house
Adjournment of bills, 20
Broadcasting of proceedings, 19
Days and hours of meeting, 19
Naming and suspension of member, 605
Periodic discharge of orders of the day, general
business, 18

Privilege, 19
Proclamations fixing operative dates, 18
Sessional orders, 73, 541, 1115
Sitting days, 920
Temporary relief in chair, 19
Dissent from President's ruling, 1459
Health Computing Services Victoria Ltd, 950
Parliamentary committees
House Committee, 516
Joint Printing Committee, 516
Library Committee, 517
Privileges Committee, 517
Standing Orders Committee, 517
Personal explanations, 1116
Points of order, 60, 127, 242, 577, 608, 826, 1377, 1378,
1443, 1444, 1451, 1454
Protective services, 1291
Questions on notice
Answers, 254
Questions without notice
Aged care, 1476
Apollo Bay multipurpose service centre, 656
Asthma Awareness Week, 378
Community housing program, 578
Community resourcing program, 687
Community Visitors, 1222
Corryong multipurpose centre, 762
CPM Construction Management, 252
Elderly person accommodation, 51
Heidelberg public housing redevelopment, 289
Home and community care
hxnding,476,1324
services, 52, 168,841
Home child-care allowance, 798
Housing
East Preston redevelopment, 920
for the disadvantaged, 99
publiC waiting lists, 515
tenant safety, 1390
Injury prevention, 18
Kingston Centre, 947
National Carers Awareness Week, 516
Priority housing, 252
Public housing: income assessment, 166
Public Tenants Union of Victoria, 1050
Safety initiatives for the elderly, 169
Sewerage charges, 477
Taxis: fare increases, 52

LEGISLATIVE COL'NCIL
KOKOCINSKI, Hon. LICIA (Melbourne West)
Address-in-reply, 311
Adjournment
Deputy Ombudsman (Police Complaints), 436
Donation collectors, 677, 1103
Public transport: concession fares, 333
Western Support Services: community residential
units, 620
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Bills
Appropriation 0994-95, No. 1) Bill, 676
Constitution (Amendment) Bill, 1383
Crown Lands Acts (Amendment) Bill, 1139
Electricity Industry (Further Amendment) Bill, 1347
Fisheries (Amendment) Bill, 1003
Gas Industry Bill, 1431
Crown Casino bid, 388
Points of order, 481, 500, 501, 570, 604, 1328

Bills
Australian Grand Prix Bill, 464
Domestic (Feral and Nuisance) Animals Bill, 764, 777,
778
Royal Agricultural Show-grounds (Amendment) Bill,
118

University Acts (Amendment) Bill, 699

Questions without notice
Domain tunnel and Western bypass, 918
Local government amalgamations, 251
Log grading, 687
Springvale bypass, 51

Budget papers, 1994-1995, 421

NARDEllA, Hon. D. A. (Melbourne North)

Points of order, 147, 156

Address-in-reply, 228

Questions without notice

Adjournment

Elderly person accommodation, 50
Home and community care
funding, 476
services, 168

MclEAN, Hon. JEAN (Melbourne West)
Address-in-reply, 203
Adjournment
Casino bonuses at brothels, 41
Taxis: fare increases, 85
Yarraville Community Centre, 888
Bills
Appropriation 0994-95, No. 1) Bill, 638
Australian Grand Prix BilL 489
Prostitution Control Bill, 1263
Budget papers, 1994-1995, 638
Petitions
Railway crossing gates: Yarraville, 1441
Questions without notice
Crown Casino: illegal gambling, 798
Priority housing, 252
Taxis: fare increases, 52

MIER, Hon. B. W. (Waverley)
Adjournment
Whiteside Primary School, 1009
Workcover: non-payment of debt, 788

Bus services: Reghon Drive, Sunbury, 1011
City of Warrnambool: subsidy increases, 722
Local Government Board
report, 940
Sunbury, 1180
TuIlamarine Freeway signage, 1437
Workcover
challenges to claims, 214
claims payment, 126, 1104
non-payment of debt, 788
Bills
Appropriation 0994-95, No. 1) Bill, 600, 606
Appropriation <Parliament 1994-95, No. 1) Bill, 668
Australian Grand Prix Bill, 493, 523, 532, 533, 534
Constitution (Amendment) Bill, 1385, 1391
Corrections (Amendment) Bill, 1176
Crimes (Amendment) Bill, 1249
Domestic (Feral and Nuisance) Animals Bill, 776
Emerald Tourist Railway (Amendment) Bill, 114
Employee Relations (Amendment) Bill, 930
Financial Management (Amendment) Bill, 861
Gas Industry Bill, 1426
Health Services (Amendment) Bill, 992
Intellectually Disabled Persons' Services
(Amendment) Bill, 879
Local Government (Amendment) Bill, 1165
Margarine (Repeal) Bill, 221
Melbourne City Link Authority Bill, 1485
Prostitution Control Bill, 1276
Transport Accident (General Amendment) Bill, 907
Water Industry Bill, 1420
Budget papers, 1994-1995, 600, 606
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Business of the house
Sessional orders, 78
Crown Casino bid, 355,1150
Freeway tolls, 857
Local government commissioners, 1031, 1039

Livestock Disease Control Bill, 1460
Local Government (Amendment) Bill, 1151
Margarine (Repeal) Bill, 219
Melbourne City Link Authority Bill, 1468, 1476
Road Safety (Further Amendment) Bill, 811
Royal Agricultural Show-grounds (Amendment) Bill,
115
Water Industry Bill, 1417

Points of order, 139,275,330,601,674, 1454
Questions without notice
Crown Casino
bid, 291, 374, 685
food regulations, 917
hotel, 949
probity checks, 841
Gaming machines, 514
Ports: competition, 14
Workcover, 143

POWER, Hon. PAT CJika Jika)
Adjournment
BARA-VIC funding, 677
Barwon Water: meter-reading charges, 333, 722
Compulsory competitive tendering, 40
Drought: roadside grazing, 1012
Electricity Services Victoria: services, 887
Gas and Fuel Corporation charges, 536
Householder mail, 1180
Local government
amalgamations, 282
boundaries, 1287
commissioners, 214, 919, 939
finances, 786
Minister for Local Government: Telecom listing, 1106
Regional development: committees, 437
Surf Coast Shire commissioner, 503
Victorian Advocacy League for Individuals with
Disability, 620
W-class trams, 1353
Workcover claims, 1437
Bills
Agriculture and Veterinary Chemicals (Victoria) Bill,
709
Agriculture (Registered Occupations) Bill, 294
Appropriation (1994-95, No.l) Bill, 613
Australian Grand Prix Bill, 472, 478, 524, 525, 529,
531,533
Crown Lands Acts (Amendment) Bill, 1144
Emerald Tourist Railway (Amendment) Bill, 110
Employee Relations (Amendment) Bill, 933
Environment Effects (Amendment) Bill, 978
Fisheries (Amendment) Bill, 1007
Impounding of Livestock Bill, 691

Budget papers, 1994-1995, 613
Local government commissioners, 1035
Local government restructure, 725, 756
Points of order, 146, 147,368,456,526,573, 1038, 1159
Privatisation: water, 564
Questions without notice
BaHarat city: election date, 249
Bendigo enterprise centre, 574
City of Port Phillip, 797
Compulsory competitive tendering, 98
Country racing clubs, 1110
Drought: effects on small business, 948
Fitzroy Swimming Pool, 376
Henty Bay, Portland, 760
Local government
chief executive officers, 1051
commissioners, 167
compulsory competitive tendering, 1324
elections, 49
restructure, 918
Local Government Board
chairmanship, 475
independence, 844
Petrol prices, 1388
Rail: passenger services, 1320
Regional development: services and jobs, 1473
Shire of MoorabooL 1221
Unemployment: rural, 572
PRESIDENT, The (Hon. B. A. Chamberlain)(See also
Rulings by the Chair in SUBJECTS)
Adjournment
Christmas felicitations, 1513
Electorate offices
Dandenong, 1107
Safety,45
Governor's speech
Presentation of address-in-reply, 757, 827
Parliamentary reports, 725
President, The
Retum,687

LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL
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Questions on notice
PULLEN, Hon. B. T. (Melbourne)
Adjournment
Aerial spraying, Dereel, 215
Athertqn Gardens Residents Association, 1353
Camp Fairnie, Tyabb, 1434
Carlton North Primary School, 334
Environment effects statement, 1113
Koonung Creek pollution, 888, 1105
La Trobe University: Abbotsford campus, 787
Mallacoota
boat launching, 722
Inlet, 282
Merinda Park railway station, 939
Natimuk conservation and natural resources depot,
42
National parks: access, 437
Queenscliff dredging, 1179
Bills
Appropriation (1994-95, No. 1) Bill, 623
Australian Grand Prix Bill, 441, 519, 522, 524, 526,
528,529,530,531,534,535,536
Classification of Films and Publications
(Amendment) Bill, 1468
Como Project Bill, 908
Constitution (Court of Appeal) Bill, 1404
Corrections Amendment Bill, 1172
Crimes (Amendment) Bill, 1240, 1251, 1252
Crown Lands Acts (Amendment) Bill, 1126
Emergency Management (Amendment) Bill, 1294
Environment Effects (Amendment) Bill, 974
Fisheries (Amendment) Bill, 999
Land (Miscellaneous Matters) and National Tennis
Centre (Amendment) Bill, 1094, 1095, 1100, 1101
Melbourne City Link Authority Bill, 1491
Planning Authorities Repeal Bill, 1496
Property Law (Amendment) Bill, 105
Prostitution Control Bill, 1272
Victorian Plantations Corporation (Amendment) Bill,
1081
Water Industry Bill, 1406
Budget papers, 1994-1995, 623
Environment and Natural Resources Committee
Impact of commonwealth activities, 891
Local government restructure, 747
Petitions
Australian grand prix, 1115
Community resourcing program, 53
Points of order, 499
Privatisation: water, 541

Answers, 253
Questions without notice
Braeside Park, 843
Bushfire season, 1052
Department of Conservation and Natural Resources:
grants, 946
Fire prevention, 653
Fitzroy Swimming PooL 656, 758
Forests: national policy, 1389
Leases: unused roads, 375
Local government amalgamations, 1219
Melbourne Water
drainage, 164
Regulator-General, 97
Tullamarine Freeway rail link, 1472

SKEGGS, Hon. B. A. (Templestowe)
Address-in-reply, 207
Adjournment
Sports grants, 1436
Bills
Casino (Management Agreement)(Amendment) Bill,
1310
Constitution (Amendment) Bill, 1384
Gaming and Betting (Amendment) Bill, 1283
Liquor Control (Amendment) Bill, 895
Lotteries Gaming and Betting (General Amendment)
Bill,1330
Royal Agricultural Show-grounds (Amendment) Bill,
120
Subordinate Legislation Bill, 1335
Deaths
Christie, Sir Yemon Howard Colville, 681
Garrett, Honourable Sir Raymond William, AFC,
AEA,509
Hayes, Honourable Geoffrey Phillip, 94
Petitions
Sexual discrimination, 101
Questions without notice
Film industry, 98
Housing: East Preston redevelopment, 920
National Environment Protection Council, 1320
Project grants program, 513
University places, 15
Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations Commi ttee

Alert Digest, 102, 517, 688, 799, 950
Australian Federalism Conference, 950
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Redundant and unclear legislation, 688
Subordinate legislation, 1115

SMITH, Hon. K. M. (South Eastern)

Householder mail, 1181
Queenscliff Maritime Centre and Museum, 1288
Roxburgh Park primary school, 43
Victorian certificate of education, 335
Wimmera Community College of TAFE, 942

Address-in-reply,300
Bills
Adjournment
Electorate officer: Dandenong, 1103
Gas meters: connection, 1434
Bills
Appropriation (Parliament 1994·95, !\Io. 1) Bill, 670
Australian Grand Prix Bill, 498
Fisheries (Amendment) Bill, 1001
Points of order, 132,274,275,339,355,608, 1309, 1313,
1315
Questions without notice
Housing initiatives in Mauritius, 1114
Injury prevention, 18
Local government: financial management, 919
South Eastern Arterial, 374
Workcover,138

Australian Grand Prix Bill, 392, 518, 521, 525, 526,
528,529,530,532,533,536,538
Casino (Management Agreement)(Amendment) BilL
1109,1118, 1316, 1327
Classification of Films and Publications
(Amendment) Bill, 1357, 1361, 1468
Constitution (Court of Appeal) Bill, 1252, 1350
Crimes (Amendment) Bill, 945, 967, 1251
Emerald Tourist Railway (Amendment) Bill, 54, 81
Employee Relations (Amendment) Bill, 793, 803, 937
Estate Agents (Amendment) Bill, 793, 808, 1081
Gaming and Betting (Amendment) Bill, 1009, 1040,
1285
Lotteries Gaming and Betting (General Amendment)
Bill, 1009, 1042, 1332
Property Law (Amendment) Bill, 80
Prostitution Control Bill, 945, 962, 1278
Queen Victoria Women's Centre Bill, 1017, 1045, 1230
University Acts (Amendment) Bill, 578, 708
Vocational Education and Training (State Training
Wage) Bill, 1009, 1043,1239

STONEY, Hon. E. G. (Central Highlands)
Address-in-reply,l77
Adjournment
Goulbum Valley Highway, 786
Bills

BLF Custodian, 20, 1115
Crown Casino: bid, 352, 1149
Deaths
Christie, Sir Vemon Howard Colville, 681
Hayes, Honourable Geoffrey Phillip, 91

Domestic (Feral and Nuisance) Animals Bill, 767
Dissent from President's ruling, 1456
Petitions
Sodomy, 292

Farrow group inquiry, 1291
Legal aid services, 1291

Questions without notice
Asthma Awareness Week, 378
Australian Defence Industries, 576
Community education providers, 1388
Community resourcing program, 687

Parliamentary privilege, 1026
Points of order, 360, 481, 500, 663,1019,1021, 1445,
1450, 1453
Questions on notice
Answers, 254, 378

STOREY, Hon. HADDON (East Yarra)(Minister for
Tertiary Education and Training, Minister for the
Arts and Minister for Gaming)
Adjournment
Carlton North Primary School, 335
Casino bonuses at brothels, 44
Coburg-Preston Secondary College, 85
Community service orders, 1288
Dandenong Festival of Arts and Music for Youth,
1012
Education: integration aides, 1438

Questions without notice
Arts
Centre spire, 794
exhibition, 1472
multicultural organisations, 759
organisations funding, 50
Atlantis Recordings, 916, 1387
Bulldozing of war memorial, 1322
Community education providers, 1388
Creative !\Iation statement, 574

LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL
Crown Casino
bid, 285,287,289,291,375, 512, 576, 577,655,656,
685, 1476
builder, 96
car parking, 842
entertainment, 684
food regulations, 917
gaming machines, 374
guarantees, 1051
hotel, 949
illegal gambling, 798
Mr Lloyd Williams, 761
non-completion penalties, 762
probity checks, 477, 841
Education
adult, community and further, 376
standardised qualifications, 684
Education and training, 165
Film industry, 98
Gaming machines, 513, 514
Melbourne International Festival of the Arts, 511
Payroll tax, 1222
Premier's Literary Awards, 250
Raiders of the Lost Archives exhibition, 1219
State-enrolled nurses, 843, 1113
TAFE
college councils, 916
programs, 652
Tertiary institutions: entry, 948
Training courses, 1321
University places, 15
Workplace vocational training, 475
Youth employment: workplace skills, 1051
Solicitors Guarantee Fund, 799
Supreme Court judges, 1185
Women's Budget, 1115

STRONG, Hon. C. A. (Higinbotham)

Bills
Appropriation (1994-95, No.l) Bill, 595
Electricity Industry (Further Amendment) Bill, 1343
Financial Management (Amendment) Bill, 863
Gas Industry Bill, 1428
Project Development and Construction Management
Bill,1302
State Taxation (Amendment) Bill, 1373

Questions without notice
Education: adult, community and further, 376
Lighthouses, 1471
Ports: charges, 1112
Workcover: medical panels, 842
Young Achievers awards, 656

THEOPHANOUS, Hon. T. C. (Jika Jika)
Address-in-reply, 308
Adjournment
Christmas felicitations, 1511
Community service orders, 1287
Electorate office security, 40
Electricity Services Victoria
demand management, 789
late payment charges, 335
John Cain Memorial Park, 84
Workcover
claim payments, 125, 1435
dispute arbitration, 1105
hospital overpayments, 538
medical treatment, 1011
statistical information, 213

Bills
Borrowing and Investment Powers (Public Transport
Corporation) Bill, 1047, 1055
Business Franchise Acts (Amendment) Bill, 897
Casino (Management Agreement)(Amendment) Bill,
1311,1318
Constitution (Amendment) Bill, 1375
Electricity Industry (Further Amendment) Bill, 1338
Estate Agents (Amendment) Bill, 1058
Financial Management (Amendment) Bill, 815
Gas Industry Bill, 1428
Land Tax (Amendment) Bill, 1366
Land Titles Validation Bill, 1395, 1396
Liquor Control (Amendment) Bill, 892
State Taxation (Amendment) Bill, 1370
Subordinate Legislation Bill, 1332
Superannuation Acts (Further Amendment) Bill, 1467
Transport Accident (General Amendment) Bill, 899,
905,907
Valuation of Land (Amendment) Bill, 1083
Budget papers, 1994-95, 398
Business of the house
Sessional orders, 74

Budget papers, 1994-95, 595
Freeway tolls, 854
Points of order, 598, 1346
Privatisation: electricity and water, 1211
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Crown Casino bid, 370, 379, 1149
Deaths
Christie, Honourable Sir Vemon Howard Colville,
679
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INDEX

Garrett, Honourable Sir Ravmond William, AFC,
AEA, 508
Hayes, Honourable Geoffrey Phillip, 90
Swinbume, Honourable Ivan Archie, CMG, 6
Walton, Honourable John Malcolm, 8

Dandenong Ranges: sewerage facilities, 758
Melbourne International Festival of the Arts, 511
Premier's Literary Awards, 250

VV ALPOLE, Hon. D. T. (Melbourne)
Electricity charges, 54, 70
Freeway tolls, 828
Naming and suspension of member, 605

Address-in-reply, 296
Adjournment
Forklift operator licence, 1179

Points of order, 13, 16,60,128,139, 141, 146, 153, 156,
288,473,577,602,825,826,839,847,1204,1315,1377,
1378, 1379, 1454

Bills

President, The

Points of order, 127

Absence, 89
Privatisation: electricity and water, 1186

Employee Relations (Amendment) Bill, 921

Questions without notice
City of Moreland, 1112
Gaming machines, 513

Questions without notice

Code of forest practice, 1471
Competition policy reforms, 1386
Crown Casino
bid, 287, 576
signage, 372
Electricity Services Victoria: demand management,
511,652
Fire mitigation, 575
John Cain Memorial Park, 248
Minister for Major Projects: federal ambitions, 95
Ports: privatisation, 12
Roads: freeway tolls, 793
Workcover
claims, 1111
consultants, 757
costs, 840
delays, 1050
injured worker group, 1109
medical treatment, 945
payments, 1321
small business premiums, 473
trusts, 683
VVorkcover, 131, 162

VVELLS, Hon. R. J. H. (Eumemmerring)
Address-in-reply, 265

Bills
Agriculture and Veterinary Chemicals (Victoria) Bill,
712
Appropriation 0994-95, No. 1) Bill, 631
Livestock Disease Control Bill, 1464
Royal Agricultural Show-grounds (Amendment) Bill,
122
University Acts (Amendment) Bill, 702
Budget papers, 1994-95, 631
Petitions
Minibah Adult Unit, Pakenham, 101
Sexual discrimination, 292
Sodomy, 292
Questions without notice
Road funding, 95
Training courses, 1321
Workcover
localgovernrnent, 1474
premiums, 287

V ARTY, Hon. ROSEMARY (Silvan)

Bills
Planning Authorities Repeal Bill, 1498
Prostitution Control Bill, 1267
Queen Victoria Women's Centre Bill, 1223
Petitions
Sexual discrimination, 688
Questions without notice
Community Visitors, 1222

VVHITE, Hon. D. R. (Doutta Galla)
Address-in-reply,272
Adjournment
Department of Planning and Development
subcontractors, 334, 1010
Henty Bay, Portland, 1180
Legislative Council: sitting days, 39
Parliamentary clerks, 214

LEGISLA TIVE COUNCIL
WILDING, Hon. S. de C. (Chelsea)
Bills
Appropriation 0994-95, No. 1) Bill, 657
Casino (Management Agreement)(Amendment) Bill,
1307, 1327
Electricity Industry (Further Amendment) Bill, 1349
Employee Relations (Amendment) Bill, 911
Gaming and Betting (Amendment) Bill, 1282
Gas Industry Bill, 1422
Lotteries Gaming and Betting (Betting) Bill, 763, 1329
Melbourne Sports and Aquatic Centre Bill, 1364
Project Development and Construction Management
Bill, 1301, 1306
Budget papers, 1994-95, 657
Business of the house
Sessional orders, 75
Crown Casino bid, 339, 1114, 1148
Deaths
Walton, Honourable John Malcolm, 10
Dissent from President's ruling, 1442
Electricity charges, 62
Freeway tolls, 847
Parliamentary privilege, 1019
Points of order, 42, 43, 47, 77, 274, 275, 288, 360, 482,
512,601,661,1018.1027,1313,1315,1325,1346,1443,
1445, 1447, 1448, 1449, 1450, 1451, 1452
Privatisation: electricity and water, 1206
Questions without notice
Atlantis Recordings, 916, 1387
Bulldozing of war memorial, 1322
City of Stonnington commissioner, 47
Crown Casino
bid,285,289,512,655,656,1475
builder, 96
car parking, 842
entertainment, 684
gaming machines, 374
guarantees, 1051
Mr Lloyd Williams, 761
non-completion penalties, 762
probity checks, 477
rent payments, 13
Electricity industry: uniform tariffs, 165
Local government commissioners, 247
Rugby stadium, 795
Transport strategy for Melbourne, 1217
Tullamarine Freeway rail link, 947

Address-in-reply, 35
Adjournment
Carrum: relocation of sporting clubs, 939
Bills
Intellectuallv Disabled Persons' Services
(Amendri-tent) Bill, 869
Queen Victoria Women's Centre Bill, 1227
Petitions
Sexual discrimination, 101
Sodomy, 101
Questions without notice
Arts exhibition, 1472
Home and community care services, 52
Home child-care allowance, 798
Housing for the disadvantaged, 99
Mount Eliza Regional Park, 1220
Sewerage charges, 477
Tertiary institutions: entry, 948
Road Safety Committee
Demerit points scheme . 725
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QUESTION ON NOTICE
Questions on notice answered during period covered by this index.

Qn

2
3
4

5
6
7
8
9
10
11

12
13

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
33
34
40
41
42
43
44

Subject matter

Conservation and Environment: staff
numbers
Port Phillip Bay: marine toxicity reports
Public Transport: patronage
Public Transport: tram travel times
Lighthouses: status
Public Transport: station staffing
Roads: traffic monitoring costs
Workcover: advertising expenditure
Community health centres: annual
budgets
Water: catchments
Herbicides: reports on use
Port Phillip Bay - Western Port:
marine toxicology expenditure
Land: sale of Crown
Bicycle paths
Land: coastal transferred to leasehold
Education: outsourcing
Education: outsourcing
Education: school enrolments
Education: consultancies
Education: print and electronic
communication expenditure
Education: departmental committees
Government: intergovernmental
agreements
Education: parent representation on
school councils
Olympic Games: Melbourne bid
for 1996
Government intergovernmental
agreements
Education: allocation of funds
Education: role of regional offices
Education: school maintenance
Education: school sites sold to
Hudson Conway
Housing: D & M Painters
Melbourne Water: consultancies
State Owned Enterprises, Office of:
consultancies
Transport: tram shuttle service between
Bundoora and West Preston
Municipalities: swimming pool costs
Public Transport: patronage
Natural Resources: consultancies
Conservation and Environment:
consultancies

Asked by

Answered by

Page

MrPullen
MrPullen
Mr Pullen
MrPullen
Mr Pullen
MrPullen
Mr Pullen
MrPu\1en

Mr Birren
Mr Birren
Mr Baxter
Mr Baxter
Mr Birrel!
Mr Baxter
Mr Baxter
MrHallam

1521
1521
1515
1516
1522
1518
1519
1520

MrPullen
MrPu\1en
MrPullen

MrKnowles
Mr Birren
Mr Birrell

1522
1522
1523

MrPullen
Mr Pullen
MrPullen
MrPullen
MrsGould
MrsGould
MrsGould
MrsGould

Mr Birrell
Mr Hallam
Mr Birrell
Mr Hallam
MrStorey
MrStorey
MrStorey
MrStorey

1523
1523
1524
1526
1528
1528
1527
1527

MrsGould
Mrs Gould

MrStorey
MrStorey

1533
1534

Mrs McLean

Mr Birrell

1593

Mrs McLean

MrStorey

1547

Mrs Mc Lean

Mr Birrell

1593

MrsMcLean
MrsGould
MrsGould
MrsGould

Mr BirreU
MrStorey
MrStorey
MrStorey

1542
1547
1553
1558

MrsGould
Mr Davidson
Mr Theophanous

MrStorey
MrKnowles
Mr Birrell

1558
1595
1561

Mr Theophanous

MrHallam

1558

MrPullen
MrPullen
MrPullen
Mr Pullen

Mr Baxter
Mr Hallam
Mr Baxter
Mr Birrell

1546
1563
1563
1563

MrPullen

Mr Birrell

1564
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45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62

Natural Resources: staff
Conservation and Environment: staff
Conservation and Environment:
consultancies
Planning: unexhibited planning
scheme amendments
Planning: permit applications called in
Planning: consultancies
Tertiary Education and Training: staff
Housing: staff
Major Projects: staff
Local Government: consultancies
Housing: consultancies
Roads and Ports: consultancies
Major Projects: consultancies
Timber industry: grading and
sale of logs
Melbourne Water: water conservation
Natural Resources: fire prevention
Timber industry: log grading audits
Timber industry: contracts with
Harris Daishowa Ltd

MrPullen
Mr Pullen

Mr Birrell
Mr Birrell

1564
1565

Mr Pullen

Mr Birrell

1565

MrPullen
Mr Pullen
MrPullen
MrPullen
Mr Pullen
Mr Pullen
Mr Pullen
Mr Pullen
Mr Pullen
Mr Pullen

Mr Knowles
MrKnowles
MrKnowles
Mr Storey
MrKnowles
Mr Birrell
MrHallam
MrKnowles
Mr Baxter
Mr Birrell

1595
1566
1578
1596
1560
1584
1584
1597
1587
1587

MrMier
Mr Pullen
Mr Pullen
MrMier

Mr Birrell
Mr BirrelI
Mr Birrell
Mr BirreIl

1588
1591
1591
1602

MrMier

Mr Birrell

1601

